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Voorwoord d 

Voorr u ligt het resultaat van bijna vijfjaar onderzoek in de kansrekening aan het KdV 

instituutt voor wiskunde. Deze vijfjaren hebben op het eerste gezicht niet allemaal 

evenveell  bijgedragen aan de vulling van dit proefschrift. Het totstandkomen van 

ditt proefschrift kan volgens mij het beste vergeleken worden met het verloop van 

eenn voetbalwedstrijd waarin een ploeg (vroeg) op achterstand komt, vlak voor tijd 

dee gelijkmaker scoort, en vervolgens in de verlenging de winnende treffer in het net 

jaagt.. Uiteindelijk is het dus allemaal gelukt, niet in de laatste plaats dankzij de 

steunn van velen, zie ook het dankwoord achterin. 

Hett onderwerp van studie in dit proefschrift is een model van een wachtrij waarbij 

dee klanten worden bediend volgens de zogenaamde Foreground-Background (FB) 

bedieningsdiscipline.. Deze niet zo bekende discipline werkt goed als de verdeling 

vann de bedieningstijd zogenaamde zware staarten heeft. Onlangs is aangetoond dat 

ditt soort verdelingen optreden in internetverkeer. In dit proefschrif beschrijf ik een 

aantall  eigenschappen van de FB-wachtrij. Verder vergelijk ik de FB-wachtrij met 

wachtrijenn die andere bedieningsdisciplines gebruiken en laat ik zien hoe de wachtrij 

reageertt op het veranderen van één van de begincondities, de bedieningsverdeling. 

Inherentt aan een proefschrift in de wiskunde is dat een zekere kennis moet wor-

denn aangenomen; in dit geval is dat bekendheid met enkele basisbegrippen uit de 

stochastiekk in het algemeen, en de wacht rij theorie in het bijzonder. Het zou te ver 

voerenn deze begrippen hier toe te lichten. Ik besef dat hierdoor het lezen van het 

proefschriftt er voor niet-stochastici niet makkelijker op wordt. 

Dee voorkant van dit boekje tenslotte, ontworpen door Pepijn van der Laan. il -

lustreertt enkele ideeën van het in dit proefschrift bestudeerde model, met name de 

begrippenn 'leeftijd' en 'cohort', zie ook hoofdstuk 1. 

Amsterdam,, april 2004 Misja 

ï ï 



ModelsModels must be our slaves, not our masters. 

Nickk Bingham 

VenietVeniet tempus quo posten nostri nos tarn aperta nescisse mirentur. 

Seneca,, Naturales quaestiones 
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CHAPTER R 

Thee Foreground-Background 

discipline e 

1.11 Queueing theory 

Imaginee a person who solves (mathematical) problems as a profession. Every month 

hee receives a number of problems. Many of them can be solved in a few minutes, most 

off  them within an hour, but some problems may take weeks or even years to solve. 

Sincee eventually every problem is solved in an instant of insight, it is impossible 

beforehandd to say how much time he will spend on a problem. A reasonable strategy 

too solve as many problems as possible is to dedicate a few minutes to a problem, 

andd if it cannot be solved, to put it aside and start with a new problem. When all 

problemss present on his desk have received a few minutes of attention, he returns 

too a problem that was put aside and spends half an hour on that problem. Then he 

returnss to another problem that was put aside, and so on. 

Thee situation in the example above may be modelled as a queue. The strategy is 

calledd the service discipline, queue(ing) discipline or simply discipline. A large num-

berr of real world phenomena can be thought of in a queueing context. One should 

thinkk of communication networks like internet and call centres, queues for a printer, 

1 1 



2 2 Chapterr 1 The Foreground-Background discipline 

inn the post office and supermarket, but also inventory systems may be modelled as 

queues.. Hence it is no wonder that a whole branch of (applied) probability theory 

iss devoted to queueing.1 

Itt is clear that by means of the service discipline one may influence the behaviour 

off  a queueing system. Consider for example what happens to the queue described 

abovee when the problem solver uses the FIFO (First in first out) service discipline, 

whichh gives priority to the first customer in line, as is tradition in for example post 

offices.. This strategy may work for some time, until the mathematician hits upon a 

problemm that takes years to solve. Then the size of the pile of problems waiting to 

bee solved is likely to grow very large. The question which service discipline to use, 

iss therefore a crucial one. 

Queueingg theory has been around since the beginning of the twentieth century. 

Thee Danish mathematician Erlang may be considered as the founder of queueing 

theory,, since his studies for the Copenhagen Telephone Company between 1909 and 

19200 form pioneering work in the theory of queues. Since then queueing theory has 

beenn the object of growing interest. From different angles and with different levels 

off  mathematical rigour people have investigated queueing models. This has resulted 

inn a rich variety of models and techniques in the literature. Nowadays hundreds of 

articless on the subject appear yearly and several journals are devoted to queueing 

theory.. For an account of the (early) history of queueing theory up to i960 we refer 

too Saaty (1961, [56]). The developments in the second half of the twentieth century 

aree amply discussed in Stidham (2001, [62]). 

1.22 The Foreground-Background (FB) model 

Inn this thesis we analyse queues that use the so-called FB service discipline. This 

nott very well-known discipline has some appealing features. These wil l be described 

inn Section 1.4 below. The FB discipline works according to the following rule. 

FBB rule: the customer in the queue that has received the least amount 

off  service is served. If there are n such customers, for some n £ N, then 

theyy are served simultaneously, i.e., each of them is served at rate \/n. 

Lett the age of a customer be the amount of work he has received. Then a server 

usingg the FB discipline always serves the youngest customer(s). As a consequence 

1I tt is claimed that 'queueing' is the only non-artificial English word containing five subsequent 

vowels. . 
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customerss tend to cluster together in cohorts, groups of customers having the same 

age. . 

Whenn a new customer arrives in an FB queue, he is (strictly) the youngest cus-

tomerr in the queue. Hence he is served immediately, see Figure 1 below. If the 

serverr stops serving another customer(s) to serve the new customer, then the server 

iss said to have preempted the other customer(s). After that time, basically three 

thingss may happen. 

1.. If the customer needs at least as much service as the age of the customer(s) 

thatt was (were) preempted at his arrival, then at a certain time their ages will be 

equall  and they are served together. This happens to the second customer in Figure 1 

below.. We say that the customer joins a cohort. Later this cohort may join another 

cohort. . 

2.. The customer may need less service than the age of the customer that he 

preempted,, and hence he leaves the queue before joining the older cohort (see the 

thirdd customer in Figure 1 below) and the server returns to the cohort that was 

preempted. . 

3.. Before leaving the queue or joining another cohort the customer may be 

preemptedd himself by the arrival of a new customer. This happened to the first 

customerr in Figure 1 below. 

age e 

DD33 £>i 

Figuree 1 A realisation of the age process in the FB queue. 

TheThe (large) full circles denote the departure of a customer. 

Byy the FB rule, a customer with service time r has, throughout his stay in the queue, 

prioritypriority  over customers oiuer than T, since ne is aiways younger than 
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thiss customer spends in the system2 is the same as in the queue with service times 

truncatedd at level r. We call such a queue a r- queue. The concept of the r-queue is 

usedd frequently in this thesis. 

Too further illustrate how the FB model works, let us consider a busy period in 

thee queue with constant service times. Customers arriving in the same busy period 

clusterr together as described above. By the FB priority rule however none of them 

iss allowed to leave the queue before another customer leaves: since service times 

aree constant, the customers with the smallest residual service time have the lowest 

priority.. Hence at the end of the busy period a large cohort, containing all customers 

whoo arrived during that busy period, leaves the queue. Kleinrock (1976, [32]) uses 

thiss example to emphasise the disastrous effect that using the FB discipline may 

have. . 

1.33 History of the FB model 

Inn its initial stages in the second half of the sixties, the term FB, or rather FBn, was 

usedd as an abbreviation for both Foreground-Background and Feedback queueing sys-

tems.. These different names referred to the same models. See Schrage (1967, [58]), 

Coffmann and Kleinrock (1968, [13]), and the survey article by McKinney (1969, [38]). 

Thee FB- nueue with so-called nuantum size n at first was a one-server nueue with n 

states,, or priority classes. This queue operated as follows. A job upon arrival enters 

thee first - or highest priority - state. Within each priority class, the priority of cus-

tomerss depends on their arrival time to that class, in a FIFO manner. Customers are 

servedd alone and uninterruptedly for a time period of length q. After the server has 

completedd a customer's service request in a certain state, one of the customers with 

thee highest priority is selected for service, according to the FIFO rule. If a customer 

doess not leave the queue during his time in the kth state, he moves to the k + 1st 

statee - this state has lower priority - and waits until he is served in that state. In the 

nthh and last state, customers are served uninterruptedly until they leave the system. 

Thee interest in the FBn model with n states and positive quantum size q faded 

afterr a few years. The only model to survive was the limiting case where (first) 

nn —> oc and (then) q —» 0. After Kleinrock devoted a section of his Queueing Systems 

(1976,, [32]) to this model, the term Foreground-Background (FB) is generally used 

forr the FBJXJ model with quantum size q — 0. In this thesis the term FB refers to 

thiss model. 

Too distinguish FB from the FBn model, some authors prefer to use the term 

! Thee words 'system' and 'queue' are used as synonyms, as are 'customer' and 'job' 
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Foreground-Backgroundd Processor Sharing (FBPS), FBoo or generalised Foreground-

Background.. Others, perhaps unfamiliar with the literature, have invented their 

ownn acronyms like LAST (Least Attained Service Time first), LAS (Least Attained 

Servicee first) or SET (Shortest Elapsed Time) or have interpreted the acronym FB 

ass 'feedback'. As a consequence some theorems have been re-proved (in a weaker 

form),, for example in Feng and Misra (2003, [22]) and Wierman et al. (2002, [65]). 

1.44 Why the FB queue? 

Byy means of the service discipline the behaviour of the queueing process may be 

influenced.. There are many ways to choose the service discipline. A queue with a 

certainn discipline may behave well for certain service-time distributions, while for 

otherr distributions the queue exhibits less favourable properties. Consider for exam-

plee the classical FIFO service discipline. This discipline performs very well in case 

thee service times are constant (deterministic) or are bounded random variables. For 

light-tailedlight-tailed unbounded service times the FIFO discipline still behaves fine. However 

inn case of heavy-tailed service times, the number of customers in the queue is likely 

too grow very large now and then: imagine what happens to the queue length when 

aa customer with a very large service time is served. In fact the Pollaczek-Khinchin 

meann value formula, see for instance Kleinrock (1975, [31]), states that the mean of 

thee stationary queue length does not even exist if the second moment of the service 

timee does not exist. 

Heavyy tails arise in nature, for example, in job lengths in internet traffic, length of 

telephonee calls, etc., see for example Crovella and Bestavros (1996, [18]) and Taqqu 

etet al. (1996, [64]). For such heavy-tailed systems a different scheduling discipline 

thann FIFO is called for, to make sure that in the presence of a large job other jobs 

doo not suffer too much delay. 

Onee candidate is the FB discipline: by the FB priority rule, a customer m, with 

servicee time x say, has priority over customers older than x that are present in the 

queue.. The service requirements of jobs that arrive during the stay of customer m 

aree only relevant for him up to the value x: customer m leaves the queue the moment 

thesee new jobs become older than x, if at all. Hence small jobs do not notice the 

presencee of large jobs in their midst and are therefore insensit ive to the shape of 

taill  of the service-time distribution. For a number of these heavy-tailed service-time 

distributionss the FB service discipline is optimal in the following sense: it minimises 

thee queue length in certain ways over the class of service disciplines that do not use 

knowledgee of residual service times, see for instance Righter's optimality theorem in 
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Sectionn 2.2. 

Anotherr discipline that limits the influence of large jobs present in the system 

iss the PS (Processor Sharing) discipline. Under the PS discipline all jobs receive an 

equall  share of the server's capacity. Hence if there are n > 1 jobs present, then every 

jobb is served at rate l/n. We shall see that for a number of (asymptotic) results the 

behaviourr of FB and PS is comparable. 

Th ee overloaded system 

Lett the random variable B be the generic service time and denote the rate at which 

customerss arrive, the arrival rate, by A. Then p = \EB < ex; is the load of the 

queue.. If p > 1 then on average more work enters the system than the server can 

managee and the system is called unstable or overloaded. It may be seen that the 

queuee length in unstable queueing systems asymptotically grows linearly in time. 

Underr the FB discipline a certain part of the customers, namely those with 

servicee times that are small enough, are still served in an efficient way. Indeed, by 

thee insensitivity property above, customers with service times up to a certain critical 

valuee c*  do not notice that the load is larger than one. Hence for those customers 

thee busy period is finite a.s. (almost surely) and they are not affected by overloading, 

seee Balkema and Verwijmeren (2000, [6]). 

Numericall  calculations show that for heavy-tailed distributions with much mass 

too the left of A - 1, the asymptotic growth rate of FB is smaller than that of PS. See 

Sectionn A.l for further discussion on this issue and Section 8.5 for a result on the 

outputt process in overloaded queues. 

1.55 Goal of the thesis 

Thiss thesis studies several aspects of the Foreground-Background (FB) queue. We 

mentionn the stationary queue length, the maximum queue length in a busy period 

andd over a time interval, the departure process, the cohort process, and the sojourn 

time.. The sojourn time, also known as response time or total waiting time, is the 

totall  time a customer spends in the queue, i.e. the time between his arrival and his 

departure. . 

Manyy of the results illustrate the concept that for heavy-tailed service-time dis-

tributionss the FB discipline performs efficiently. For light-tailed service times, the 

behaviourr is exactly the opposite and the queue under the FB discipline may behave 

badly,, see Kleinrock (1976, [32]). 
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Inn this thesis we provide evidence that for certain models the FB discipline is 

markedlyy superior to FIFO. Especially for queues with heavy-tailed service times, 

thee FB discipline behaves very efficiently and outperforms the FIFO discipline. If the 

overhead,, caused by monitoring the ages of the customers, is not a problem, then 

thee FB discipline is an efficient scheduling mechanism in case the value of the service 

timess is unknown and the service-time distribution is heavy-tailed. 

I tt is surprising that the FB discipline has received so littl e attention in the liter-

ature3,, since in a certain sense it is the natural counterpart to the FIFO discipline: 

FBB serves the youngest customers, while FIFO gives priority to the oldest customer. 

Thiss may have to do with the fact that the interest in queues with heavy-tailed 

characteristicss is relatively recent, as well as with the difficulties that arise in the 

analysiss of the FB queue. The literature review in Chapter 2 gives an overview of 

differentt types of results obtained for the FB queue. An overview of this type does 

nott exist in the literature. The review article by Yashkov (1992, [69]) on processor-

sharing,, including FB queues, dates from 1992 and does not mention the optimality 

resultss in Section 2.2, or the recent results on the slowdown in Subsection 2.3.3. 

1.66 The FB queue: properties and basic notions 

Inn this section we describe some basic notions and properties of the FB queue that 

aree used in this thesis. 

Dist r ibut ions:: heavy tails and log-convex densit ies 

Theree is no consensus on when a random variable is heavy-tailed. Some authors 

requiree that the variance is infinite, while for others a distribution is heavy-tailed if 

noo exponential moments exist. We adopt this latter notion. For heavy-tailed service 

timess the FB queue may behave better than for light-tailed service times (with the 

samee mean). This counter-intuitive phenomenon appears on a number of occasions 

inn this thesis, see Chapters 4, 6 and 9. In this thesis a special place is reserved for 

thee class of distributions with log-convex densities. For this class the FB discipline 

exhibitss certain optimality properties, as will be discussed in Section 2.2. This class 

containss heavy-tailed distributions, like the Pareto and (certain) Weibull distribu-

tions,, as well as distributions that are light-tailed, like the exponential distribution 

andd (certain) gamma distributions. 

3Wee estimate that this thesis roughly doubles the number of words on queues with the FB 

disciplinee in the literature. 
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FBB as a stochast ic version of SRPT and as the opposite of FIFO 

Iff  one knows the exact value of the service time of the customer when he enters 

thee system, then one can use this knowledge to minimise the queue length. The 

servicee discipline SRPT (Shortest remaining processing time) indeed does so. see 

Baccellii  and Brémaud (2003. [5]). However, precise knowledge about the customer's 

{remaining)) service time is in general not available to the server. Dealing with this 

uncertainty,, the server may choose, if the probability distribution of the job sizes 

iss known, to serve the customer that has the shortest expected remaining process-

ingg time (or residual life). For so-called IMR.L (Increasing mean residual life, see 

Sectionn 2.2) service-time distributions, this is the youngest customer and hence the 

disciplinee reduces to the FB discipline. 

Thee server may also favour the customer with the highest failure rate. i.e. the 

instantaneouss departure 'probability', cf. Section 2.2. For DFR (Decreasing failure 

rate)) service-time distributions, this policy is again the FB service discipline. Finally, 

choosingg the customer with the smallest likelihood ratio (see again Section 2.2) re-

sultss in the FB discipline if the service times are from the class of DLR distributions. 

Hencee in a certain sense the FB discipline is the stochastic equivalent of SRPT. 

Forr the opposite classes of DMRL, IFR or ILR distributions, the natural disci-

plinee turns out to be FiFO. or any other non-preemptive discipline. A discipline is 

calledd non-preemptive if customers are not preempted, i.e. the service of a customer 

iss not interrupted. This again shows that the FB discipline and FIFO are. in a certain 

sense,, opposite disciplines. 

Agee discr iminat ion 

Thee FB discriminates customers on their age. Small jobs have the server almost 

too themselves. It may be shown that the ratio of the time spent by a customer in 

thee system and his service time converges to 1 as the size of the customer's service 

timee converges to zero, see Theorem 2.11. The consequence of this quick service to 

youngerr customers is felt by customers with large demands. These customers art1 

mostlyy served in the otherwise idle time of the system, i.e. when no other customers 

aree present, as is indicated by Theorem 7.2 and the proof of Theorem 7.14. 

I tt is an interesting question how high the price is that large jobs have to pay 

forr the priority given by FB to short jobs. One performance measure is the (mean) 

slowdown.. The slowdown of a job of size x in the stationary queue is its sojourn 

timee divided by x. see Definition 2.16 below. By simulations Rai et al. (2003. [48]) 
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comparee the slowdown under FB, PS, SRPT and FIFO for service times with the 

so-calledd high-variability property. For such service-time distributions less than 1% 

off  the jobs accounts for more than half the load. According to recent studies internet 

trafficc has this property, see Crovella and Bestavros (1996, [18]). The simulations 

showw that a very large percentage of the jobs has a significantly smaller slowdown 

underr the FB discipline than under PS or FIFO, and only a negligible part of the 

jobss has a larger slowdown. 

Cr i ter iaa to measure performance 

Theree are many ways to measure the performance of a queueing system. Usually, 

thee behaviour of only one characteristic of the queueing process is considered, for 

examplee the queue length, the maximum queue length, the vector of ordered residual 

servicee times, the sojourn time or the slowdown. See for instance Chapter 4 of Bac-

cellii  and Brémaud (2003, [5]), Harchol-Baiter and Wierman (2003, [25]), Chapter 5 

off  Stoyan (1983, [63]), and Chapters 2 and 7 of this thesis. 

Measuringg the performance of queues by analysing just one characteristic is sub-

jective,, since good behaviour of one characteristic does not necessarily imply good 

behaviourr of other characteristics. Furthermore, there may be a large difference in 

thee performance of the queue experienced by small jobs and by customers with a 

largee demand. Finally, there exists an infinite number of more or less exotic ways 

too judge the performance of a queue. For instance in the example at the beginning 

off  this chapter, one could give more credit for solving difficult problems quickly. 

Anotherr criterion is 'the closer the queue length is to 7 at time 23, the better'. This 

posess the question: what is a service discipline? Although the answer is intuitively 

clear,, no answer to this question has been published so far. 

Inn this thesis we often use the queue length measured in the number of customers 

presentt in the system as a measure to compare the performance of queues (see 

Sectionss 3 to 9 and Section 10). The queue with the smaller queue length is then 

saidd to be better. The queue length is an important characteristic when designing 

bufferr sizes for finite buffer systems. Little's law states that in a stationary queue the 

meann queue length Q is related to the mean of the sojourn time V by EQ = XEV, 

wheree A is the arrival intensity. Hence minimising EQ and minimising EV are 

equivalent. . 

Randomm quantities like the length of the first busy period, or the workload, at 

timee zero in a stationary queue do not depend on the discipline and will therefore 

nott play an important role in this thesis. 
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Analysiss of the FB queue 

Thee FB queue with exponentially distributed interarrival times is a Markov process 

whosee state is described by the sizes and ages of the different cohorts. In general all 

customerss have a positive age. Analysis often turns out to be more difficult than in 

non-preemptivee queues (like FIFO) where at most one customer has positive age. or 

thann in queues where the service rate only depends on the number of customers in 

thee system, like the PS queue. Usually, we have to be satisfied with lowTer and upper 

boundss of the probabilities under consideration. An exception is the sojourn time, 

which,, by the notion of the r-queue described above, is relatively easy to handle, 

seee for example Chapter 7. 

Lett us conclude this section with a very short description of the type of results 

thatt the reader wil l encounter in this thesis. Part of this thesis consists of calcu-

latingg characteristics in a quantitative way. either in an exact form (Chapters 4 

andd 7). through upper or lower bounds (Chapters 3 and 8) or by showing finiteness 

orr hifhhteness (Chapter 9). Another part consists of a qualitative analysis of the 

FBB queue. We compare the behaviour of characteristics of the queue under different 

service-timee distributions in Chapters 4 and 6. 

1.77 Short summary of used notation and vocabu-

lary y 

Too describe the type of queue under consideration we use the following shorthand 

versionn of Kendall's notation. A queue is referred to by an expression of the form 

A / B / ll  C. where A and B stand for the distributions of the interarrival times and 

servicee times, and C denotes the service discipline, such as FB, PS, FIFO and LIFO. 

whichh is written in sans-serif capitals. In this thesis A and B take the shape of M 

(exponentiall  distribution), D (deterministic distribution) and G (general, meaning 

unspecifiedd distribution). Unless stated otherwise we assume that the interarrival 

timess are i.i.d. and independent of the service times, which are also i.i.d. Hence the 

M / G / ll  queue is determined by A and F, where A > 0 is the arrival rate and F is 

thee distribution of the service times. 

AA short inspection of standard books and papers on queueing theory shows that 

thee capitals L, S, T. V and W are used with very different meanings. To avoid 

confusion,, the next table shows the meaning of the random variables used most 

frequentlyy in this thesis. For a complete list of notation we refer to the List of 
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notationn on page 155. 

BB the generic service time. 

B„B„  the service time of the nth customer: an independent copy of B 

FF the distribution function of B (and of Bn) 

QQ the stationary queue length (in number of customers present) 

Q(t)Q(t) the queue length at time t 

VV the sojourn time in the stationary queue 

V(x)V(x) the sojourn time of a customer with service time x in the stationary queue 

AA the rate of the Poisson arrival process 

pp the load or the traffic intensity of the system, given by p = XEB 

p(x)p(x) the load of the x-queue (with generic service time B A x): p(x) = XE(B A x) 

NN the set {1.2... .} 

aa A b min{a, b} 

Byy V we denote the class of service disciplines that do not use knowledge of the 

residuall  service times. Unless specified otherwise, we consider only work-conserving 

(orr non-idling) disciplines, i.e. the server is not idle when there are customers in the 

system.. Unless specified otherwise, we assume that the queue is stable. 0 < p < 1. 

1.88 Outline of the thesis 

Inn the second chapter we give an overview of the results on the FB model obtained 

inn the literature so far. The results are of two types. First we describe the optimality 

off  FB: for certain service-time distributions the FB discipline minimises the queue 

lengthh in a certain way. Secondly we describe the results on characteristics of the 

M/G/ ll  FB queue that are known in the literature, like the generating function of 

thee stationary queue length, the sojourn time conditioned on the job size, and recent 

resultss on the slowdown. 

Inn the thir d chapter we show that for log-convex service times the tail of the 

maximumm queue length in the busy period in the M/G/l FB queue is bounded by 

ann exponential tail. This result yields bounds for the maximum queue length over a 

timee interval. Using these bounds, the probability of the overflow of a finite buffer 

iss studied. 

Inn chapters four , five and six we examine the impact of an increase in the vari-

abilityy of the service-time distribution on several characteristics of the queue. To 

measuree the variability of a random variable we use the convex order, defined in 
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Definitionn 4.1. It turns out that a higher variability in the service-time distribution 

often,, but not always, leads to better behaviour of the FB queue. 

AA toy model is studied in the fourt h chapter. We compare the maximum queue 

lengthh in a busy period in two queues. In one queue the service times are deter-

ministic,, in the other queue the service times have the same expectation, but the 

customerss either leave immediately after their service has started, or have service 

timee 1 + c for some e > 0. This is the simplest example of two service times that are 

convexlyconvexly ordered. It is shown that in this case the more variable distribution yields 

aa stochastically smaller maximum queue length. We conclude with a sketch how to 

simulatee the maximum queue length in the FB queue. 

Inn chapter five the convex ordering of service times is studied for other service 

disciplines.. We study the impact of a more variable service time on the distribution 

off  the maximum queue length in busy periods in M/G/l queues, but now with 

discipliness other than FB. The considered disciplines are the LIFO discipline (both 

preemptivee resume and repeat) and non-preemptive disciplines. For these disciplines 

wee show that a more variable service time yields a smaller expected maximum queue 

length. . 

Inn chapter six we return to the FB queue and describe the impact of a more 

variablee service-time distribution on the mean queue length. For two queues with 

service-timee distributions from two specific classes we show the following. The ser-

vicee times from the first class are more variable limn the service times from the 

secondd class, but yield a smaller mean queue length. In the second part of the 

chapterr we show this does not hold in general, adding variability to an arbitrary 

service-timee distribution F does not necessarily result in a smaller value of EQ. 

Inn chapter seven we study the sojourn time of a customer in the stationary M/G/l 

FBB queue. For light-tailed service times we show that the (asymptotic) decay rate of 

thee tail of the sojourn time is as small as possible, namely equal to the decay rate of 

thee busy period. A smaller decay rate corresponds to a larger tail probability. On 

thee other hand, for a class of heavy-tailed service times Nunez Queija (2000, [41]) 

hass shown that the sojourn time and the service-time distributions in the M/G/l 

FBB have the same tail behaviour. In the second part of this chapter we relax the 

conditionss of this theorem. 

Thee departure process of the FB queue is the subject of chapter eight. We give 

ann exponential upper and lower bound for the tail of the departure-time distribution 

inn the stationary queue and generalise the method to the unstable queue. For M/D/ l 

queuess the bounds are sharp. 

Chapterr nine features a number of related results on the stationary queue length 
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Q.Q. asymptotics of the rate Q{t)/t in the unstable queue and the stationary cohort 

process.. We prove the existence of all moments of Q under a (weak) condition 

onn the service-time distribution and derive limiting behaviour of EQ as the load 

increasess to 1 (also known as heavy traffic). It turns out that the behaviour of the 

meann queue length is different for service-time distributions with a finite end-point, 

thann for those with infinite end-points. Furthermore we study the cohort process in 

thee stationary queue. The chapter concludes with some results for the asymptotic 

growthh of the queue length in unstable queues under several disciplines. 

Inn chapter ten we give a theoretical description of the single server queue, in-

cludingg a precise definition of the service discipline. By means of a game we show 

thatt the deterministic queue is not interesting from a scheduling point of view. In 

thee third part of the chapter it is shown that a continuous time queue may be ap-

proximatedd by discrete time queues. This last result is combined with a limiting 

argumentargument to validate optimality properties, for example those in chapter two, so far 

onlyy obtained for discrete time queues. 

Finall  remark s The lion's share of Chapter 3 is formed by the paper The max-

imumimum queue length for heavy-tailed service times in the M/G/l FB queue that will 

appearr in Queueing Systems. The paper Sojourn times in the M/G/l FB queue with 

light-tailedlight-tailed service times [36] appears in this thesis as the first part of Chapter 7. 

Chapterr 5 is based on the paper The effect of service-time variability on maximum 

queuequeue lengths in M/G/l queues [43]. 

Apartt from this introduction and to a lesser extent Chapter 2, the chapters in this 

thesiss do not depend heavily on each other and may be read in an arbitrary sequence. 

Cross-referencess indicate relationships between results in different chapters. In this 

thesiss we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of queueing 

theoryy that are listed in Section 1.7. New concepts are explained when considered. 
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CHAPTER R 

Thee l i terature on FB 

Inn this chapter we give an overview of the results on FB queues in the 

literature.. We focus on two types of results. First, the FB discipline is 

optimall  in minimising the queue length in the number of customers for 

certainn service time distributions. Secondly, we give an overview of the 

resultss on some related distributions such as the stationary queue length, 

thee sojourn time, and the slowdown. 

2.11 Introduction 

InIn this chapter we give an overview of the results for queues with the FB service 

disciplinee in the literature. We focus on two types of results. In Section 2.2 we 

describee the optimality aspects of the FB discipline. Section 2.3 features steady state 

characteristicss of the system. Pioneering work on FB queues was done by Schrage 

(1967,(1967, [58]) and Pechinkin (1980. [44]). who obtained expressions for the sojourn 

timee and the stationary queue length, respectively. The optimality properties of the 

FBB discipline were established by Righter and Shanthikumar [51]. [53] and [50]. 

Resultss about queues with the FB discipline are scarce compared to the atten-

tionn that for example FIFO. LIFO and PS receive. Furthermore, they are somewhat 

15 5 
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difficul tt to find, because in the literature the FB discipline is referred to by many 

differentt names: LAST (Least attained service time first). LAS (Least Attained Ser-

vicee first). Feedback. F B ^. FBPS (Foreground-Background Processor Sharing) or 

SET(Shortestt Elapsed Time first). It may be disguised as SEPT (Shortest Expected 

Processingg Time first) or 'advantageous sharing of a processor' as well. 

2.22 Optimality results 

Theree are many possibilities for choosing the service discipline in a queueing model. 

Onee way to compare two queues with different service disciplines is by looking at the 

queuee lengths - the number of customers present - in both queues. It turns out that 

forr certain service-time distributions, some disciplines exhibit optimal behaviour in 

thee following sense: they minimise the expected queue length over the class V of 

servicee disciplines that do not use knowledge of the residual service times. Conversely 

theree exist disciplines which maximise the expected queue length over the class T>. 

Forr a smaller class of service-time distr ibutions, an optimality property holds 

wi t hh respect to the distr ibut ion of the queue length at t ime t, for any t. Finally, for 

servicee distr ibutions with logconvex densities there is a very strong optimality result. 

Forr any discipline IT from T>. it is possible to construct a probabil ity space such that 

thee queue length process in the FB queue is smaller than that in the queue with disci-

plinee TT a.s. at all t ime points. It is amazing that such a global minimum exists at all. 

I nn this section the set-up is different from other sections: the arrival distr ibution 

iss not necessarily Poisson. We consider two G / G /l queues with the same arrival 

andd service t imes, but with different service disciplines. One queue has service dis-

ciplinee FB. the other has service discipline rr € V. see Section 1.7. In both queues 

att t ime 0 the first customer arrives. 

2.2.11 Two theorems 

Lett xp — s u p {j : F(x) < 1}  be the upper end-point of the distribution function 

F.F. The first opt imali ty theorem holds for service-time distributions in the following 

class. . 

Def in i t i o nn 2.1 ( I M R L , D M R L ) Let F be the distribution function of a nonnega-

tivetive random variable X with upper end-point Xp < oc and assume that EX is finite. 

ThenThen F (or X) belongs to the class IMRL (DMRL) (increasing (decreasing) mean 

residualresidual life) if E[X — t \ X > t] is increasing (decreasing) in t for all t < xp. 
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Notee that EX < oc implies that E[X - t\X > t]  is finite for all t < xF. 

Lett QFB( )̂ be the queue length at time t > 0 of the FB queue, and Qn{t) the 

queuee length at time t > 0 of the queue with discipline 7r and the same interarrival-

timee and service-time distributions. 

Theoremm 2.2 Let ir E V. If the service-time distribution belongs to the class IMRL, 

thenthen for all t > 0 

EQEQFBFB(t)(t) < EQ„(t). (2.1) 

ForFor DMRL service times the inequality is reversed. 

Prooff  Theorem 3.14 in Righter et al. (1990, [53]). G 

Assumee p = X < 1. Call a discipline n stationary if the queue length in a queue 

operatingg under discipline 7r converges to a limiting random variable. Little's law, 

perhapss the most famous theorem in queueing theory, states that in a stationary 

queuee the mean queue length and mean sojourn time satisfy the following relation: 

EQEQ — XEV. The next corollary follows from letting t — cc in Theorem 2.2, and 

applyingg Little's law. 

Corollar yy 2.3 Assume p < 1. Let IT G V be a stationary discipline, so that the 

stationarystationary sojourn times VFB and V  ̂ in queues with disciplines FB and n exist. If 

thethe service-time distribution belongs to the class IMRL (DMRL), then 

EVEVFBFB < (>)EVn. (2.2) 

Yashkovv (1987, [68]) proved Corollary 2.3. but under a stronger condition on the 

service-timee distribution. 

Wee now move to a stronger kind of optimality. 

Definitio nn 2.4 (Failur e rate) Let the random variable X have distribution func-

tiontion F with upper end-point xp < oc and density function ƒ. The failure rate or 

hazardd rate of X at x < xp is 

"<*>> = r ^ b - (2-3) 
Definitio nn 2.5 (DFR, IFR ) A distribution function F of a continuous non-negative 

randomrandom variable belongs the class DFR (IFR) (decreasing (increasing) failure rate) 

ifif  the failure rate function h(x) is decreasing (increasing) in x > 0. 
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A nn alternat ive definition for general distributions is the following, see e.g. Stoyan 

[63]]  for reference. A distr ibut ion belongs to the class DFR ( IFR) if and only if 1 - F 

iss log-convex, i.e. if the logarithm of 1—F is convex. For continuous random variables 

thiss follows from the fact that h(x) = — ^ l o g ( l - F(x)) almost everywhere. The 

classess DFR and IFR are also known as DHR and IH R (decreasing and increasing 

hazardd rate). Before stat ing the next theorem we recall a well-known stochastic 

orderr relation. 

Def in i t i o nn 2.6 (S tochas t ic order ) A random variable X is stochastically smaller 

thanthan a random, variable Y. notation X <Ht Y. if for all x 

P{XP{X > x) < P(Y > x). 

A nn alternative characterisation is the following. Two random variables X and 1' 

satisfyy X <st V if and only if 

Eo{X)Eo{X) < EQ{Y) (2.4) 

forr all increasing functions o for which the expectations exist. This stochastic order 

relationn in terms of the distr ibutions may be translated in an inequality that holds 

u;-wisee on a new probabil i ty space. 

L e m m aa 2.7 Two random variables X and Y satisfy X <Nt Y if and only if there 

existexist X and Y on a, common probability space Q so that 

XX = X. Y = Y and X{UJ) < Y(^) for all us £ (}. 

P r o off  See e.g. Shaked and Shanthikiimar (1994, [60]). G 

Thee next theorem is an optimalitv result in terms of the marginal distributions 

off  the process {Q(t).t > ()} . 

T h e o r emm 2.8 Let, IT eT>. If the service-time distribution belongs to the class DFR. 

thenthen for every t > 0 

Qf3(t)<stQf3(t)<st QAf). (2.5) 

ForFor IFR service times the inequality is reversed. 

P r o off  Corollaries 2.1.2 and 2.3.2 in Righter and Shanthikumar (1989. [51]). D 

Forr FIFO, or any other non-preemptive discipline from V instead of FB. Theorem 2.8 

holdss with the inequality sign reversed. For the sojourn time there seem to be no 

optimali tyy results that are stronger than Corollary 2.3. 
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2.2.22 Strong(est) optimality 

Ass the apotheosis to this section, we conclude with a discussion of the strongest and 

mostt surprising of the optimality results. The DFR condition on the service times 

iss not enough to obtain an optimality result for the law of the process {Q(t).t > 0} . 

Forr that we need a stronger condition on the density of the service-time distribution, 

andd the notion of stochastic ordering of stochastic processes. 

Definitio nn 2.9 (DLR , ILR ) A distribution function of a continuous non-negative 

randomrandom variable belongs to the class DLR (ILR) (decreasing (increasing) likelihood 

ratio)ratio) if its density is log-convex (log-concave). 

Ann equivalent definition is that the likelihood ratio f(s + x)/f(t + x) for the density 

iss decreasing (increasing) in x for all s < t, see e.g. Shaked and Shanthikumar 

(1994,, [60]). In the context of testing hypotheses this property is also called a 

monotonee likelihood ratio, see Lehmann (1959, [33]). For discrete random variables 

aa similar definition may be formulated in terms of discrete densities. 

Thee class DLR contains a number of well known distributions. Examples are: 

 Pareto distributions. F(x) = 1- 1/(1 + cx)a.c > 0 . « > 0 . Ï É [ 0. OC) 

 Weibull distributions with distribution function 1 - cxp(-cx'*), x > 0, where 

00 < a < 1 (and c> 0) 

 gamma distributions with density c"xa~l exp(-cj-)T(a)~1. x > 0. 

wheree 0 < a < 1 (and c > 0). 

Thee exponential distribution belongs to both ILR and DLR, since its density is log-

convexx and log-concave. In the appendix of this section the classes IMRL, DFR and 

DLRR are discussed in more detail, see also Shaked and Shanthikumar (1994, [60]). 

Thee stochastic ordering for random processes is a generalisation of stochastic order-

ingg for vectors, which in turn is a generalisation of stochastic ordering for random 

variables.. In the one-dimensional case, it is possible to translate the stochastic order-

ingg for random variables in terms of an inequality that holds u-wise, see Lemma 2.7. 

Forr the stochastic ordering of stochastic processes a similar translation may be made. 

Forr reasons of simplicity, we use this characterisation as the definition of stochastic 

orderingg of stochastic processes. See Section 4.B.7 of Shaked and Shanthikumar 

(1994,, [60]) for a proof of the equivalence. 

Lett T be the time-parameter space (usually N or [0. oc)). 
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Definit ionn 2.10 Two random processes {X(t).t <E T} and {Y(t).e T} satisfy 

{X(t),teT}<{X(t),teT}<stst{Y(t).teT} {Y(t).teT} 

ifif  there exist random processes {X(t).t e T} and {Y(t).t € T] on a common 

probabilityprobability space such that 

{X(t).te{X(t).te T} È {X(t).te T}. {Y(t).t G T]  {Y(t).t e T} 

and and 

P(X(t)P(X(t) < Y(t).t eT) = 1. 

Thee strongest optimality result can now be stated. 

Theoremm 2.11 (Righter) Let QFB(*)- QA*) and QFIFO(0 be the queue lengths 

inin three queues with the same arrival and service times, operating under the. FB 

discipline,discipline, a discipline n e V, and FIFO respectively. If the service-time distribution 

belongsbelongs to the class DLR , then 

{QïB(t).t>{QïB(t).t> 0}  <st {Qn(t)J> 0}  <st {Qwo(t).t > ()} . (2.6) 

ForFor ILR service times the inequalities flip. 

Prooff  Theorem 13.D.8 of Righter (1994. [50]). D 

Definitionn 2.10 captures the surprising; property of the FB discipline in a queue with 

DLRR service times: an alternative probability space can be constructed on which 

thee FB discipline minimises with probability one the queue length on the whole time 

domain.. Theorem 3.3 below shows that Theorem 2.11 is very useful in studying the 

FBB queue. 

Thee essence of the proof of Theorem 2.11 already appeared in Righter and Shan-

thikumarr (1992, [52]), but was formulated only in terms of the FIFO discipline. Note 

furthermoree that Theorem 2.11 holds for any other non-preemptive discipline in 

placee of FIFO, since the distribution of the queue length is the same for all non-

preemptivee disciplines. The proof of Theorem 2.11 in Righter (1994. [50]) was given 

inn the discrete time case only. A limit argument given in Theorem 10.22 below val-

idatess the extension of the result to the continuous time case. 

Finall  remark s Theorems 2.2. 2.8 and 2.11 hold true as well in the following broader 

set-up.. First, the sequence of arrival times may be any (deterministic) sequence 
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00 < ti < t2 <  Furthermore, at time 0 some customers could be present. The 

numberr of customers present at time 0 in the two queues is the same and their ages 

att time 0 are (pairwise) equal Finally, customers may have received service prior 

too their arrival in the queue, i.e. they may enter the queue with a positive age. At 

alll  times the age of every customer is known to the server. Theorems 2.2 and 2.8 

weree originally proved in the stricter set-up of this section. It may be seen that the 

proofss remain valid in the broader context sketched here. 

2.33 Characteristics of the stationary M / G / l queue 

Thiss section features another type of results, namely characteristics of the station-

aryy M/G/l FB queue. Some of these results are mentioned in the survey article 

Yashkovv (1992, [69]); we also discuss some recent developments. Subsection 2.3.1 

containss results on the queue length process, Subsection 2.3.2 contains results on the 

sojournn time and Subsection 2.3.3 contains results on a recently developed measure 

off  performance of a queue, the so-called slowdown. 

2.3.11 Queue length 

Considerr an M/G/l queue with load p < 1. Under the FB discipline the queue length 

processs will converge to a stationary process. Let Q be the number of customers in 

thiss stationary queue. Pechinkin (1981. [44]) obtained the generating function of Q. 

Theoremm 2.12 (Pechinkin) Let Q be the steady state number of customers in the 

M/G/lM/G/l queue with arrival intensity A arid service time distribution F(t). Then 

Ez®Ez® = (1 - p)exp (-zjX ^ ~ d t ) . (2.7) 

wherewhere v(t, z) is the unique nonnegative root of the equation 

v[t,v[t, z) = A(l - f e-v^z)xdF{x) - (1 - F(t))ze,-V{t-Z)t). (2.8) 
Jo Jo 

Prooff  Pechinkin (1981. [44]). pages 52-54.

Fromm the proof of Theorem 2.12 it follows that u(t.l) = 0 and that v is differ-

entiablee in z. This allows us to compute the moments of Q by differentiating (2.7). 

seee Section 9.1. For the expected queue length one obtains 
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wheree DAx = m'm{D.x} and p(x) = XE(BAx). Note that in Pechinkin (1980. [44]) 

thee factor A in front of the integral is missing. 

Yashkovv (1984. [67]) found the counterpart of (2.7) in the case of batch arrivals. 

Schassbergerr (1988. [57]) obtained the generating functional of the point process 

Q(x).Q(x). where Q(x) is the number of customers younger than x in the stat ionary 

queue.. Theorem 2 in Schassberger (1988. [57]) reads, cf. (2.7). 

Ee-!Ee-!hdhdQQ = (l-p)exp(-z f ^ dt). (2.10) 

wheree r(t. z) is again the unique nonnegative root of (2.8). 

Thee proof in Schassberger (1988. [57]) uses a discrete approximation and is quite 

technical.. Later. Robert and Schassberger (1989. [54]) found a more direct way to 

provee (2.10). using (2.7) in combination with the following. 

Lett Q(Q. x) denote the number of customers in the stat ionary queue with attained 

servicee times in the interval [0. x). Robert and Schassberger (1989. [54]) proved with 

thee use of Palm theory that the process Q(0. x) has independent increments. 

2.3.22 Sojourn time 

Onee of the characterist ics to measure the performance of a queueing system is the 

sojournn time, the t ime a customer spends in the system. Via Little's law the mean 

sojournn t ime is related to the mean number of customers in the system. The mean 

sojournn time EV(x) in the stationary queue1 of a customer with service t ime x is 

surprisinglyy easy to find, as was done by Schrage (1967. [58]). Since it is one of the 

feww occasions that proofs for the FB queue are easy, we give the complete1 proof as 

cann be found on page 174 of Kleinrock (1976. [32]). 

T h e o r emm 2.13 (Schrage) The sojourn time V{x) of a customer with service time 

xx in the stationary M/G/l FB queue satisfies 

P r o off  When a customer with service t ime x enters the stat ionary queue, he finds by 

thee Pollaczek-Khinchin mean value formula, see for example Kleinrock (1975. [31]). 

inn expectat ion an amount of work equal to XE(B Ax)2/(2(1 - p(x))) that should be 

donee before he may leave the system. To compute the time he spends in the queue, 

wee add the customer's own service time x and the amount of work brought into the 
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systemm by customers who arrive to the queue before he leaves. This last quantity is 

XEV(x)E{BXEV(x)E{B Ax). Hence 

EVEVWW = XoE}BAfXt + x + *EV(x)E(B A x). (2.12) 
2(11 -p(x)) 

Sincee p(x) = \E(B A x), this implies 

2(11 -p(x)f l-p(xY 

whichh was to be shown. D 

Byy Little's law knowing EV means knowing EQ. In history the expression for 

EVEV given by Theorem 2.13 was found before an expression for EQ was derived from 

Theoremm 2.12. 

Pagee 175 of Kleinrock (1975. [32]) contains the following consequence of Theo-

remm 2.13. 

Corollar yy 2.14 IfEB2 < oc, then 

dEV(x)dEV(x) 1 
limm -, = r.

x^ooo ax 1 — p 

Hencee at the end of their stay in the system customers with a "very large' service 

timee are served at rate \ — p, i.e. in the otherwise idle time of the system. Since these 

customerss have the whole (otherwise) idle time to themselves, Corollary (2.14) seems 

too indicate that the size of an old cohort is very likely to be 1. This is confirmed by 

Corollaryy 9.20 below. 

Nunezz Queija {2000. [41]) recently obtained asymptotics for the tail of the sojourn 

timee distribution. 

Theoremm 2.15 (Nunez Queija) Let V be the sojourn time in the stationary queue. 

SupposeSuppose the tail 1 — F of the service-time distribution F is of intermediate regular 

variationvariation at infinity, i.e. 

limm inf lim inf , = 1. 
EE[0[0 i —oc 1 — b \x) 

IfIf  there exist constants a and ( with 1 < a < (, < 2 such that EBn < oc and 

EB<EB< - DC, then 

P(VP(V > x) 
x ^ ii  P(B > (1 - p)x) k ' 
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Prooff  Theorem 5.2.4 of Nunez Queija (2002. [41]). D 

Thee condition that EB  ̂ = oc for some 1 < £ < 2 in Theorem 2.15 is somewhat 

unnatural.. In Chapter 7 this theorem is proved under weaker conditions: the con-

ditionn 1 < £ < 2 is replaced by Q > 1. In the same chapter we study the tail of the 

sojournn time in case of light-tailed service times. 

2.3.33 Slowdown 

Anotherr performance measure1 to analyse a queueing policy is the so-called slowdown 

definedd as follows. 

Definitio nn 2.16 (Slowdown) The slowdown S{x) of a job of size x is defined by 

S{x)S{x) = V(x)/x. The slowdown S is defined as S = S(B). where B is the generic 

serviceservice time, independent of S(x), and we may write 

P{S>P{S> x) = I P(S(u) > x)dF{u). 

Thee slowdown is a tool to measure how fair or unfair customers arc1 treated by a 

servicee discipline. In the following S(x) denotes the slowdown of a job of size x 

underr the FB discipline. We start by proving an asymptotic result for S(x) that is a 

slightlyy stronger version of Theorem 1 in Harchol-Balter et al. (2002. [24]). At the 

samee time we prove Corollary 2.14 under weaker conditions: the hniteness of the 

secondd moment of B that is assumed in both results is dropped. 

Proposit ionn 2.17 If EB < oc. then 

limm ES{x) = -*— = lim dEV^'\ ( 2.14) 
X—>occ 1 — p ;r—>-x dx 

Prooff  We prove the second equality in (2.14). The first equality in (2.14) then 

followss immediately from Lemma 2.18 below. We calculate dp(x)/d,x — A(l — F(x)) 

andd d,E(B A xfjdx = 2x{\ - F{x)). From (2.11) it follows that 

dEV(x)dEV(x) = 1 2Xx(l-F(x)) X2E(BAxf(l-F(x)) 

dxdx l-p(x)+ (l-p(x))* + (1-P(*) )3 ' [  0) 

Sincee EB < oc. Lemma 7.16 in Chapter 7 below yields that E(B A x)2 — o(x) and 

11 - F(x) = o{}). Hence. 2A.r(l - F[x)) = o(l) and X2E{B A x)2{\ - F{x)) = o(l). 

Thee proof is finished by noting that p(x) —* p.

Lemmaa 2.18 Let h be a positive, differenttable function. If dh(x)/d{x) —> c for 

somesome c > 0 as x — oc, then h(x)/x —> c as x —> oc. 
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Prooff  Let £ > 0. If dh{x)/d{x) —> c as x —> oc. then there exists an xe such that 

[d/i(x)/fi(x )) — c\ < £ for all a: > xe. Hence 

TT M^) r -1 F dh(x) J  ̂ i- -W w , \ 
Innn ^ - ^ = Inn a- / — r ^ dx < hm .r (ar - x£)(c + £) = c + s. 

x-^ocx-^oc x ir-*o c J .^ dx X->OG 

Thee lower bound is obtained in the same way. Since £ > 0 was arbitrary, the state-

mentt of the lemma now follows.

Thee intuitively appealing idea 'the larger the service request of a customer, the 

largerr his slowdown" was recently contradicted. 

Propositionn 2.19 The slowdown ES(x) is not monotonically increasing in x. In 

factfact ES(x) converges from above to 1/(1 — p) as x —> oo. 

Prooff  Theorem 3.3 in Harchol-Balter and Wierman (2002. [25]). D 

Fromm this we see that when one uses the slowdown as a measure of fairness, not the 

longestt jobs are treated most 'unfairly', as is often believed, but certain 'medium 

longg jobs'! 

Somee studies have been done to compare the slowdown in the FB queue with the 

slowdownn in other queues. Let 5FB and Sps denote the slowdown in two M/G/ l 

queuess with the same arrival rate and service-time distribution and service disciplines 

FBB and PS. Theorem 2 of Rai et al. (2002. [47]) reads 

ESFBESFB-^-^ PP
ESPSESPS = W^' 

Fengg and Misra (2003. [22]) show that for DHR service-time distributions, the FB 

disciplinee minimises the expected slowdown in the class V of service disciplines that 

doo not use knowledge about the residual service times. For more work on slowdown 

andd (un)fairness we refer to Rai et al. (2001. [46]) and (2003. [48]) and Bansal and 

Wiermann (2002, [7]). 

2.44 Appendix: classes of distributions 

InIn this appendix we take a closer look at the classes of distributions that played a role 

inn Section 2.2. We show that they are nested and give alternative characterisations. 

Forr DFR or DLR distributions the first moment does not necessarily exist, 

whereass for a random variable with an IMRL distribution the expectation is fi-

nitee by definition. If we restrict ourselves to distributions with a finite first moment 
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-- and in the context of a queueing system with EB < oc this is the case - we have 

thee following relation: 

DLRR C DFR C IMRL and ILR C IFR c DMLR. 

Wee prove the first series of inclusions for the continuous case. The discrete case and 

thee other inclusions are proved in the same fashion. Let the distribution function F 

bee in DLR. Then the density f(x) is log-convex, and hence f{s)f(t+x) > f(f)f(s+x) 

forr every 0 < s < t and x > 0. Integration gives 

ƒ(s)(ll  - F(t)) = I"  f(s)f(t + x)dx > f  ̂ f{t)f(s + x)dx = f(t)(l ~ F(s)). 
JoJo Jo 

andd therefore f(s)/{\ - F(s)) > f(t)/{l  - F(t)). Hence F has a decreasing failure 
rate. . 

Noww let F be the distribution function of a continuous random variable X with 

densityy ƒ and assume F belongs to the class DFR. Let 0 < s < t. Since EX < oc 

wee find by partial integration 

 i:  wah-r'-&$>*
Fromm Definition 2.5 it follows that 1 - F is log-convex and hence 

(11 - F(.s))(l - F(x + t)) > (1 - F(t))(l - F(x + . x > 0. 

Fromm (2.1G) we find 
ffxx I - F(x + t) f00 1 - Fix + s) 

Hencee F is a IMRL distribution function. 

Furthermore.. DFR and DMRL distributions may be characterised as follows. See 

Shakedd and Shanthikumar [60] and Stoyan [63] for reference. A random variable 

belongss to the class DFR if and only if [X - s\X > s] <st [X - t \ X > t]  for all 

ss < t. 

Forr a characterisation of the DMRL ordering, consider the following stochastic 

order.. A random variable X is said to be smaller than Y in the increasing convex 

order,, notation X < lcx Y, if Ecp(X) < E(p{Y) for all increasing convex functions ó 

forr which the expectations exist, see also Definition 5.2 below. A random variable 

belongss to the class DMRL if and only if[X-t\X>t]  > lrx [X - s \ X > s] for all 

ss < t. 



CHAPTER R 

Thee maximum queue length 

Inn this chapter we study the maximum queue length M in a busy cy-

clee in the M/G/l queue. We show that the tail of M decreases expo-

nentiallyy fast when the service-time distribution has a log-convex den-

sity.. For such (heavy-tailed) service-time distributions, the Foreground-

Backgroundd (FB) service discipline is optimal. From the behaviour of 

MM we obtain asymptotics for the maximum queue length M{t) over the 

intervall  (0,£). This chapter consists of the paper [42] plus some exten-

sions. . 

3.11 Introduction 

Inn a stochastic process often the extreme values rather than the usual values are of 

greatt interest. Large values of the queue length may ask for extraordinary measures 

suchh as the allocation of auxiliary storage space. In finite waiting room systems 

aa natural question is: what is the probability that the queue length will exceed a 

specificc buffer size in a certain time period? Unlike the workload process, which is 

27 7 
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equall  for all work-conserving disciplines, the queue length process is determined by 

thee service discipline. 

Inn this chapter we study the maximum queue length M. i.e. the maximum number 

off  of customers simultaneously present in the system, in a busy period. The busy 

periodd maximum was studied by Cohen [14]. who gave an integral representation of 

thee distribution of M in the M/G/ l FIFO queue. For the M/M/ l queue with load 

pp < 1. relation (2.50) in Cohen [14] yields a simple expression for the exceedance 

probabilities: : 

P(MP(M > n) = pn(l - p)/(l - p n + l ) . (3.1) 

Theree is a growing interest in models with heavy-tailed service times, since statistical 

data,, analysis has provided convincing evidence of heavy-tailed traffic characteristics 

inn high-speed communication networks. For heavy-tailed service times, the perfor-

mancee of the FIFO discipline decreases which makes it natural to consider non-FIFO 

servicee disciplines. 

Inn this chapter the service times have a log-convex density ƒ, i.e. log ƒ is convex. 

Bothh heavy-tailed distributions and light-tailed distributions may occur. Righter [50] 

hass shown that for queues with log-convex densities the Foreground-Background 

(FB)) service discipline minimises the queue length, see Theorem 3.2 below. 

Ourr main result is that in the M/G/l queue with a log-convex density operating 

underr the FB service discipline the tail of the maximum nueue length Al in a bus11' 

periodd is bounded by an exponential: 

P(MP(M > n) < pr\ (3.2) 

wheree p is the load of the system. 

Interestingly,, the upper bound docs not depend on the precise form of the distri-

bution.. Note furthermore that the RHS of (3.2) is similar to the precise value of the 

exceedancee probabilities P(M > n) for exponential service times, which are given 

byy (3.1). 

Byy the regenerative structure of the queue length process, the maximum queue 

lengthh over a busy period is related to the maximum queue length over the time 

intervall  [O.t]  for t —>  oc, see the survey article Asmussen [3]. Using the upper 

boundd (3.2) we show that in case of service times with heavy-tailed log-convex 

densities,, the time to overflow of a buffer is of another order in the FB queue than in 

thee FIFO queue. This illustrates the concept that using the FB discipline instead of 

FIFOO may increase the performance of the queue considerably in case of heavy tails. 

Thee class of log-convex densities contains both heavy-tailed distributions like 

Paretoo distributions (with density f(x) = (1 + x)~a for a > 1) and Weibull distri-
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butionss with tail 1 - F(x) = exp(-2' )̂ for $ e (0.1) and light-tailed distributions 

likee the gamma distribution with density f(x) = c(a. j3)xJ exp(-ax) for }3 > 0, 

a.a. c(a. d) > 0. Equivalently. distributions with a log-convex density may be char-

acterisedd by a decreasing likelihood ratio and have been called DLR distributions 

inn the literature, see also the previous chapter. Borst et al [10] and Zwart and 

Boxmaa [70] discuss service disciplines in the case of heavy-tailed service times. 

Thee chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2 we establish the notation 

andd prove the basic proposition. The inequality (3.2) is proved in Section 3.3 and a 

sharperr bound depending on the Laplace transform of the service-time distribution 

iss established. In Section 3.4 we use (3.2) to obtain asymptotics for the maximum 

queuee length M(t) over the interval [0. t]  for t — cc and apply these to study the 

overfloww time of the buffer in a stable queue. In Section 3.5 we describe a coupling 

thatt allows us to apply the results of Section 3.4 to the time to overflow in an 

unstablee queue. 

3.22 Preliminaries 

Inn this section we establish a relation between the maximum queue length in the 

M/G/ ll  FB queue and in a related queue. This relation is the basis of the theorems 

inn the next section. 

Considerr an M/G/l FB queue with Poisson arrival rate A and i.i.d. service times 

Bi.BBi.B22 with distribution function F. Let B denote a generic service time and 

lett the load p — XEB satisfy p < 1. Assume the queue is empty at time 0 and let 

MM be the maximum queue length in the first busy period after time 0. In order 

too determine an upper bound for the tail probabilities P(M > n), we compare the 

M/G/ ll  FB queue with a queue with the same arrivals and service times, but with 

ann alternative service discipline. FB* say, defined as follows: 

 the first customer in the busy period has the lowest priority, and is only served 

whenn there are no other customers present in the queue 

 the other customers are served according to the FB discipline. 

Lett M* denote the maximum queue length in a busy period in the M/G/l FB* 

queue.. The basic idea of this chapter is contained in the following proposition that 

relatess the systems FB and FB*. 
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Proposit ionn 3.1 For the discipline FB*  above 

P(M*P(M* > n) = 1 - EerXP(M>n-^B. 

Prooff  By definition of the discipline FB*. the busy period consists of two (disjoint) 

typess of periods: periods in which only the customer that started the busy period 

iss served and periods during which only other customers are served. The latter we 

calll  sub-busy periods. Let the random variable K denote the number of sub-busy 

periodss in the busy period. The sub-busy periods are distributed as M/G/l FB busy 

periodss with one additional customer that is not served. Let the maximum queue 

lengthss in the sub-busy periods be My + \.M2 + l MK + 1. By the forgetfulness 

property1,, these maximum queue lengths are i.i.d. and have the same distribution 
ass M + 1. 

Conditionall  on the first service time By = x. the number of sub-busy periods K is 

aa Poisson distributed random variable with parameter Xx. Indeed. K is the number 

off  times the service of the first customer is interrupted. Again by the forgetfulness 

propertyy of the arrival process, the times between two interruptions are independent 

andd exp(A) distributed. 

11 My + 1 1 M-2 + 1 1 
II  1 1 1 1 \ 

exp(A)) exp(A) 

Figuree 2 A realisation of the busy period in the M/G/l FB*  queue with K = 2. 

Givenn that K = k and By — x the maximum queue length M* is the maximum of 
thee k independent variables M\ + 1 Mk + 1 and hence 

P{M*P{M*  < n | A' = k. B, = x) = (P(M < n))k. 

independentlyy of x. Since K is Poisson distributed for given x we find 

P(M*P(M* < n.K = k\B1= x) = (P(M <  n))
k^-f-

Xx. 

Summingg over k yields a simple expression 

P{M*P{M*  < n | By = x) = ] T (P(M <  n))
k^^e~Xx =  e-**rW>n-i) 

k=0 k=0 

' I nn the literature this property is commonly referred to as the "memoryless property'. However, 

sincee the property itself is not memoryless. the correct nomenclature would be 'memorylessness 

property'.. In this thesis we prefer to use the term 'forgetfulness' instead. 
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and d 

P{M*P{M*  < n) = [X e-x^M>n-^dF(x) = £e-^(A'>n-i)B. 
Jo Jo 

Thee result now follows.

3.33 Theorems 

Inn this section we derive exponential upper bounds for the tails of the maximum 

queuee length M by combining Proposition 3.1 with Theorem 3.2 below. 

Thee following theorem is Theorem 13.D.8 of Righter [50] adapted to the present 

setting.. It states that for service-time distributions with a log-convex density, the 

FBB discipline is optimal for minimising the queue length in a strong sense. 

Ass usual, we restrict attention to service disciplines that cannot look into the 

future. . 

Theoremm 3.2 (Righter) Let IT be any service discipline and let Nps{t) and Nn(t) 

denotedenote the queue lengths at time t in G/G/l queues with disciplines FB and TV, 

respectively,respectively, under the same interarrival and service-time distribution. If the service-

timetime distribution has a log-convex density, then there exist processes {NfB(t),t > 0} 

andand {N^i^J > 0}  such that {NfB{t),t > 0}  = {NFB{t),t > 0} . {Nn{t),t > 0}  = 

{N„(t),t{N„(t),t  > 0}  and 

P{NfP{NfBB{t)<N{t)<N nn{t),t>0){t),t>0)  = l. 

Onn applying Theorem 3.2 to Proposition 3.1 it is seen that P(M > n) < P(M* > n). 

Soo we find 

Theoremm 3.3 Let M be the maximum queue length in the busy period in the M/G/l 

FBB queue. If the service-time distribution has a log-convex density, then the ex-

ceedanceceedance probabilities rn := P(M > n) satisfy 

rr nn+i+i  < 1 -Ee~XrnB. ra = 0.1.2 (3.3) 

Thiss theorem implies the following upper bound for the tail probabilities rn. 

Theoremm 3.4 Let M denote the maximum queue length in the busy period in the 

M/G/lM/G/l FB queue with workload p — XEB < 1. If the service times have a log-convex 

density,density, then rn = P(M > n) satisfies 

rr nn < pn. n = 0.1 (3.4) 
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InIn fact. r() = 1. n = 1 - Ee XB and 

rr nn<pr<pr nn-i.-i. n>\. (3.5) 

P r o off  Since 1 — x < exp(~x) for .r > 0. we have by Theorem 3.3 

11 - Eexp{-XrnB) < 1 - E {I  - XrnB) = rn\EB = r„p.  (3.G) 

Thiss is (3.5). which implies (3.4) by induction since r^ — 1. The probability /'i may 

bee computed exactly. The first interarrival t ime U is exp(A) distr ibuted and since 

UU and B\ are independent. 

nn = P{M > 2) = P( i?i > [/) = \-P(U > B}) = 1 - f (-XxdF{.r) = l-Ee~XB. 

Thiss proves the theorem.

Thee approximation 1 — Eexp( — XBx) m px in the proof of Theorem 3.4 is quite 

goodd for x close to zero, since p is the slope of ó(x) = 1 — E vxp(-XBx) in x = 0. 

Thee following corollary to Theorem 3.3 gives even sharper upper bounds for the 

exceedencee probabil i t ies P(M > ??). 

Coro l la r yy 3.5 Let QQ — 1 and .>(;/. qn+\  = 1 —  for n > 1. T/iew 

P(MP(M > n) < qn < (1 - J E : C -A J B } / / ' - 1 . » > 1. 

P r o off  By Theorem 3.3, induction and the fact that 1 — Eexp(-XBx) is increasing 

inn x. we have for /? > 0 

P{MP{M > n) < 1 - Ecxp(-XP{M > n - l)B) < 1 - Eexp{-\qn-iB) = qn. 

Byy an argument similar to (3.6), and induction, we have 

qqn+n+ii  <PQn <pnQi =(l-Ee-XD)pn. 

Thiss concludes the proof. D 

E x a m p l ee Numerical calculations show that the bounds qn in Corollary 3.5 may 

bee significantly better than the bounds in Theorem 3.4. For service times with 

thee Pareto density 3(1 + x)~4 and arrival rate A = 1.8. the load is p — Ü.9 and 

(l-Eexp(-XB))p"/q(l-Eexp(-XB))p"/qimim^7So. ^7So. 
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Iff  the service times in one queue are stochastically smaller than those in another 

queuee with the same arrival rate and service discipline, the maximum queue length 

inn the first queue is stochastically smaller than that in the second queue. Hence 

thee upper bounds in this section also hold for service times that are stochastically 

smallerr than a service time with a log-convex density. The next corollary states this 

ideaa for the Pareto distribution. 

Corollar yy 3.6 Consider an M/G/l FB queue with arrival rate A and generic service 

timetime D. Let M denote the maximum queue length in a busy period. Let a > 2 and 

c>c> 0. If 

P(BP(B > x) < —. x > 0. 
vv ; _ (l + cx)a 

thenthen P(M >n)<0n for all n > 0, where 6 = \/{(a - I)(a - 2)c2). 

3.44 Asymptotics for the maximum queue length 

overr an interval 

Inn this section we present asymptotics for A/(f) , the maximum queue length in the 

intervall  (0,£), for t —> oc. These are applied to calculate the time to overflow in a 

finite-bufferr system. 

AA stochastic process X(t) is called a regenerative process if there exists a (possi-

blyy delayed) renewal process with epochs 0 < To < 7\ <  such that the cycles 

{X(t{X(t + Ti-^jo^t^T.-T,-! 

aree i.i.d. for i = 1.2 

Considerr an M/G/ l FB queue with arrival rate A. i.i.d. service times with log-

convexx density ƒ, generic service time B and workload p < 1. The initial state is 

arbitrary.. Since the interarrival times are memoryless, the queue length process is 

aa regenerative process, where a cycle consists of an idle and a busy period. The 

expectedd cycle length u is given by JJL = A^1 +EB/(1 - p) — X~l(l— p)~x. Let M{t) 

denotee the maximum queue length over the time interval [0, £]. Proposition VI.4.7 

inn Asmussen [4] then yields that for t —> oo 

supp \P{M(t) <x)- P(M < xf^\ -+ 0. (3.7) 
X X 
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Examplee (Buffer  overflow) We are interested in the time to overflow of a buffer 

off  size d > 1. Let T(i = mï{t : M(t) > d} be the time to overflow. Since the equality 

{M{t)>d}{M{t)>d}  = {Td<t}  holds for all t. we have 

tt(Lp(Lp := infj r : P(M(t) > d) > p] = inf{ f : P(Td < t) > p}. 

Hencee td.p is the pth quantile for the time to overflow. Since td.p —> oc as d —> oc. 

wee have by (3.7) that 

P(M(td.P(M(td.PP)) < d) = P(M < d) ' " - / ' l ( l + o(l)) 

ass d —> oc. Theorem 3.4 then yields 

//lpg(ll  -])) plog(l-p) 

''LpLp~~ logP(M <d) ~ l o g ( l - ^ ) ' ( d-8) 

where11 the asymptotic equality holds as d —  ̂ oc. The RHS of (3.8) may be sharpened 

byy using qn instead of pn. where qn is defined in Corollary 3.5. 

Wee compare the time to overflow in the FB and the FIFO queue. Set p — \. Then 

td.ptd.p iK the median of the time to overflow. Suppose the service times have a Pareto 

distributionn with distribution function 1 - (x + I)'3 and the arrival rate A is 1.8. 

soo that the load of this queue is p = 0.9. Time is measured in milliseconds. Let 

thee buffer size d be 1000. Using the asymptotic inequality (3.8). we find for the FB 

disciplinee a value of trf,P larger than 1046. This is approximately 103° years. 

Noww consider the same queue with the FIFO discipline. Occasionally customers 

withh very large service times arrive. Such customers may cause a buffer overflow. 

Forr large values of d. the probability that a customer wTith service time at least 

dj\dj\ + 3(7. with a = y/d/X. wil l cause a buffer overflow is larger than 0.99. The 

probabilityy that such a customer arrives during the interval [0. t]  is 

p(t)p(t) = 1 - exp(-Af(l - F(d/\ + 3y/d/X))). 

Solvingg p(ti) = 1/2 we find ti < 10s. approximately one day. 

Forr the M/G/ l FB queue with load p — 0.9 and Weibull service-time distribution 

F(x)F(x) = 1 — exp(— x13). the value of t0 is larger than 1048 for 3 = 1/4 and larger than 

10466 for 3 = 1/2. For the FIFO queue with the same service-time distribution and 

load,, rj is smaller than 103 for '3 — 1/4 and approximately 1020 for 3 = 1/2. 

3.55 Buffer overflow in unstable queues 

Inn this section we apply the results of section 4 to study the time to overflow of the 

bufferr in unstable queues. 
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Whenn the condition p < 1 is violated, the workload asymptotically grows with 

ratee p — 1. Balkema and Verwijmeren [6] showed that in the overloaded M /G/ l 

queuee under the FIFO discipline the queue length asymptotically grows linearly with 

ratee A if EB = oc, where A is the arrival intensity. The queue length in the FB 

queuee grows linearly as well, but with a smaller rate. By the priority rule of the 

FBB discipline, customers with service time less than the critical value c*, where 

c*c*  — inf{ c : XE(B Ac) > 1}, wil l a.s. leave the queue, since they are not hindered 

byy customers with long service times. Customers with service time larger than c* 

havee a positive probability of being stuck in the queue forever, see also Section A.l 

inn the appendix. Here we are interested in the time to overflow of a buffer of size d 

inn an overloaded queue. 

Considerr a queue with heavy-tailed service times and a small arrival rate. Assume 

thatt p > 1. This happens because of the mass in the far right tail of the service-time 

distribution.. By modifying the right tail, we shall obtain an alternative service-time 

distributionn that does satisfy the stability condition p < 1. In fact, we make sure 

thatt p < 1, so that Theorem 3.4 may be used. The maximum queue length in the 

alternativee queue is comparable to that in the original queue for very long periods of 

timee if the arrival process is light. We shall construct the alternative service times 

inn a way such that they have a log-convex density. Then Theorem 3.4 and (3.7) are 

appliedd to bound the tail of the maximum queue size. 

Forr the comparison between the two queues we use a coupling argument described 

inn Subsection 3.5.1 below. Subsection 3.5.2 illustrates these ideas with an example. 

Extremee value behaviour of M in the M/G/ l FIFO queue was found by Cohen [14] 

underr the assumption of the existence of an exponential moment. Heavy-traffic limits 

inn this case were considered by Iglehart [27]. Serfozo [59] studied the behaviour of 

M(t)M(t) both in stable and unstable G/G/l FIFO queues. 

3.5.11 The coupling argument 

Theoremm 3.7 Let M ^ i ) and Mc{t) be the maximum queue lengths over the inter-

valval [0, t]  in two M/G/l FB queues with service-time distribution functions F and G, 

andand the same arrival rate A. Assume F A p — G A p for some p E {0.1). Then 

MMFF(t)<(t)< 8t8tMMGG(t)+K(t)+K pp{t), {t), 

wherewhere Kp(t) is a Poisson process with rate A{1 — p). 

Prooff  Let Np(s) and NQ(S) be the queue lengths at time s. Below we prove that 

{N{NFF{s),s{s),s > 0}  <st {NG{s) + Kp(s).s> 0} . (3.9) ) 
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Usingg the fact that Kp(t) is non-decreasing, the theorem then follows from 

MMFF{t){t)  = max{A>(é-)}  <8t max{Ar
G(,s) + A'p(.s)}  < MG{t) + Kp{t). 

s<ts<t s<t 

Thee coupling is standard: let U1.U2.. . . be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables 

distributedd uniformly on [0.1]. Define the sequences  B2.... and B{.  by 

settingg Bk = F-l(Uk) and B*k = G~l(Uk) for A: = 1.2 where F " 1 and G~x are 

definedd as usual. Then Bk and Bk have distribution functions F and G respectively, 

forr all k. and 

BBhhApAp = B*kAp. A-= 1.2 

Noww let Q and Q* be the M/G/ l FB queues with the same arrival process with rate 

AA and service times introduced above. Let N(s) and A"*(.s) be the queue lengths at 

timee s and let, Np(s) and N*(s) be the part of the queue lengths formed by customers 

youngerr than F~1(p). By the coupling of the service times and the fact that the FB 

disciplinee favours customers younger than F~l (p) over customers older than F~l(p). 

wee have Np(s) = N*(.s) for all s > 0. Let A'p(.s) be the Poisson arrival process of 

customerss with service time larger than F'x(p). Then N(s) < Np(s) + Kp(s) and 

N*(s)N*(s) <N*(s). Hence 

{N{NFF{s).s>{s).s> 0}  = {A r(.s),.s > 0}  < {N*(s)+Kp(s),s > 0}  = {NG{s)+Kp{s).s > 0} . 

Wee conclude tlie proof by observing that the rate of Kp(s) is A(l — p). D 

Notee that the random variables AIc(t) and A'p(/) in Theorem 3.7 are dependent. 

3.5.22 Example 

Inn this subsection we compute an upper bound for the time to overflow of an M/G/l 

FBB queue with Pareto service density f(x) = l/(,r + l ) 2. so that p = oc. For a > 1 

define e 

*.(*)*.(*) = ( ^  * -

Thenn /(.r) = ga{x) f° r x £ a a i l ( l it may be shown that ga is a probability density 

thatt is continuous and log-convex. Let M{t) and Ma(t) denote the maximum queue 

lengthss over the interval [0.t]  of two M/G/ l FB queues with service-time densities 

ƒƒ and ga respectively, and with the same arrival rate A. Setting p — 1 — (a + 1)_ 1, 

wee have by Theorem 3.7 

M(t)<„M(t)<„ tt Ma(t) + Ka(t). (3.10) ) 
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wheree Ka(t) is a Poisson process with rate A/(l + a). Hence for any x'i. X2 > 0 such 

thatt x\ + x>2 — x we have 

P(M(t)P(M(t) > x) < P{Ma(t) > x,) + P{Ka(t) > x2). (3.11) 

Settingg a = 1040 and A = 0.01, we find for the load of queue with density ga that 

pp = XEB - A(log(a + 1) 4- 1) = O.9.... Since for this queue p < 1 and ga is 

log-convex,, we may apply (3.7) and (3.8) to Ma(t). For a buffer of size d = 1000 

andd p = 0.01 we find that fd-i,P = 3  1042(1 + s), where the error e = e(d,p) is 

determinedd by the asymptotic inequality in (3.8). Setting x\ = d - 1 and x2 = I in 

(3.11)) then yields that the probability of a buffer overflow in [QJ] with t = 1040 is 

smallerr than 0.02. 

Wee conclude that for unstable M/G/l FB queues the time to overflow may be 

extremelyy large, provided that the arrival rate is low. 

3.66 Discrete time 

Inn this section we prove the analogue of Theorem 3.3 for the discrete time queue. 

Inn the discrete time queue customers arrive at integer times. The service-time dis-

tributionn takes values in the positive integers and the interarrival times An are 

geometricallyy distributed with parameter 0 < A < 1, i.e. P(An = k) — A '_ 1(1 — A). 

Wee say that the busy period ends when in the time slot [n,n+ 1) say there is only 

onee customer in the system and his service is finished at time n + 1. For example, 

iff  at time 0 a customer with service time 1 arrives to an empty queue, then the first 

busyy period has length 1. So idle periods of zero length are possible. Let FB* as 

abovee be the discipline that mimics FB apart from the first customer, which has 

strictlyy the lowest priority. The distributions of the maximum queue lengths M and 

M*M*  in the busy period under FB and FB* then satisfy the following proposition. 

Propositionn 3.8 Let M denote the maximum queue length in a busy period in a 

discretediscrete time queue with geometrically distributed interarrival times with parameter 

A.. Let rn = P{M > n). Then 

\(\( 1 -A \B-l-\ 
P(M*<m)P(M*<m) = E (- r ^ — . T7i = 0.1.2 

vv ~ ' IA l - A + Arm_i/ J 
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Prooff  Let A' be as in Proposition 3.1. the continuous time case. By the same 

methodd as in Proposition 3.1. we find for m — 1.2.... 

P(M*P(M* < rn) = Y^ F ( ö i = n)P[max Mr <m-l\Bl = n) 
nn = l ' _ 

== ^ P{B = n)^P{K = k | Bx = n)P(M < m - if. (3.12) 

Conditionall  on Bi — n the random variable K has a negative binomial distribution 

withh parameters 0 < A < 1 and n — 1. Hence 

P(KP(K = k\B1 = n) = ("~l^k~ l\\k(l - A)"" 1 

and d 

( 1 - A ) " - 1 1 

^^ P(K = k | Bx = n)P(M < m - l)k = — 
A-=00 ' 

Fromm (3.12) it follows that 

A,=00 v- A P (M < m - l ) ) ' 

P(M*P(M* <m) = ^P{B1 = H ) ( 1 - A ) n _ 1 ( l - AP(A7 < m - 1)) (" X) 

733 = 1 

AA + XP(M > m ^ lA ll  - A + APfM > m - l ) i J' 

Thee proof is finished. D 

Onn applying Theorem 3.2 it is seen that P{M > n) < P(M* > n) for service 

timess with a log-convex discrete density. So we find 

Theoremm 3.9 Let M be the. maximum queue length in the busy period in the. discrete 

timetime M/G/l FB queue. If the service-time distribution has a log-convex discrete 

density,density, then the exceedance probabilities rn := P(M > n) satisfy 

r // l - A \B-U 

Theoremm 3.10 Let M denote the maximum queue length in the busy period in the 

discretediscrete time M/G/l FB queue, with workload p = \EB < 1. If the service tim.es 

havehave a log-convex discrete density, then rn = P(M > n) satisfies 

(\E(B-(\E(B- 1 ) \" 
' n << ( [_x )  " = 0 . 1 (3.14) 

http://tim.es
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InIn fact, r0 — I. n — 1 — EXB 1 and 

r . g f . - , ^ - 1 ' .. » > 1. (3.15) 

Prooff  Using the inequality log(l + x) < x for x > — 1. we have for each n > 0 

// 1 — A \ ™ / , / Az \ \ / nXx \ H nAx 

Theoremm 3.9 then yields 

^ ii  irf i ( ^ - 1 ) ^ A r n E ( P - l) 

Thiss is inequality (3.15). Since ro = 1, inequality (3.15) implies inequality (3.14) by 

induction.. The probability r1 may be computed exactly. The first interarrival time 

A\A\ is geometrically distributed and 

nn = P{M > 2) = P{Bi > Ax) = 1 - P(Ai > Si) 
occ oc 

== l - ^ P ( Z ?i =Jfc,Ai >k) = l-1^Xk-1P(B1 =k) = l-E\B~l. 
k=\k=\ fc=i 

Thiss proves the theorem. G 

3.77 Extreme value behaviour 

Inn the remaining part of the chapter we apply some results from extreme value 

theoryy to the distribution of the maximum queue length M in a busy period. We 

obtainn bounds for the maximum queue length M(t) over the interval (0, t) as t —> oc. 

Lett F be a (continuously distributed) random variable satisfying P(Y > x) ~ ce~lx 

forr some c, 7 > 0 as x — oc and let Y\, Y2j.. - be i.i.d. copies of Y. Standard extreme 

valuee theory, see e.g. Asmussen [3]. yields that the maximum Yn — maxI = i „ n Yt sat-

isfies s 

P ( Fnn < - ( x + logrc + logc)) -  A(x), n ^ o c, (3.16) 
7 7 

wheree A(.r) = exp( — exp(—x)) is the Gumbel or doubly exponential distribution. For 

discretee distributions convergence as in (3.16) does not hold. However, by Ander-

sonn [2] the following analogue holds. If l i m , ^ ^ P(Y > n)/P(Y > n + 1) = exp(7) 

forr some 7 > 0. then there exists a sequence of real numbers (bn)n such that 

exp( -e-7 ( x- 1 } )) < liminf P(Yn < x + bn) 
nn —*  oc 

<< l imsupP{Fn <x + bn)<  exp(-e_ 7 a r) . (3.17) 
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Inn fact, if P(Y > n) ~ rexp( — yn). then the constants bn may be chosen as 

bbnn = (log n + log c)/-;.. 

Lett Mk for k = 1.2.... be the maximum queue length in the kth busy cycle in 

thee initially empty M/G/ l FB queue and load p < 1. Assume the service-time dis-

tributionn has a log-convex density. We now exploit the upper bound of Theorem 3.4 

too find an upper bound for the tail of Mn ~ nmxi = i . n AIj. Let Xi.X?.... be a 

sequencee of i.i.d. integer valued random variables satisfying 

P(XP(Xll >n) = / V 1 - n eK (3.18) 

wheree J = 1 - EvKp(-XB). Let Xn = inax^i..,, X,. By Theorem 3.4. we have that 

P{MP{Mkk > n) < P(Xk > n) for all k.a G N. Hence Mk <st Xk and I7„  <st ~Xn. 

Applyingg (3.17) yields 

l imsupP(i l /„„  > .r + b„)  < linisupP(A'„  > x + bn) 

==  1 - lim inf P(~Xn < x + bn) 
nn——>-yz >-yz 

<<  1 - e x p ( - c - ~( x - ] ) ) . (3.19) 

wheree ^ = — log/? and bn = ^-(logn + log (#//?)) = ^(logr> + log ;1) + 1. Hence 

l imsupP(I7nn > ~{y + log// + log J) + 2) < 1 - exp(-e~w) = 1 - A(y). 
nn —» DO " / 

Theoremm III.7.2 in Cohen [14] gives the extreme value behaviour for AIn in the 

M / G / ll  FIFO queue. However, this theorem is only valid for service-time distri-

butionss for which an exponential moment exists, i.e. EzD < oc for some z > 1. 

Itt would be interesting to compare formula (3.19) with Theorem III.7.2 in [14] for 

servicee times with a gamma distribution with density f(x) = (\rxr~]e~nj' /T(r) for 

somee 0 < r < 1 and o > 0. since these densities are log-convex and have an expo-

nentiall  moment. Unfortunately, Cohen's theorem is stated in terms of solutions of 

thee equation Ee~'lB + ij/X — 1. which seem to be hard to find. 

3.88 The maximum queue length over an interval 

Inn this section we derive an upper bound for the tail of the maximum queue length 

overr the time interval [O.t]  as t —> x . as stated by the following theorem. 

Theoremm 3.11 Let AI(t) be the maximal queue length over the time interval [O.t] 

ofof an M/G/l FB queue with arrival intensity A. i.i.d. service times B1.B2.... with a 
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log-convexlog-convex density, and an arbitrary initial distribution. Assume that p = XEB\ < 1. 

ThenThen for any x > 0 the equation 

P(M(t)P(M(t) >a\ogt + b + x)<px. (3.20) 

holdsholds fort large enough, where a = —l/(logp), b= -(log A + log(l - p))/(logp) + 1. 

Lett X(t) be a regenerative process as defined in Section 3.4. Let the expected cycle 

lengthh be finite and let Xk be the maximum of the process X(t) in the kth cycle for 

kk — 1, 2 Define X(t) = max0<s<( X(s). The law of large numbers suggests that 

thee maximum X(t) should be asymptotically equal to the maximum of the first f/fi 

cyclee maxima. 

Thiss is indeed the case. Anderson [2] gives two-sided bounds for the distribution tails 

off  X(t) for discrete valued processes. If P{Xi > n) ~ cexp(—771) for some 0 < 7 < 1 

andd c > 0, then the upper bound 

limsupP(X(*)) > x + i ( l o g - + logc)) < 1 - A(7(^ - 1)) (3.21) 

holds,, where A(x) — exp(— exp(—x)) is again the Gumbel distribution function. 

Wee now return to our M/G/l FB queue with arrival rate A. i.i.d. service times 

withh log-convex density ƒ, generic service time B and workload p < 1. The initial 

statee is arbitrary. The queue length is a regenerative process. The cycle length is 

thee sum of an idle and a busy period. Hence the expected cycle length p is given 

byy p — A - 1 + EB/(l - p) = A_1(l - p)~l. Let M  ̂ be the maximal queue length in 

thee kth busy period for k = 1. 2 Let Q(t) denote the queue length at time t > 0 

andd let M(t) = maxo<s<t Q(s) be the maximum queue length in the time interval 

[O.t] . . 

Prooff  of Theorem 3.11 The exceedance probabilities P(M > n) are not known, 

butt we have an upper bound P(M > n) < pn~l(l - Eexp(-XB)). For the one 

sidedd asymptotic bound in (3.21) this suffices. Set c = (1 - Eexp(—XB))/p and 

77 = - log p. Then P{M > n) < ce_ 7n and hence (3.21) yields 

iimsupP(A/(f)) > x + 7_1(logcf - log//)) < 
(—>oc c 

<< l imsupP(X(t) > ar + 7- 1( l ogc£- log//)) 
t—t—+CXD +CXD 

<< 1 -exp ( - c( i ' - 1 ) l ü g p) - l-exp{-pJ-1) < px~l. (3.22) 

sincee exp(—x) > 1 - x. Hence for t large enough 

PP((M(t)M(t) > x + l _ p i + - l ° g A - l o g ( l - p ) - l o g cx < pX ( 3 2 3) 

VV logp logp / 
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holds.. Statement (3.20) follows from - log r/log/? < 0. D 



CHAPTER R 

Comparingg maximum queue 

lengths s 

Inn this chapter we compare the maximum queue lengths in two FB queues 

withh different service times with the same mean. In the first queue the 

servicee times are deterministic, in the second queue the customers either 

leavee the queue immediately, or have service time 1 + c for some c > 0. 

Wee show that the maximum queue length in the busy period is stochas-

ticallyy smaller in the second queue. This shows that a heavier tail of the 

service-timee distribution does not necessarily lead to worse behaviour of 

thee system. 

4.11 Introduction 

Asmussenn [4]. page 336. reads "o common folklore states that 'adding variation de-

creasescreases performance'". On the other hand, Yashkov [69] claims that in the stationary 

FBB queue "EV decreases with an increase in the dispersion of Fix), and conversely 

43 3 
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increasesincreases as the dispersion of F(x) decreases. " Here V denotes the sojourn time 

inn the stationary queue. In this chapter and the next two we examine the effect of 

aa higher variability in the service times, to be defined below, on the queue length 

process. . 

Thee stationary queue length in the M/G/l queue under the PS queue depends 

onlyy on the service-time distribution through its mean. This shows that more vari-

ationn in the service-time distribution does not decrease performance. Some recent 

studiess have; indicated that more variability may even lead to better behaviour of 

certainn stochastic systems. Ridder et al. [49] show that in an inventory system a 

largerr variability in the demand may result in lower costs. Litjens and Boucherie [34] 

havee done simulations that seem to indicate that in an M/G/l PS queue with vary-

ingg service capacity, more variation in the service times results in a smaller expected 

sojournn time in the queue. Kelly [30] describes a computer network that is much 

moree stable when the variance of the packet sizes is larger. 

Inn this thesis the variability of the service times is measured in the following way. 

Definitio nn 4.1 (Convex order) A random variable X is smaller than a random 

variablevariable Y in the convex order, notation X <cx Y. if EX and EY exist and 

Eh(X)<Eh(Y)Eh(X)<Eh(Y) (4.1) 

forfor all convex functions h for which the expectations Eh(X) and Eh(Y) exist. 

Fromm the definition it follows that EX = EY. since h(x) = ;r and /?(,r) = -x are 

convexx functions. If the second moments of X and Y exist as well, then the convexity 

off  h(x) = x2 implies Var(X) < Var(T). Therefore, if X <cx Y. then X is said to be 

moremore variable than Y. 

Shakedd and Shanthikurnar [60] show that if X and Y have densities ƒ and g. 

thenn a sufficient condition for X <rx Y is that ƒ - g changes sign twice, from minus 

too plus to minus, or is zero everywhere. For conditions that lead to convex ordering, 

andd characterisations, we refer to Shaked and Shanthikurnar [60]. 

Inn this and the next two chapters we study the effect of an increase in the vari-

abilityy of the service-time distribution. In Chapter 6 we treat the effect on the mean 

queuee length in the FB queue. In Chapter 5 we treat the effect on the maximum 

queuee length in queues with several other disciplines. In this chapter we consider 

thee effect of a larger variability on the behaviour of the maximum queue length in a 

busyy period. The maximum queue length is a fair way to measure the performance 

off  queues, since two queues witl i the same arrival rate and expected service time 

havee asymptotically the same number of busy periods. 
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Furthermore,, understanding the distribution of the maximum queue length is im-

portantt when designing the buffer size for finite buffer (M/G/ l /n) systems. These 

systemss are good models for telecommunications channels. In this chapter we com-

paree the distributions of the maximum queue length for two FB queues with the 

samee arrival rate and expected service time for two special service-time distribu-

tions,, namely the simplest pair of convexly ordered service times. 

Thee main result in this chapter is that for such convexly ordered service times, the 

convexlyy larger service time yields a stochastically shorter maximum queue length in 

thee busy period. Hence for the maximum queue length the FB discipline apparently 

takess more advantage from the presence of more small customers than it suffers from 

thee presence of more large customers. In Chapter 5 it is shown that a similar result 

holdss in the queue operating under the LIFO preemptive resume discipline. 

4.22 Notation and the theorem 

Inn this chapter we compare the queue lengths of two queues. One queue has con-

stantt service times equal to 1; the service times in the other queue have the same 

expectation,, but may assume two different values. Denote the first queue by Q\ 

andd the second queue by Q2. Both queues have i.i.d. exp(A) distributed interarrival 

timess for some A € (0,1). The service discipline is FB. 

InIn Q2 the service times are 0+ and 1 +c with probabilities c/(l +c) and 1/(1 +c) 

respectively,, for some c > 0. Here a customer with service time 0+ is understood as 

aa customer that enters the queue but leaves immediately. We call such a customer 

aa mill-customer. If a null-customer arrives at time t say. and the queue length Q(s) 

satisfiess limsTt Q{s) = n, then Q(i) = n + 1 and lim sU Q(s) = n with probability 

one.. It is clear that the service times in Q2 are convexly larger than those in Qx. 

Lett both queues be empty at time 0 -. At time 0 in both queues a customer 

arrives.. These customers start a period of time in which the server is continuously 

busy.. These periods are called busy periods and we denote their lengths by T\ and T2 

respectively.. The periods between two busy periods, the idle periods, have strictly 

positivee length. The queue length is the number of customers present in the queue, 

includingg the customer(s) being served. Let the maximum queue lengths in these 

busyy periods [0,Ti] and [0, T2]  be Mi and M2 respectively. Recall that <fl t denotes 

thee usual stochastic order relation, see Definition 2.6. 

Thee main result of this chapter is the following. 

Theoremm 4.2 The maximum queue lengths M\ and M2 over the first busy period 
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inin the two queues introduced above satisfy 

M\M\ >st Af2. (4.2) 

Inn ease of constant service times the FB discipline is the worst (work-conserving) 

disciplinee one could use: under this discipline all customers in a busy period stay in 

thee queue til l the end of the busy period. This observation however compares queues 

withh different disciplines. It does not help us when we compare two FB queues with 

differentt service-time distributions, of which one is deterministic. 

Thee organisation of the chapter and the proof of Theorem 4.2 is as follows. In 

Sectionn 4.3 we introduce the last sojourn time in the busy period in the M/D/ l 

FBB queue Q\. This random variable plays a key role in the proof of Theorem 4.2. 

Inn Section 4.4 a transform of the last sojourn time is obtained. In Section 4.5 we 

analysee the queue Q2 and show that the inequality P{M\ — n) > P(M2 — n) holds 

iff  the transform of the last sojourn time satisfies a certain inequality. By means of 

ratherr complicated calculations it is shown in Section 4.6 that this inequality indeed 

holds.. Finally, in Section 4.7 the proof of Theorem 4.2 is given. We conclude the 

chapterr with a result for random walks conditioned to stay positive. 

4.33 The last of the sojourn times 

Firstt we consider the M/D/ l queue Qi with constant service times equal to 1. We 

givee the probabilities P{M\ = n) for n e N and introduce the last sojourn time in 

thee busy period, which is an important random variable in this chapter. 

Lett the interarrival times A{, A2.... be independent and exp(A) distributed. De-

fine e 

Y„=n-(AY„=n-(A ll++  V An). n>\. (4.3) 

Ass soon as Yn becomes negative, the (first) busy period is over. Indeed. A\  ̂ \-An 

iss the arrival time of the (n + l)st customer. As soon as this arrival time is later 

thann the time needed to complete the service of the first n customers, which is n. 

thee busy period is finished. Hence the length r of the first, busy period is given by 

rr = min{?j : Yn < 0} . (4.4) 

Withinn an M/D/ l FB busy period no customers leave. Since the received amount of 

servicee of the customer being served is never more than that of the other customers, 
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alll  customers served in one busy period have to stay until the end and the maximum 

queuee length is attained during the t ime interval [T. r] for some stochastic t ime T. 

Sincee every customer has a service t ime equal to 1. the random variable r is 

alsoo equal to the number of customers in the busy period, and in the M / D / l FB 

queuee also equal to the maximum queue length. Borel [9] and Prabhu [45] give the 

distr ibutionn of r: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 4.3 (Bore l) The distribution of the length r of an M/D/l busy period 

withwith arrival rate X and service times equal to 1 satisfies 

ppnn = P(r = n) = y ê-
XnT-^-. (4.5) 

TV. TV. 

Recallingg (4.3) we find that for r > 2 

F r _ !! + 1=T-1-(A1+-- + Ar-i) + 1 - T - {A1 +  + Ar-i). (4.6) 

Definee Y0 — 0. Since r is the length of the first busy period, by (4.6) the random 

variable e 

£ > : = yT _ii  + l (4.7) 

iss the difference between the arrival t ime of the r ' th and last customer in this busy 

periodd (Ai -f  AT^i) and the end of the busy period. Hence D is the length of the 

periodd during which the maximum queue length (of size r ) is attained. 

4.44 A transform of the last sojourn time 

Inn the proof of the main result in this chapter. Theorem 4.2. a crucial role is played 

byy the transform Cn(s) of D. defined as follows: 

CCnn(s)(s) = E[exp{-sD)\T = n]. s > 0. (4.8) 

Inn this section we first find an expression for Cn. Surprisingly, it does not depend on 

thee arrival rate A. Then we derive a relation between Cn and Cn+\ that is needed 

laterr on. 

Propos i t i onn 4.4 The transform Cn(s) satisfies 

,, T ( 1 -

Pn{-S Pn{-S 

^ )) = /T7^(l-£/U-*)) . (4-9) 

wherewhere pm(x) — 

7 7 1 =1 1 

,mm — 1 ~ — xm 
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Notee that pm(.r) is negative for ,r < 0 and m even, and that pn = pn{\) in (4.5). 

Thee proposit ion is proved with the use of the following two technical lemmas. 

+y +y L e m m aa 4.5 Let q  ̂(y) = 1 and qn + i(y) — f() qn{z)dz for n > 1 and y > 0. The '' jj,n ,n 

> * - ! ) !!  ( n - 2) 
<i»(y)=<i»(y)=  ,.. -,„  - ,„  L - » > 2. (4.io) 

P r o off  By induction. Suppose that (4.10) holds for //. Then 

7»» + i(* / = / (In(z)dz = / ( — — w^-jdz 

>> + « )" (2 + 7/)""1 
z = l + y y 

n!!  (ri-l)\  U={> 

'y'y + n + l)n (y + n+V 
+ + n\n\ ( » - l ) ! " ! ( n - l ) ! 

j // + n .+ l ) "  (y + n + l)"-1 

n\n\ ( " - 1 ) ! 

andd the induction is completed. D 

l + y y L e m m aa 4.6 Let n(y) = c~'sy. ,s > 0. and r,J + 1 (y) = J0
 + y r„(c)ri 2 for n > 1. 7V >n n 

n - l l 

r„„  + i(?/) = «_ 1 X > ' - * ( 2 / ) ( - w T * + ( - . ses) - " r - f l ». (4.1i; 
Jt=o o 

wherewhere qk(y) is as in Lemma J^.5. 

P r o off  By induction. Suppose that r„+i(y)  is as in (4.11). Then 

ll  + y n-l 

+2+2(y)(y) = f ( .s-1 ^ 9 „ _ A . ( s ) ( - « r " ) -*  + ( - ^ ) - » r - " ) d 2 

« - 11 /-l+y /-l + y 

== * _ 1 Z ( - ^ S ) _ " / Qn-k(z)dz + (seT" / f'—rf* 

n - l l 

== *-1 E 9»+i-fr(ï/)(-«ea)-fr + (-^r"(, 5-
] - «-v*1-^ ; 

k=0 k=0 
n n 

==  a"1 X>+i-*(2/X-' wa)" f c + ( -^ ) -ne-s* . 
A:=0 0 
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sincee qi{y) = 1. d 

Prooff  of Proposition 4.4 The joint density of the interarrival times A\..... An is 

ff (Al(Al . . . ,xn) = A n
e- A ^ 1 +- + ' " > . ( n , . . . . xn ) e (0.OC)". 

Forr r = n we need that Ai < 1, ^.2 < 2 — A\, etc. Hence 

£n(5)) = E [ e x p ( - s ( r - ( 1̂ + --- + ^ r _ i ) ) ) \ T = n) 

== l—  f e-s{n~{x'+'+Xn-l))Xne-x(x'+-+x" )dxn---dxl. 
P(P(TT = n) J Jr 

where e 

rr  = {0 < xi < 1 ,0 < xn_i < n - l - ( x H hxn_2) .xn > 7i-(.rH har„_i)} . 

Integrationn w.r.t. xn, and using P(T — n) = pn — Xn~1e~Xnnn~1 /n\, gives 
\ n - l „ - A nn ! /-2-xi  / -n - l - ( x 1H hxn_2) 

£n(«) ) —— / / / e-s(n-{Xl+-+x»-l))dxn-l---dx1 
PnPn JQ JO JO 

== - ^ T / / / e ^ - 1 + 1 W n - i - - - ^ (4.12) 
n " - 11 70 i 0 Jo 

== - ^ Y e -ar n ( 0 ), (4.13) 

wheree the second equality follows from substituting y  ̂ = fc — {x\ +  Xk), and rn(Q) 

iss as in Lemma 4.6. Note that A has disappeared! 

Usingg Lemma 4.6 with y = 0 and qn{0) = n " _ 1 / n ' yields 

nn~~22 ' - ' \n-2-k 

(n(n - 1 -~fc)T '»«»=*_ii E ^r.- ' i -^."^-^)"* +(-^)- B +I (4-14) 
n - l l 

k= 0 0 

mm — 1 

^ ^^  -ml 
. s \ -nn + l 

m m 
mm = l 

7 7 1 =1 1 

Byy (4.13) we conclude 

n - l l II  n - i m—1 

m! ! 
7 7 1 =1 1 

11 n —1 

Pn(-S Pn(-S 

file:///n-2-k
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wheree pm(x) = m^-x
m-le-mx. D 

E x a m p l ee 4.7 The transform Cn(s) satisfies 

CC11(s)(s) = —?—=e-a. 
Pi{s) Pi{s) 

p2{-s)p2{-s) -seZs 

11 - P i ( - * ) - />2(-^) 1 -_e" + *t'2" 2 / r -* r 

2 ' ' 
^ 3 ( s)) — ; v ;j o . u — ö ( r>

P3{-s)P3{-s) ^.s2HA 3 \ .s .s- .S" 

Fromm Proposit ion 4.4 we may derive a relation that wil l be very useful later on in 

thiss chapter. Let n € N. Then by Proposition 4.4. 

n n 

ppnn + l(s)Cn + i(s) = 1 - ^ 1 P™(~N) = Pn(-»)£M -Pu t " * )-

mm = l 

Hence e 

11 ,. , . Pr, + i(-s)r , , (» + l ) " ( - . s )" + V" + 1 ) w n ! , , 
Pn{—s)Pn{—s) (n+l)l7}' 1 1(—.s)"r"-s 

777 + 1 \ "  - X 

^^ £n + , ( s ). (4.15) 
77 7 

Thee section is concluded with the following remark. There exists a probabilistic 

interpretat ionn of the transform Cn which is widely used in queueing theory, see 

Rumienburgg [55]. The value of the transform Cn{s) is the probabil ity that Z. an 

exponential lyy distr ibuted random variable with parameter .s. independent of D. is 

largerr than D. given that r — n. Indeed. 

P(Z>D\rP(Z>D\r = n)= / O Ce - " r f F [ D , T = n ] ( . r ) = £ [ e " s D | r = H] = £„(«). (4.16) 
Jo Jo 

4.55 The M / G / l queue with a different clock 

Inn this section we find a (necessary and sufficient) condition, in terms of the transform 

CCnn.. under which P(Mi = rt) > P( i l /2 — n) holds. For this we need the following 

twoo observations. Consider the M / G / l FB queue Q2 with service times 0+ and 

11 + c with probabil i ty c / (l + c) and 1/(1 + c) respectively. Denote in the sequel the 

M / D / ll  queue with service t imes equal to a. a > 0. by M / D ( a ) / 1. 
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Propositionn 4.8 Let M(a).a > 0, be the maximum queue length in a busy period 

inin the M/D(a)/1 queue with arrival intensity A/a. Then 

M(a)M(a) = M(l). 

Prooff  By shrinking the time axis by a factor a, we obtain a one to one correspon-

dencee between (the sample paths of) an M/D(a)/1 queue with arrival intensity A/a 

andd an M/D( l ) / 1 queue with arrival intensity A: the former queue just has a clock 

thatt ticks a factor a slower than the clock of the latter. The proof is finished by 

observingg that the maximum queue length in a busy period is independent of the 

speedd of the clock.

Thee following calculation may serve as an illustration of the concept used in the 

prooff  of Proposition 4.8. The probability that in the M/D(a)/1 queue the first in-

terarrivall  time A\ is larger than the service time a of the first customer, is equal 

too e~a(x/a  ̂ = e~x. This probability is the same as the probability that an exp(A) 

distributedd interarrival time is larger than 1. 

Byy the theory of Poisson processes, the arrival process of the queue Q2 rnay be seen 

ass consisting of two independent arrival processes: one for the (1 + c)-customers and 

onee for the null-customers. These processes have intensity A/(l + c) and Ac/(1 + c) 

respectively,, since P(B = 1 + c) = 1/(1 + c). We may therefore consider Q2 as a 

queuee with (constant) service times equal to 1 + c and arrival intensity A/( l + c) 

inn which every now and then a null-customer arrives. The null-customers arrive ac-

cordingg to an independent Poisson process with intensity Ac/(1 +c). By the nature 

off  the FB discipline, such null-customers leave again immediately. Let Q3 be the 

queuee Q2 with a clock that ticks 1 + c times faster. Then Q3 is a queue with service 

timess equal to 1 and arrival intensity A, in which null-customers arrive according to 

ann independent Poisson process with intensity cA. Applying Proposition 4.8 yields 

thee following analogy. 

Propositionn 4.9 The distribution of the maximum queue length in a busy period 

inin the queues Q2 and Q3 is the same. 

Thiss property is exploited in the next proposition. Recall that M2 is the maximum 

queuee length in Q2. 

Propositionn 4.10 Let n > 2. Then 

P(M2P(M2 = n) = -Ep-Cn(c\) + ^ - ( 1 - £n_i(cA)). 
cc -t-1 c -I- 1 
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P r o off  Let M3 be the maximum queue length in the first busy period of the queue 

QQ33 defined above. Below we calculate the distr ibution of J\/3. By Proposit ion 4.9. 

thiss distr ibution is the same as the distr ibution of M2. Let B\ be the first service 

t imee in the queue Q3 . First note that P ( M3 = n.Bx = 0+) = 0 for n > 2. since 

thee busy period ends immediately if the first customer is a null-customer. Hence for 

nn > 2 we only need to calculate P(A/3 — n. B\ — 1). 

Lett Z be an exp(cA) distr ibuted random variable, independent of the busy period 

lengthh r. Let r — Z be the last arrival t ime of a null-customer in the busy period 

andd recall that D is the length of the period in which the maximum queue length 

iss at tained. If M3 = n. then the maximum length may be formed in the following 

twoo ways: 1) the maximum number of large customers, i.e. customers with service 

t imee 1. is n and no null-customers arrive in the period this maximum is attained, 

orr 2) the maximum number of large customers is n — 1 and a null-customer arrives 

dur ingg the period this maximum is attained. Hence 

{M{M :i:i  = ,1} = {T = n.r - Z < T - D] U {T = n - 1. r - Z > r - D). 

Hence e 

P(MP(M33 = n \Bl = l)=  P{r = n. Z > D) + P{r = n - 1. Z < D) 

==  P{Z > D\T = n)P(r = n) + P{Z <D\r  = n - \)P{r = n - \) 

==  Cn{c\)pn +  (1 - Ctl-l{cX))pn_[ 

byy equation (4.1G). The proposition now follows from P(Bi =  1) = 1/(1 + r). D 

L e m m aa 4.11 Fix an n E { 2 . 3 . 4 . . . . }. The inequality P{Ml = n) > P(M2 = n) 

holdsholds if and only if 

£»<a>> ̂  I T ^ W ' (4'17) 

P r o off  Proposit ion 4.10 gives us 

P(AhP(Ah = n) - P(M2 = n)= pn - -^-Cn{c\) - ^ = 1 (1 - C^^cX)). 
cc 4- 1 c + 1 

== ^ - ( - ^ - ( r + 1 - Cn(cX)) - (1 - Cn-iicX))) 
C+C+ 1 \pn-i J 

== r ^ ( A f " A ( ^ ) ' " 2 ( c + 1" £ " ( c A ) ) " ( 1 " £ " - l ( c A ) ) ) - ( 4 ' 1 8 ) 

sincee by Proposition 4.3 

P„P„  = A » - 1 ^ " ^ - = An»-2 

ppnn-l-l  / \ » - 2e - A ( n - l ) ( " - ^ ) " - a e A ( n - l ) " - 2 " 
nn — 1 ) 
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Fromm (4.15) it then follows that 

11 - £„_!(cA) = c\ecX{-^—)n-2Cn{c\). 
nn — 1 

Substitutingg this in (4.18) gives 

n-2 2 
T ï ( ^ ( ^ l )) ( e+ l - £ „ M ) ) - a , - ( ^ ) - £„(CA)) 

Thee statement follows. D 

4.66 Technicalities 

Inn this section we prove by patient calculation that the condition in Lemma 4.11 

holdss for n > 3. 

Lemmaa 4.12 For all x > 0 

m(x)m(x) := 3x2{x + l)e3x - 2(xe2x - ex + 1)(1 + xex+1) > 0. 

Prooff  We write out 

m(x)m(x) = 3x3e3*  + 3x2e3x - 2xe2x - 2x2eSx+l 4- 2ex + 2xe2x+1 -2- 2xex+l. (4.19) 

Too prove that rn(x) is positive we expand m(x) in a power series and show that all 

thee coefficients are positive. First we see that for x [ 0, 

m(x)m(x) = 0{x3) + x2{3 - 4 - 2e + 1 + 4c - 2e) + x{-2 + 2 + 2e - 2e) + 2 - 2 

== Ö(x3). 

Hencee expression (4.19) may be rewritten as 

__ v fc r 3/c_2 3fc_1 ~2e3A~2 e2k -2k ~2e 2 

t^t^XX ' (^ -3)! + (k^ï)\ + (fc-1)!  +AiïJ 

E X X 

.. (fc-1)! 

where e 

^  ̂ {k 
k=3k=3  y 

bbkk = 3k~-'2{k - 2){k - 1) + 3k~l{k - 1) + 2*  - 2c3^2(A- - 1) + e2k - 2r + 7. 
k k 
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Wee show that bk > 0 for k > 3. First we compute 63 = 26/3+2e and b4 = 207/2-20e. 
Thenn for k > 5 we have1 

bbkk = 3k-'2(h - l)(k - 2 + 3 - 2e) + 2*(e - 1) - 2c + 2/k > 2k - 2e > 0. 

Wee conclude that the power series expansion of m{x) only allows positive coefficients, 

andd hence m(.r) is positive.

Lemmaa 4.13 For 0 < A < 1 

11 + c 
CC33(Xr)(Xr) < 

Prooff  Write Ac = a. With use of Example 4.7 we then have to show that 

£3(Ar)) = £3(«) = 2-(l-e-' - \e~» + ) < . * + ' 

holdss for 0 < a < c. This is equivalent with 

vv ' I _j_ ceu(l + l/c) 

3 a V " ( ll  + c) - 2(ae2a - ca + 1)(1 + cc"(1 + 1 / r )) > 0. (4.20) 

Denotee the LHS of (4.20) by h(a.r). We first show that for 0 < a < c it holds that 

dd22h(a.h(a. c)/dc2 > 0 and dh{a. c)/dc\n.c=Q = 0. This implies that dh(a. c)/dc > 0. Then 

wee show that h(a, a) > 0. This is enough to show that (4.20) holds and to prove the 

theorem.. We compute 

dc dc 
-h(a.-h(a. r) = 3a V " - 2{ae2" - ea + l)f.

n<1 + 1/c> (l +  r . ~ ) 

== 3a V " + 2(ae2" - ea + l ) ^ 1 + 1/0 ( - - l ) 

and d 

* , , ( „ . , . )) = - 2 ( „ ^  - e° + l) (:V°/" ( _ £ + ( = _ i ) Z ? ) 
dc dc 

aa2 2 

2{ac2{ac2a2a - ea + l)eaea/c — 

Noww v(a) = (ae2a - e" + 1) > 0 since t.-(0) = 0 and v'{a) = e2a + 2aea - c" > 0. 

Hencee d2h{a,c)/dc > 0. 

Too show that dh(a, c) jde\ax=Q — 0. we let a and c go to zero under the condition 

thatt a < c. The fact that lima^o ae2a — ea + 1 = 0 then yields dh(a. c)/dc\a,r=u = 0. 

Finally,, the inequality h(a.a) > 0 is given by Lemma 4.12. Hence (4.20) holds and 

thee proof is finished. D 
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Lemmaa 4.14 For all n > 3, 

CCnn(s)(s) < C3(S). (4.21) 

Prooff  We prove that for all n > 3. 

P(DP(D > x \r = 3) < P(D > X\T = n). 

Thee inequality (4.21) then follows from (2.4). 

Lett Fn be the conditional distribution function of D given that r = n, i.e. 

FFnn(x)(x) = P(D <X\T = n). 

Denotee the density of Fn by ƒ„. Let 1 < s < 2. If D = s and r = n, then 

AAnn-i-i  = s — {A\ +  + An-2)- To calculate fn we only integrate over the allowed 

valuess for A\ up to v4n_2- Using the same transformation as in (4.12), fn satisfies 

ii  fl /  l+l/ i y l+l /n-a 
fn{s)=—\fn{s)=—\nn--11e-e-XnXn / / dyn-2---dyi 

PnPn Jo JO JO 

pnn n" 1 (rc — 1)! \ n / 

Hencee fn(s) is constant for 1 < 2. For n > 4 we have 

' n - l \ " - 22 / n - l \ » / n \ 2 116 ,, . , /7i - l\n~£ /n - 1 \ "  / 7i V 1 l b 2 ,. . , 
ƒ »**  = ( = 7 <—jr<^=fM,  4.22 

\\ n / V n / V n - 1 / e9 3 
sincee (1 — \/n)n increases to 1/e and 18e > 48. 

Forr 2 < ,s < 3 we have 

ffnn(s)(s) = —Xn-le-x / / dy„-2---dyi 

PnPn Jo Jo Jo 

== —X^e-^iqn-^O) - (.s - 2)<7„_2(0)). (4.23) 
Pn n 

Hencee /n(s) is a linear polynomial for 2 < s < 3 . Moreover, by Lemma 4.5 we have 

92(0)) - qi (0) = 0. Hence (4.23) implies that /3(3) = 0. 

Wee assume that Fn(s) > F^(s) for some 2 < s < 3 and derive a contradiction. 

Byy (4.22), the assumption implies that fn(t) > ƒ3(t) for some 2 < t < s. But 

sincee }k{x) is a linear polynomial for 2 < x < 3 for every k and ƒ3(3) = 0 by the 

remarkk made above, it must hold that fn(x) > ƒ3(x) for t < x < 3. This implies 

FFnn(3)(3) >  F;Ï(3) — 1, which is the desired contradiction. Hence Fn(s) < Fn(s) for 

22 < s < 3. 

Wee conclude that F-^(s) > Fn(s) for all n > 3 and the lemma is proved.
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4.77 Comparing the queue lengths 

Inn this section we enjoy the fruits of our labour by proving the main theorem of this 

chapter.. After that we derive some other results from the lemmas and propositions 

above. . 

Prooff  of Theorem 4.2 We first show that 

P{MP{Mll = 1) < P(M2 = 1). A > 0. (4.24) 

Lett D\ be the service time of the first customer in Q2. Let A\ and A\ be the exp(A) 

distributedd first interarrival times for Q\ respectively Q2. Since A\ and B\ are 

independent,, we have 

P{MP{M22 = 1) - P(M, - 1) - P{A\ > Br) P{AX > 1) 

==  P(Bl = 0+) + P(A\ > 1 + c)P{B, = l + c)- <-x 

==  -^~+ r - ^ + ^ f l + c)-1 - e~x =: 9(A). 
11 + c 

Thenn g(0) = 0 and g'{\) = c~x - e-^
+l^x > 0. giving g{\) > 0 for all A > 0. and 

(4.24)) is proved. 

Too prove the stochastic domination in (4.2) and complete the proof, it is enough 

too show that P{MX = n) > P(M2 = n) for all n > 3. By Proposition 4.11. 

P{MiP{Mi  = n)> P(M2 = n) holds if and only if 

CC«W«W *  1 +^ 1 ) A - (4-25) 

Thiss condition holds for ti > 3 by Lemmas 4.13 and 4.14 and the proof is finished. D 

Usingg (4.15). the joint transform of r and D can be found as follows. Let r and D 

bee as in (4.4) and (4.7). and let ö{x) = ExT be the generating function of r. Let as 

beforee pn{x) = . r " - ^ - ' ^ ^ and P{T = n) = p„  = pn{\). By definition (4.8) 

occ oc 

d>{x)d>{x) - Exr<-* D = Y^ X'>P(T = " ) ~ Yl - T " P( r = n)E[e-sD | r = n] 
nn = l n = l 

== £VP(r=n)( l -£„(*)) . 
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Usingg (4.15) and Example 4.7, we find 

<t>{x)-Ex<t>{x)-Ex TTe-e-aDaD = £ v ^ A n - V A n s e * ( ^ ) n _ 1 £ n + 1 ( s ) 

-- £ *n+1 T^W ^e" x(n+1)Cn+1 (s) rr ^—' n + 1 ! 

n=l n=l 

XxXx ^—' (n + 
s„A A 

see e 

Xx Xx 

Hence e 

-(Ex-(ExTTe-e-sDsD -xe-xe-sy 

TT _sD _ <f>{x)  + s/X _ Xx<p(x) + sx 
11 4- sesex/(Xx) Xx + sese) ExExrr ee-sD-sD _ yy^;-r-y/v = /w^yx; T  ̂ ^ ^ 

Fromm (4.26) we may compute the covariance of r and D. We compute 

2?TT = 0'(1) = 1 / (1 -p) = 1/ (1-A), 

ETDETD = -—-ExTe~sD 

oxas oxas i = = 

and d 

ED-ED- 9 S + X 

dsds ses+x + X ss = 0 

Hence e 

COV(T.D)COV(T.D) -
1 1 

1,*=0 0 

eexx - 1 

AA ' 

eexx - 1 

eA(0'(l)) - 1) ex 

XX ( 1 - A) 

l - ( l - A ) e A A 

(4.27) ) 
y ii  — A j  1 — A A Ay l — A) 

Thee chapter is concluded with the following result. The result is striking since the 

calculatedd expectation does not depend on A. 

Theoremm 4.15 Let A\. A2. .  be independent exponentially distributed random, vari-

ablesables with parameter A > 0. Consider the random walk Sn with So = 0 and incre-

mentsments Xn = An — 1 for n — 1. 2 , . . .. Then, independently of A, 

E [ Sn _ i | Sii  < 0 , . . . , Sn _i < 0 , 5 „ > 0] = 1 - ( ^ ^ y 1 - 1 - e -

Prooff  By definition of Y„ . r and D in (4.3). (4.4) and (4.7). we find 

££ [ Sn_i I Si < 0 5„_i < 0. Sn >0}=E [-Yr-l \ T = Tl] 

==  1-E\D\T = II}.  (4.28) 
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Usingg the transform C„(s) defined in (4.8). and with the help of (4.15). we have 

(4.29) ) E[D\TE[D\T = n} = n(8)\s=t) n(«))\t 

// l V ' " 1 

.s=0 0 

== 0 

d d 
VV N / (IS *=() ) 

== (1 + - 1 - e . 
7? ? 

;4.30) ) 

sincee |^£n + 1( ,s ) | .s =0 = EDn + 1 < n + 1. Combining (4.28) and (4.30) completes the 
proof..



CHAPTER R 

Thee effect of service-time 

variabilityy I 

Inn this chapter we study the impact of service-time distributions on the 

distributionn of the maximum queue length during a busy period for the 

M/G/ ll  queue with batch arrivals. The maximum queue length is an 

importantt random variable to understand when designing the buffer size 

forr finite buffer systems. We show the somewhat surprising result that 

forr non-preemptive queueing disciplines and for three types of preemptive 

LIFOO disciplines, the maximum queue length during a busy period is 

smallerr when service times are more variable (in the convex sense). This 

chapterr is based on the joint paper [43] with Righter and Koole. 

5.11 Introduction 

Inn this chapter we leave the realm of the FB queue and consider queues with different 

servicee disciplines, namely non-preemptive disciplines and preemptive (resume or 

repeat)) LIFO disciplines. For these disciplines we study the effect of the variability 

inn the service times on the maximum queue length. Another deviation from the 

59 9 
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previouss chapters is that at the arrival instants a batch of customers arrives. The 

batchh sizes are i.i.d. and independent of the interarrival and service times. This 

queuee is called the M A / G /1 queue, where X is the generic batch size. 

Ann important design issue for telecommunication systems and other applications 

iss determining the buffer size when buffers are finite. We can better understand the 

effectt of a particular buffer size by understanding the distribution of the maximum 

queuee length during a busy period in an infinite buffer system. Buffer overflow 

shouldd be a rare event. The probability of this event is determined by the tail 

behaviourr of the distribution of M. the maximum queue length in a busy period. 

Inn this chapter we study the maximum queue length M for the M x / G /1 queue 

forr non-preemptive queueing disciplines and three types of preemptive LIFO (last-

comee first-served) disciplines. For each of these queueing disciplines we describe the 

dependencee of the distribution of M on the distribution of the service times. This 

allowss us to show the effect of service-time distributions on M. as stated in (i)-(iv) 

below. . 

Forr a fixed service discipline, let M and M' be the maximum number of customers 

duringg a busy period in two M ^ / G / l queues with generic service times B and B'. 

andd with the same batch arrival rate A, and the same distribution of the generic 

batchh size X. We assume that the distributions of B and B' are such that the 

queuess are stable. Let n denote the service discipline. In this chapter we show that 

thee following relations hold; the definitions of the various stochastic orders are given 

inn the next section: 

(i)) 7T is non-preemptive: if B' < icv B. then M' <uv M. 

(ii )) IT is LIFO-p-resume. i.e. preempted services are resumed when service recom-
mences:: if B' <LT B. then M' <at M. 

(iii )) TT is LIFO-p-repeat (with resampling), i.e. preempted services must be restarted 

fromm scratch when service recommences, and a new service time is chosen from 

thee service-time distribution: if E(e"XB') > E(erXB), then M' <st M, 

(iv )) 7T is LIFO-p-repeat-without-resampliiig. i.e. preempted services must be restarted 

fromm scratch, but the service requirement for a customer is the same each time 

itss service is restarted: if B' < icr B. then M' <st M. 

AA consequence of our results is the somewhat surprising conclusion that M will 

bee stochastically smaller when service times are more variable (in the convex sense) 

underr the three preemptive LIFO disciplines, and the mean of M wil l be smaller when 

servicee times are more variable (in the convex sense) for non-preemptive disciplines. 
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Miyazawaa [39] and Miyazawa and Shanthikumar [40] considered the loss rate, 

i.e.. the probability that a random customer will be lost, for the queue with a finite 

bufferr 6, called the Mx/G/l/6 queue. They showed that under non-preemptive 

disciplines,, the loss rate will be larger when service times are more variable in the 

convexx sense. Our result relates to the loss rate, but the effect goes in the other 

direction.. That is, we show for each n E N that P(M > n) is smaller when service 

timess are larger in the convex sense. Here P(M > b) is the probability of at least 

onee loss during a busy period in the Mx/G/l/b queue. See also Chang et al. [11]. 

Forr other results on the impact of the service time and batch size distributions 

onn various performance measures of queueing systems, see for example Hordijk [26], 

Makowskii  [35], and Shanthikumar and Yao [61], and the references therein. 

Thee chapter is organised as follows. We first recall some definitions of stochastic 

orderingg in the next section. We then study M for non-preemptive disciplines, and 

finallyy we consider the LIFO preemptive disciplines (ii)-(iv) . The chapter is concluded 

withh asymptotics for the maximum queue length in two of the LIFO queues. 

5.22 Preliminaries 

Recalll  the following stochastic ordering relations for two random variables X and Y. 

Definitio nn 5.1 (Convex order) X is larger than Y in the convex order, X >cx 

Y,Y, if E<f>(X) > E(j)(Y) for all convex functions <ft for which the expectations exist. 

Notee that if Var(X) and Var{EY) exist, then X >cx Y implies both EX = EY and 

Var(X)) > Var(y). In this sense the convex ordering is an ordering of variability in 

randomm variables. 

Definitio nn 5.2 ( Increasing concave order) X is larger than Y in the increasing 

concavee order, X > icv Y, if E(fi(X) > E<p(Y) for all increasing concave functions <f> 

forfor which the expectations exist. 

Thee relation <i CV is implied by stochastic domination <st and by the convex order 

relationn >cx 

Definitio nn 5.3 (Laplace transfor m order) X is larger than Y in the Laplace 

transformm order, X >LT Y, if E[e-0X]  < E[er9Y\ for all 0 > 0 for which the 

expectationsexpectations exist. 

Notee that X >cx Y implies X <LT Y  We also need the following definitions and 

results,, which can be found in Shaked and Shanthikumar [60]. or are proved here. 
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Lett O be a convex set of parameters, where 6 C [0. oc) or 6 C N0. where 

N00 = {0.1.2 } . For 8 G B. let Pe be a univariate distribution. It is convenient to 

introducee for each 8 a random variable X(8) with distribution P#. 

Definitio nn 5.4 (SICV) The family {X{8).8 G 6}  of random variables is stochas-

ticallyy increasing and concave, notation {X{8).8 G 6}  G SICV, if EQ{X{9)) is 

increasingincreasing and concave in 8 for all increasing concave functions &. 

Lemmaa 5.5 Let X(8) have a Poisson distribution with mean rO for some r > 0. 

ThenThen {X{0).9ee} G SICV. 

Lemmaa 5.6 Let Y\.Y2 be i.i.d. random variables and let X{n) = VJ"=1 ^» for 

nn > 0. X(0) = 0. Then {X(n). n e N0}  6 SICV. 

Thee following lemma states that the class SICV is closed under composition. Let A 
bee a convex set in [0. oc) or {(). 1. 2 . . . . }. 

Lemmaa 5.7 Let {X{9),9 e (-)}  be a family of A-valued random variables and let 

{Y(\).{Y(\). XGA} be another family of random variables. If {X(9).9 G 9}  e SICV and 

{Y{\).{Y{\). X e A}  e SICV, then {Y{X{0)).9 e 8}  € SICV. 

Lemmaa 5.8 Suppose that {X{6).9 e 6}  G SICV and that the random variables Yx 

andand Y2 satisfy P{YX G B) = P{Y2 G 9) = 1. IfY} > lcv Y2, then X^) > icv X{Y2). 

Prooff  Let 0 be an increasing concave function and let V'(y) — Eé(X(y)) for all 

yy G B. Then V> is increasing and concave because {X(8).6 G B}  G SICV. The 

inequalityy Y\ > ici. Y2 now implies EiliYi) > Ec'{Y2) and the proof is completed. D 

5.33 Non-preemptive service disciplines 

Wee first consider the M A /G /1 queue with a non-preemptive service discipline. We 

alsoo assume that the discipline is work-conserving, or non-idling, i.e. the server is not 

idlee as long as there is work in the queue. The order of service may be arbitrary, but 

iss not allowed to depend on actual or residual service times, i.e. the server cannot 

lookk into the future. Permitted service disciplines include FIFO, LIFO (without 

preemption)) and Random Order of Service (R05). Under ROS. after the departure 

off  a customer, a new customer is chosen for service uniformly from all customers 

inn the queue. Let X be a generic batch size with arbitrary distribution and mean 

H*H*  and suppose the arrival rate of batches is A. We assume the distribution of the 

genericc service time. B. is such that the queue is stable. Xp,EB < 1. 
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Wee first develop a characterisation of M. the maximum number in the system 

duringg a random busy period, using the following notation. Let N = N(B\) be 

thee number of batch arrival times that occur during the first service of the busy 

period,, Bu and let N{s) = [A r(£i) | #i = s]. Let Y = Y(N) = Yl?=1 X{ be the total 

numberr of customers to arrive during the first service, where X{ are i.i.d. copies of 

X.X. Let X\ be the number of customers in the first batch of the busy period. 

Lett Mt, i — 1,2...., be i.i.d. copies of M, and define maxi_i,..,(n Mi to be 0 if 

nn = 0. Define M{k.y) = \M\XX = k.Y = y] and M(k) =  = A-], so that. 

M(XM(XUUY)Y) = M = M{X1). 

Theoremm 5.9 The maximum queue length M(k, y) for the M/G/l queue under a 

non-preemptivenon-preemptive discipline satisfies 

M(k,y)M(k,y) = k + y- l + max{l; max {M{ - z}} , k>l,y>0. 
ii  = l fc+y— 1 

Prooff  At the end of the first service time X\ +Y — \ = k + y — 1 customers are 

present.. Let us call them customers 1, 2 , . . .. k + y — 1, and let us call the first 

customerr to be served customer 0. Since the discipline is non-preemptive, the order 

inn which the customers are served does not change the distribution of the (maximum) 

queuee length, so let us assume service is as follows. Customer 1 starts service when 

customerr 0 leaves, and then all the customers that arrive during customer 1's service 

aree served, and all the customers that arrive during those customers' services are 

served,, etc.. before customers 2 through k + y — 1 start service. That is, customers 2 

throughh k+y— 1 wait until the sub-busy period initiated by customer 1 finishes. Then 

customerr 2 and the customers arriving during its sub-busy period are served before 

customerss 3 through n are served, etc. During the sub-busy period of customer i, 

thee maximum queue length is Mt + k + y — 1 — i. Therefore, the maximum queue 

lengthh during the whole busy period is 

M(k,y)M(k,y) = maxjfc + y; max {Mt + k + y - 1 - } 
ii  = l,...,A: + j /— 1 

== k + y — 1 + maxjl; max {Mi — i}\. 
i=l,...,ki=l,...,k + y-l 

whichh was to be shown.

Notee that M(k. y) depends on k and y only through k + y. To show the effect 

off  the distribution of B on M, we need the following lemma. 

Lemmaa 5.10 Let U\. XJi-... be i.i.d. random variables, let Z(Q) — 1 and 

Z(n)Z(n) = n + max { l , max {Ut - / } } , n E N. 
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ThenThen {Z(n). n G N0}  G SICV. 

Prooff  Fix a ^G {0.1.2.. . .}  and define 

Z(kZ(k + 1) = A = imix{k + 2.U1 + k.U2 + k-l Uk+1}. 

Z(kZ(k + 2) = 1 + max{A Uk+2 - 1} . 

Z(kZ(k + 3) = 2 + max{A Uk+3 - 1. Uk+4 - 2} . 

Z(kZ(k + 4) = 3 + max{A. Uk+2 - 3. Uk+:i  - l.Uk+4 2} . 

Thenn Z(k + i) = Z(k + i) for i = 1.2. 3. 4. and 

Z(kZ(k + 4) -Z(k + 'S) = l + {Uk+2 - 3 - (Z(A- + 3 ) - 2 )) + 

<< 1 + (Uk+2 -l-A)+= Z(k + 2) ~ Z(A; + 1). 

Hencee for any increasing and concave function 0, 

£0(Z(fee + 4)) - E$(Z{k + 3)) = Eo(Z(k + 4)) - E0{Z(k + 3) 

<< Eo(Z(k + 2)) - £0(Z(A- + 1)) 

== Eó(Z(k + 2)) - Eé(Z(k + 1)). 

andd the result follows. D 

Wee can now sec how changing the distribution of B effects M. Let M and M' 

bee the maximum number of customers during a busy period in two MA / G /l queues 

withh respective generic service times B and B\ where we assume both queues are 

stable,, so X^iEB < 1 and XfiEB' < 1. 

Theoremm 5.11 Consider the Mx/G/l queue with an arbitrary non-preemptive dis-

cipline.cipline. IfD'  <icV B, thenM' < icv M. and therefore, if B' >rx B then EM' < EM. 

Prooff  From from Lemma 5.5 it follows that {N(s).s G [0. oc)}  G SICV. from 

Lemmaa 5.6 that {Y(n).n G N0}  G SICV. Further. {M{k.y).y G N0}  G SICV by 

Theoremm 5.9 and Lemma 5.10. Therefore {M{k. Y(N{s))). s G [O.oo)}  G SICV for 

alll  k from Lemma 5.7. so {M(Y(N(s))). .s G [0. oc)}  G SICV. Note that we have con-

sideredd only B\. the first service time in the busy period. However, the same argu-

mentt applies to all later service times. The theorem then follows from Lemma 5.8. D 

AA similar argument gives us the following corollary of Theorem 5.9. 

Corollar yy 5.12 Consider the M /G/l queue with an arbitrary non-preemptive dis-

cipline.cipline. If X' < lcv X, then M' < icv M. 
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5.44 Preempt ive LIFO disciplines 

5.4.11 LIFO preemptive resume 

Noww we consider the M x / G /1 with the last-come first-served preemptive resume 

(LIFO-p-resume)) service discipline. That is, the customer that has been in the system 

thee least amount of time is always served, and newly arriving customers preempt 

earlierr arrivals already in service. Within a batch customers are arbitrarily labelled, 

soo that we may think of them as arriving sequentially, though immediately after each 

other.. Thus, one customer in a newly arriving batch will be considered the most 

recentt arrival and will immediately enter service, and the rest of the batch cannot 

bee served until that customer, as well as all customers arriving in later batches that 

preemptt that customer, are served. 

Customerss who resume service after being preempted start their service where 

theyy left off. Hence a random service with service time B that is first preempted 

whenn t units of service have been received, has remaining service time Brem with 

distributionn P(Brem > s) = P{B > t + s\ B > t). We also assume service is non-

idling.. Let T be a generic interarrival time, where T has an exponential distribution 

withh rate A, and let X be a generic batch size with arbitrary distribution and mean u. 

Lett customer 0 be the last customer in the first batch in the busy period, i.e. the 

firstt customer to enter service, and let B\ be the service time of customer 0. Let 

NN = N(B1) be the number of Poisson batch arrival times that occur during the 

servicee of customer 0, and let N(s) — [N(B\) \ B\ = s]. Note that the service wil l be 

interruptedd if N(B\) > 0. Let X\ be the number of customers in the first batch of the 

busyy period and define M(k,n) = [M \ Xx = k. N = n] and M(k) = [M \ Xx = k], 

soo that M(Xi,N) = M = M(Xi). For the LIFO-p-resume discipline we then have 

thee following characterisation of M(k, n). 

Theoremm 5.13 The maximum queue length M(k,n) for the Mx/G/l queue under 

thethe L\FQ-p-re$ume service discipline satisfies 

M(fc,n)) = max{M{k - 1), max M, + k}, k> 1, n > 0, 
i=\i=\  ,...,n 

wherewhere M(0) = 0. 

Prooff  We can think of constructing the busy period, conditional on X\ — k, B\ — s 

andd N(s) — n, as follows. Denote the arrival epochs, on a clock that only ticks 

whenn customer 0 is being served, by 0 < *i < -  < tn < s. A batch of customers 

arrivess at. time fi and starts a new independent busy period (and stops our clock 
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temporar i ly),, except that there are k more customers in the queue (the original cus-

tomers)) throughout that busy period. When this first sub-busy period is over, at 

t imee t\ + T say. then customer 0 returns to service and our clock resumes ticking. 

Anotherr batch arrives at t ime r2 + r. start ing a new independent busy period, and so 

on.. until the n sub-busy periods have completed, as well as the original service time 

s.s. Then a new busy period star ts with the other k — 1 customers that arrived in the 

firstt batch, and the maximum queue length during that busy period has the same 

distr ibut ionn as M(k — 1). Because the arrival process is memory less, this construc-

t ionn is stochastically equivalent to the dynamics of a generic M ^ / G / l busy period 

star t ingg with k customers.

Lett P(k.b) = P(M(k) < b) and P(b) = P{M < b) = EPiX^b). From Theo-

remm 5.13 we obtain the following corollary by conditioning on the value of Ar. and 

not ingg that 

P{MiP{Mi  + k < b) =P{M <b-k). 

Coro l la r yy 5.14 For b>k>l. 

P(k.P(k. b) = E[P{b - k)N]P{k - 1. b). 

Noww we can see how the distribution of D effects M. 

T h e o r emm 5.15 For Mx /G/l queues operating under the LIFO-p-resume service 

discipline,discipline, if B' <LT B. then M' <st M. In particular, if B' >r.r B, then M' <st M. 

P r o off  To show that M' <st M, we show that P{k,b) < P'(k,b) (with the obvious 

definitionn for P') for all k and b by induction on b and A\ For each b we have 

P(i).b)P(i).b) = 1 = P ' (0 .6 ). and P{k, 1) = 0 = P'(kA) for k > 1. Since B' <LT B. 

P ( l .. 1) = P(B <T) = E{v~XB) < E{e~XB') = P ' ( l. 1). 

Supposee P{i. a) < P'(i. a) for a < b and all i > 0. so P(a) < P'(a) for all a < b. and 

supposee P(i. b) < P'(i. b) for all 0 < i < k. and consider b and k. Since E[P(b - k)N] 

iss the probabil i ty generating function of N evaluated at the point P(b — k), we have 

byy the corollary above. 

P{k.P{k. b) - E[P(b - k)N]  = E[e-^l-p^b-k^B. (5.1) 

Fromm (5.1), the assumption B' <LT B, and the induction hypothesis, it follows that 

P(k.b)P(k.b) = P(k-l.b)Ee-W-p{b-k»B < P'(k-l.b)Ee-X{1-p'{b-k»B 

<<  P'(k - l.b)Ee-X(l-p'{b-k»B' = P'(k, b). 
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whichh finishes the proof.

Remarkk It is well known (Kelly [29]) that the M/G/l queue under the LIFO-

p-resumee service discipline exhibits service time insensitivity in the sense that the 

marginall  distribution of the number in the stationary system, Q, depends on the 

service-timee distribution only through its mean. At first this seems at odds with our 

results,, but we must bear in mind that the maximum number in the system during 

aa busy period depends on the sample-path evolution of the queue length over a busy 

period,, not just on its marginal distribution. This idea is illustrated in the following 

example. . 

Examplee Let M be the maximum number in the system for an M/G/l LIFO-

p-resumee queue with B = 1 (call this system 1) and let M' be the corresponding 

maximumm when the first service time in a busy period, B', is equally likely to be 

ee or 2 — e so B <cx B'', and the other service times in the busy period are identi-

callyy equal to 1 (call this system 2). Then, for e very small, the first busy period 

inn system 2 is equally likely to be very short and have a maximum of 1, or it will 

essentiallyy consist of two busy periods each evolving as a busy-period in system 1. 

Thatt is, roughly, M' is equally likely to be 1 or to have the same distribution as 

max{Mi,M 2} ,, so M' ŝt M. Note however that Q and Q' have roughly the same 

distribution.. Indeed, P(Q — 0) = P{Q' = 0), since the workload in both systems 

aree equal. Furthermore, a random arrival during a busy period in system 2 will 

eitherr see a customer with B' — e in service, with very small probability, or will 

arrivee during one of the two busy periods that each evolve as in system 1. Hence Q' 

andd Q have roughly the same distribution. Finally note that the distribution of the 

lengthh of a busy period does depend on the distribution of B. 

Thee M x / G /1 LIFO-p-resume queue with finite buffer size b also exhibits in-

sensitivity.. i.e. the distribution of the number in the system. Qb, depends on the 

distributionn of B only through its mean. Hence, the loss rate in the M x / G / l / b 

queue,, P{Qb — b), is insensitive to the distribution of B. In contrast, our result 

showss that the probability of at least one loss during a busy period. P(M > b). 

doess depend on the distribution of B, and is larger when B is larger in the Laplace 

transformm sense. 

5.4.22 LIFO preemptive repeat with resampling 

Noww we suppose that when services are preempted they must be restarted from 

scratch.. The new service time is assumed to be an independent random variable with 
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thee same distribution. We call this the LIFO-p-repeat {wit h resampling) discipline. 

Off  course, the behaviour of the queue under the LIFO-p-resume and LIFO-p-repeat 

discipliness is the same when service times are exponential. 

Wee use the same notation as in the previous subsection. Now. for stability, we 

needd XfiEBfi < 1 and XfiEB'e < 1. where Be is the effective service time. i.e. the 

totall  time a random customer must spend in service, including restarts due to in-

terruptions.. Thus. 

EBEBVV = E{B A T) + P{B > T)EBe, 

wheree a A b = rninja. b\. and hence 

EBEB - E(-BATÏ 
ee P{B<T)' 

Forr T exponential with rate A. it is not hard to show that 

EBEB<<  = XE(e-XB)  ( 5" 2) 

andd hence for stability we need E{e~XB) > /.i/{fi  + 1). 

Forr the M x / G /1 LIFO-p-repeat queue, we can indentify the following embedded 

randomm walk. The number in the system at arrival and departure epochs during 

aa busy period is equivalent to a random walk on the nonnegative integers with ab-

sorbingg state 0. The random walk starts in the point 1, decreases by 1 if T > B (a 

departure),, and goes up if T < B (an arrival). When it increases, it increases by X. 

wheree X is independent of B and T. Thus, we have the following characterisation of 

M,M, where / = 1 if T < B and 0 otherwise, and other definitions are as in previous 

sections. . 

Theo remm 5.16 In the Mx/G/l queue under the LIFO-p-repeat-with-resampling dis-

cipline,cipline, the conditional maximum queue length M(k) satisfies 

M(k)M(k) = IM(k + X) + (1 - I)max{k. AI{k - 1)}. keN. 

wherewhere M(0) = 0. 

Lett V be 1 if T > S'. and 0 otherwise. If P(T > B') > P(T > B). then V >st 

ƒ.. From Theorem 5.16 and a coupling argument it then follows that M' <st M. 

Therefore,, we have the following. 

Theo remm 5.17 For Mx/G/l queues with batch arrival rate A operating under the 

L\FO-p-repeatL\FO-p-repeat service discipline, if E(e~XB ) > E(e~XD), then M' <st M. 
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Notee that for the LIFO-p-repeat discipline, we only need for the Laplace transform 

off  the service time evaluated at (the arrival rate) A to be ordered for two service-

timee distributions, rather than a complete Laplace transform ordering. Of course 

B'B' >cx B implies B' <LT B, which in its turn implies E(e~XB') > £(e_ X j B ) . Note 

furthermoree that by ordering two random variables X and Y according to the values 

Eexp(-XX)Eexp(-XX) and Eexp(-XY). a linear ordering of all random variables can be made. 

5.4.33 LIFO preemptive repeat wi thout resampling 

Forr our final model, we suppose again that when services are preempted they must 

bee restarted from scratch, but now the service time is only drawn from the service 

timee distribution once. We call this the LIFO-p-repeat-without-resampling discipline. 

Notee that the LIFO-p-repeat and LIFO-p-repeat-without-resampling disciplines are 

thee same for deterministic service times. For stability, we need again XuEBe < 1 

andd XfiEB'e < 1, where Be = Be(B) is the generic effective service time. Given 

BB — s, we have a deterministic service time with the same effective service time as 

inn the last section, so 

EBEBee = E[EBe | B] = E 

==  \ [E{eXB) - 1] . 

E(BAT) E(BAT) 
P(BP(B < T) 

B B 
11 - E(e AB ' ' 

XE{e-XE{e-XBXB) ) 
B B 

Hence,, for stability we need E{eXB) < (fi-\- l) / / i . If. for example, B is exponentially 

distributedd with mean v. then for stability we need v > A(/i + 1). 

Withh Xi, B\. and M defined as in the last subsection, we use the notation 

MM (k. s) = [M \Xi=k,B1=s]  and M{k) = M(k. B) = [M\Xx=k\. Let I{s) = 1 

iff  T < s and 0 otherwise. We have the following. 

Theoremm 5.18 In the Mx/G/l queue under the LIFO-p-repeat-without-resampling 

discipline,discipline, the maximum queue length M and the conditional maximum queue lengths 

M(k)M(k) and M(k.s) are related: 

M(k.M(k. s) = I(s) max{A7 + k; M*{k. s)} + (1 - I{s)) max{A\ M{k - 1)} . 

wherewhere M(0) = 0. M*(k.s) = M{k.s), and I(s). M. M*{k.s) and M(k - 1) are 

independent. independent. 

Prooff  Given X\ — k and B\ — s. if an arrival occurs before the first service com-

pletion,, i.e. T < s. then a new i.i.d. (sub-)busy period starts. During this sub-busy 

periodd there are k additional customers in the queue. When that sub-busy period 
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ends,, the original busy periods starts again, with X\ = k and B\ = s. independently 

off  T and the maximum M of the ended sub-busy period. If the first service com-

pletess before an arrival, then we may consider the remainder of the busy period as 

aa new. independent busy period with k — 1 initial customers. D 

Lett P(k.b.s) = P{M(k.s) < 6). P(k.b) = P{M(k) < b) = EP(k.b.Bi). and 

P(b)P(b) = P(M < b) = EP(XiJ).Bi). We have the following corollary to Theo-

remm 5.18. 

Corollar yy 5.19 For h > k > 1 and for all s. 

PaPa h -, P{T > »)P[k - l.b) 
P ( * - M == < * ) P < 6 - * ) -

Noww we can show the following. 

Theoremm 5.20 For Mx/G/l queues operating under the UFO-p-repeat-without-

resarnplingresarnpling discipline, if D' < ICV B. then M' <st M. Hence, if B' >cx B, then 

M'M' <s, M. 

Prooff  From the corollary above, for b > k > 1. and s > 0. 

e-e-XsXsP(k-l.b)P(k-l.b) P(k-l,b) 
P(k.b,s)P(k.b,s) = 

11 - P(b k) + e-*»P{b - k) eXs(l - P{b -k))+ P(b - k 

Itt is easy to show that f(s) :=  a/(reXfi + d) is a decreasing convex function of s for all 

o.. c. d > 0. r + d > 0 (so — ƒ (.s) is increasing and concave). Hence, if B' <j CV B then 

-Ef{B')-Ef{B') < -Ef{B) and Ef(D') > Ef{B). Also note that P(k.b.s) is increasing 

inn P(k — 1.6) and P(b — k) for fixed .s. The result now follows using an induction 

argumentt similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 5.15. D 

5.55 The max imum queue length for LIFO disciplines 

Inn this section we describe the asymptotic behaviour of the tail of the maximum 

queuee length 71/ in the busy period in the M/G/l queue operating under the LIFO 
preemptivee resume and repeat (with resampling) disciplines. The batch sizes are 

assumedd to be equal to 1. It turns out that this tail behaviour is similar to that of 

thee upper bound for the maximum queue length under the FB discipline, and that 

off  the maximum in the M/M/ l queue, see Chapter 3. 

LIFO-p-resumee In Subsection 5.4.1 the maximum queue length in a busy period 
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inn the M A /G /1 queue with the LIFO preemptive resume discipline is studied. The-

oremm 5.13 gives a decomposition of M conditional on N = n. Conditional on the 

firstfirst service time J5(). the random variable N is Poisson distributed. Setting k = 1 

inn Theorem 5.13. we find by an argument similar the proof of Proposition 3.1 that 

P{MP{M <m) = Y^ P(N = n)P{M(n) < m) 

== Y^ P(N = n)P(M < m - 1)" 
r i=0 0 

==  Ecxp(- XP(M > m - \)B). 

Sincee the queue is stable, the tail probabilities P(M > m) converge to 0 as m — oc. 

Equationn (XIII.2.7) in Feller [21] states that 1 - Eexp{-sB) = (s + o(s))EB as 

,ss I 0. Hence 

P{MP{M >m)~\P(M >m-l)EB = pP{M >rn-l).  m ^ oc. (5.3) 

Fromm (5.3) and Lemma 5.21 below it then follows that 

-- logP(M > n) -> log/?. n —> oc. (5.4) 
n n 

Notee that (5.4) is similar (3.1) and (3.2). 

Lemmaa 5.21 Let {(ik)k=o,i,... be a sequence of positive numbers. If an+i/an —» p 

andand ao > 0. ihen ^ logan = logp + o(l) for n —» oc. 

Prooff  The assumption implies that logari + i — logan —> logp as n —> oc. Since 

normall  convergence implies Cesaro convergence, we have, as n —> oc. 

11 1 " 
- ( log«nn - logtto) = - ^ ( l o g a*  - logafc-i ) -*  log p. 

Thee result follows. D 

LIFO-p-repeatt In Subsection 5.4.2 we obtained the distribution of the maximum 

queuee length in the busy period in the NPY /G/1 LIFO-p-repeat-with-resampling 

queue.. To find the distribution of the maximum queue length M in the case where 

alll  batches have size 1. we set k = 1 in Theorem 5.16. Then 

MM = l + I{M{2)-  1). 
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where e 

P (// = 1) = 1 _ p ( / = o) = T ( l - e-
Xx)dF{x) = 1 - Ee~XB =: p. (5.5) 

thee maximum queue length M(2) is as in Section 5.4. and I and A/(2) are indepen-
dent.. Since A/(2) = (A/ : + 1) V A/2, where A^ and M2 are i.i.d. copies of M. we 
have e 

A// = 1 + I max{Mi , A/2 - 1}. 

Thee tail probabilities rn = P(Af > n) satisfies 

rr nn = P(7maxjA/i. A/2 - 1}  > n - 1) 

== P{I = 1)(1 - P(A/! < n - 1, A/2 - 1 < n - 1)) 

== P (1 - (1 - r n - i ) ( l - rn)) = p(rn + rn_i - rnr n_ i ) . n = 1.2 

(5.6) ) 

Byy (5.6), the tail probabilities rn satisfy 

___ rn-\ 

pp l - l + r„_ i 

Thiss recursive relation can be solved by substituting sn = l / r n and solving a recur-

sionn of the form sn = a + 6sn- i - We find that 

(11 - 2p)pn 

r ""  = (l-p)n+l_pn+l '
 n ^ °- (5-7) 

Definee the effective load pe of the system by pe — \EBe. Assuming the queue is 
stable,, we have by (5.2) that 

^ r ,, l-Ee~XB p 
P°P° = XEB- =  Ee-XB =T~p<h ( 5-8) 

soo that p < 1/2. By (5.7) and (5.8), we then have that 

-- logr„  -  log (p/(l - p)) = hgp(;. n -> oc. 

Notee that this result is similar to (5.4). 

Finally,, consider the heavy-traffic limit pe T 1, i.e. p | 1/2. Then by (5.7) and 
1'Hopital'ss rule, 

limm P(M > n) = lim C1 " 2 * ^ " 
pTl/22 pTl/2 (1 - p ) n + 1 - p n + 1 

-2pRR + (1 - 2p)npn~l 1 
lim m 

PTI/22 -(ra + 1)(1 - p)n - (n + l)pn n + 1' 

Hencee in heavy traffic, the expected maximum queue length takes on very large 

values. . 



CHAPTER R 

Thee effect of service-time 

variabilityy I I 

Inn this chapter we examine the effect of more variability in the service-

timee distribution on the expected queue length in the stationary FB 

queue.. We show that in general a more variable service-time does not 

necessarilyy lead to a smaller expected queue length, but that for certain 

classess of service times it does. 

6.11 Introduction 

Inn this chapter we study the effect of a more variable service-time distribution on 

thee mean queue length in the stationary M/G/l FB queue. The queue length is 

understoodd as the total number of customers in the system. To measure the vari-

abilityy of a distribution we use the convex order. Recall from Definition 4.1 that a 

randomm variable X is convexly smaller than a random variable Y (notation <cx). 

iff  Eh\X) < Eh(Y) for all convex functions // for which the expectations exist. If 

73 3 
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XX <rjr  Y. then we say that X is more variable than Y. 

Inn the stat ionary M / G / l FIFO queue the expected queue length increases in the 

variabil ityy of the service times. By the Pollaczek-Khinchin mean value formula, see 

e.g.. Kleinrock [31]. the stat ionary queue length has mean p + X2ED2/(2(l — p)). 

Forr EB and A fixed, by the arguments given after Definition 4.1. a more variable 

service-timee distr ibut ion has a larger variance, and hence the expected queue length 

inn the FIFO queue is larger. 

Thee distr ibution of the queue length in the stationary M / G / l PS queue depends 

onn the service-time distr ibution only through its first moment, see Theorem G.3 

below.. Hence the stat ionary queue length is insensitive to the variability of the 

servicee t imes. The1 PS discipline is in some sense in between FIFO and FB: it does not 

givee priority to any type of customer, whereas FIFO gives priority to old customers 

andd FB to young ones. Hence one might wonder whether the stat ionary queue length 

inn the FB queue decreases if the variability of the service-time distr ibution increases. 

Yashkovv [69] states that this is indeed the case, though without proof or explanation. 

AA conjecture of the same flavour is found on page 189 of Coffman and Denning [12]. 

Inn this chapter we show that the expected queue length does not necessarily 

increasee when the variability of the service times increases. However, if the service 

t imess are picked from certain classes of distr ibutions, then such a relation does 

hold,, in the following sense. Consider the classes DMRL and IMRL of random 

variabless with a decreasing and an increasing mean residual lif e respectively, see 

Definitionn 2.1. Examples of IMRL distr ibutions are Pareto distr ibutions, certain 

Gammaa distr ibutions, and certain Weibull distr ibutions. Certain other Gamma 

distr ibut ions,, uniform distr ibutions and deterministic distr ibutions are in the class 

DMRL .. For these classes the following theorem holds. 

T h e o r emm 6.1 Consider four stationary M/G/l FB queues with arrival rate X and 

thethe same expected service time. The service times hare an IMRL distribution, an 

exponentialexponential distribution, a DMRL distribution, and a deterministic distribution. Let 

QIMRL-QIMRL- Qexp- QDMRL and Qdvt denote the stationary queue lengths in the four 

queues.queues. Then 

EQIMBLEQIMBL < = EQ<xP < EQD.UKL < EQd<( — wr, T?-

Beloww we show that IMRL distributions are more variable than DMRL distributions. 

Hencee in this situation the more variable service-time distribution yields the smaller 

expectedd stat ionary queue length. 

Thee chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 contains the proof of Theorem 6.1. 

I nn Section 6.3 we examine the effect of making an arbitrary service-time distr ibution 
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FF (with a density ƒ) more variable (in the sense of the convex order). The conclusion 

iss that the mean queue length can both increase or decrease, depending on the shape 

off  the distribution. 

6.22 Comparing queue lengths: two classes 

Inn this section we compare the value of EQ for two classes of service-time distribu-

tions,, namely the classes DMRL and IMRL described above. Assume A and EB are 

fixed.fixed. For proving the main theorem of this section, we first cite two well-known 

theorems.. The first theorem may be found on page 11 in Kelly [29]. Note that there 

thee service discipline is not mentioned. 

T h e o r emm 6.2 Consider an M/M/l queue, empty at time 0 - , with service discipline 

TT.TT. Let Q(t) be the queue length at time t. If TT € V, then the distribution of Q(t) 

doesdoes not depend on TT. 

P r o off  Since TT 6 T>, the remaining service t ime of a customers is unknown. Since the 

servicee times are exponential, the residual lifes of all customers present in the queue 

aree exponentially distr ibuted as well. Hence the queue length Q(t) is a birth and 

deathh process with transit ion rates that do not depend on the service discipline. D 

Thee following theorem states that the distribution of the number of customers in the 

stat ionaryy M / G / l PS queue only depends on the distr ibution of the generic service 

timee B through its first moment. 

T h e o r emm 6.3 In a stationary M/G/l queue with the PS service discipline, the 

stationarystationary number of customers Q has the distribution 

P{QP{Q = k) = {l-p)pk, k = 0A 

wherewhere p — XEB. 

Forr the proof of this theorem see e.g. Cohen [15], Kelly [29] or Yashkov [66], 

Theoremm 6.3 yields that in two M / G / l PS queues with the same arrival rate and 

expectedd service time, the distributions of the stat ionary queue length are equal. By 

combiningg this idea with Theorem 2.2, we prove Theorem 6.1. 

P r o off  of T h e o r em 6.1 Let QPJ\IFH- Q^XP
 a nd QrfhiHL * ,e t n e queue lengths in 

queuess with the same IMRL . exponential and DMRL service-time distribution as 
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thee queues in the statement of the theorem, but with the PS discipline instead of 

thee FB discipline. Then Theorems 2.2. ! 6.3 and 6.2 yield 

EQIMRLEQIMRL < EQp
{lRL = EQ% = ^ ~ = EQ(XP. 

Further,, Theorem 6.3. Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 9.8 below yield 

EQrxpEQrxp =  EQDMRL < EQDMRL <  2 ( l _ y 2 -

whichh finishes the proof.

Too interpret Theorem 6.1. we show that a IMRL distr ibution is more variable than 

ann DMRL distr ibut ion in the sense of the convex order, given by Definition (4.1). If 

aa random variable X e DMRL . then certainly EX > E[X -t\X > t]  for all t > 0. 

Proposit ionn 6.1.2 in S toy an [63] yields that there exists an exponentially distr ibuted 

randomm variable Z with mean EX. such that X <cr (>,.c) Z. Since the relation <,,,. 

iss transit ive, which readily follows from Definition 4.1. the following lemma holds. 

L e m m aa 6.4 If X e DMRL, Y e IMRL and EX = EY. then X <rj. Y. 

Hencee Theorem 6.1 states that if the service-time distr ibutions in two queues are from 

thee classes IMRL and DMRL . then the more variable service times yield a smaller 

expectedd queue length. Furthermore, many heavy-tailed distributions belong to the 

classs IMRL . and many light-tailed distributions belong to the class DMRL. Hence 

Theoremm 6.1 is another si tuat ion where the FB queue behaves better when the tail 

off  the service-time distr ibut ion is heavier. 

Nextt we show that Theorem 6.1 is a refinement of a conjecture by Coffman and 

Denningg [12] that was proven to be false. Let X be a random variable with EX ƒ 0. 

Thenn C\ — \/Xai{X)/EX is called the coefficient of variation of X. 

Coro l la r yy 6.5 If X G DMRL, Y e IMRL and EX = EY. then Cx < CY. 

Coffmann and Denning [12] conjectured that a service-time distr ibution whose co-

efficientt of variation is larger than 1, yields a smaller expected sojourn t ime than 

distr ibut ionss with the same mean and coefficient of variation smaller than 1. Wier-

mann et al, [65] showed that this conjecture does not hold. From Corollary 6.5 and 

Theoremm 6.1 it follows that the queue with the larger coefficient of variation has 

thee smaller expected queue length. By using Litt le's law EQ = XEV. this may be 

consideredd as a refinement of the conjecture. 
1Thoo proof of Theorem 2.2 seems to contain an error, see Aalt.o et al. [1]. 
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6.33 Convexly disturbed service times 

Lett Q be the stationary queue length in the M/G/l FB queue with service-time 

distributionn F. In this section we examine the effect on EQ of making the service-

timee distribution F more variable. Assume F has a density ƒ. To make F more 

variablee we add to the density ƒ a disturbance function r/ around a given point y > 0 

att which the density is positive. The disturbance function has the form 

r/{x)r/{x)  = 7)y,5,e(x) = £l(y-2S,y-6) ~ ^(y-S,y+S) + £^(y+ö,y+2ó)> (6.1) 

forr some 0 < 5 < y/2 such that ƒ is strictly positive on [y — 5. y -t- 5]. Here e > 0 

iss so small that ƒ + rj  > 0. Quantities with a tilde ("~") refer to the queue with 

service-timee density ƒ + r). It follows immediately that ƒ — ƒ = T; changes sign twice. 

Byy Theorem 2.A.17 in Shaked and Shanthikumar [60]. the distribution F is more 

variablee (in the convex order) than the distribution F. The disturbance function 7/ 

iss chosen to be as in (6.1) because of its simple shape. 

InIn the remainder of this chapter we prove the following proposition, which de-

scribess the effect of the disturbance on the stationary queue length. 

Propositionn 6.6 For every v e {  — 1.1} there is a service-time distribution F such 

that that 

limm s\gn(EQ — EQ) — v. 

Hencee the queue with the more variable service-time distribution does not necessarily 

havee a larger expected queue length. 

6.3.11 Calculus 

Forr proving Proposition 6.6 the following technicalities are needed. We examine the 

integralss in the expressions for EV(x) and EV(x) given by (2.11). Note that F and 

FF coincide on E - (y - 26, y + 25) and that F(y) = F(y). The O-symbols in this 

sectionn hold for  e, 6 [ 0. Let pk{x) = \E(B A x)k and p\{x) = p(x). 

Lemmaa 6.7 For x £ (y—25.y+25) we have p(x) = p{x). Further p(y) — p(y) = Xe52 

and and 

1100 x <y-25 

2\e52\e522{y-6){y-6) x = y 

-4Ac<533 x >y + 25. 
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P r o off  Since F{y) = F(y). k > 1 we write out 

\-\-ll(p(pkk(y)-p(y)-pkk(y))(y)) = 

II  tkf(t)dt + yk(l-F(y))~ fytk(f(t) + ii{t))dt-uk(l-F(y)) 
JoJo Jo 

ryry ry-* ry 
jj  tki){t)dt =-E I tkdt + s tkdt. 

JOJO Jv-26 Ju-8 

-y-y ry-d ry 
ttkktl{t)dt=tl{t)dt=  -E / tkdt + s I 

JOJO Jy-26 Jy-8 

Thee equalities p(y) - p(y) — Xs82 and p2(y) - fhiy) — 2\zö2(y - 8) then follow from 

easyy calculations. 

Noww let x > y + 26. Then F(x) = F(x) and 

 ry—8 fu+8 ry+2S 
e-^-'ipkW-fMx))e-^-'ipkW-fMx)) = -E~1 / tk,/(t)dt = - / tkdt+ / tkdt- / tkdt. 

JOJO Jy-2Ö Jy-8 Jy+ö 

Thee equality p2(-i') — /M-O = — 4Afrf3 follows from computing the integrals. The 

prooff  is concluded by noting that p(x) - p(x.) = 0 for x < y - 28 since F and F 

coincidee on (0. y — 26). D 

Thee calculus used to prove1 Proposition G.G is based part ly on a Taylor series ex-

pansionn of EV{x). For evaluating the constant term we use the following relation 

betweenn EV(y) and EV(y). The precision of our calculations in this section is 

0(e80(e8AA).). Wi th use of expression (2.11) and Lemma G.7 we calculate 

rfr,rfr,  x hill) , 
2(1-p(y))2(1-p(y))22 l-p(y) 

2(11 - p{y) + XE6)2 1 - p(y) + XE62 

2(12(1 -p(y))2 V \-p{y)J l-p(y)\ 1 - p(y) 

My)My) / \ 2A,^2 x , y / 2\ed2 x )) + d^0-i^b) + ^ : 2(1-p(y))2(1-p(y))22\\ l-p(y)J l-p(y)\ 1 - p(y) 

==  ( l - ,2X£d, ,)EV(y) + 0(E6:i). (6.2) 

Byy similar but tedious calculus, it follows that the derivatives of EV(x) — EV(x) 

aree of order E62 as well. Below we use 

// (x - y)kdx = 5k^t ~{ 2) . k = 0 . 1 . . .. (6.3) 
Jy-26Jy-26 A' + 1 

Notee that the expression (G.3) is zero if k is odd. Hence, for integrating the Taylor 

expansionn around y of order two of the expression EV(x)-EV(x). only the constant 
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termm and the rest term are important. Using (6.2) and the remark below it. we find 

-y+26 -y+26 

// (EV(x) - EV(x))dF(x) = 4S(EV(y) - EV(y))f(y) + 0(E64) 

f{y)EV(y)+0{eof{y)EV(y)+0{eoAA).). (6.4) 
__ SXeS3 

~~ i - P(V 

Forr odd k 
ry+26ry+26 r'2S 

// (x- y)kri(x)dx = / xki){x + y)dx = 0. (6.5) 
Jy-28Jy-28 J-26 

sincee the integrand is an odd function. Since JJ_2(5 i]{x)dx = Ü. integrating the Tay-

lorr expansion around y of order four of EV(x) breaks down to integrating the second 

orderr term and the rest term. Since \x-y\A < 16Ó4. straightforward integration gives 

Jy-26Jy-26 dv dv 
(6.6) ) 

Heree the second equality follows from the remark below (6.2). 

6.3.22 More calculus 

InIn the next proposition we collect the pieces. Then Proposition 6.6 is proved. 

Proposi t ionn 6.8 As e. 8 { 0, 

EVEV _ EV = 2rf» ( i » ! - A f.1 -„COr'rfFW - !?™) +0(^; 

VV  1 - P(i/) Jy ^ / 

Prooff  First, since F and F coincide on (0. y — 25) 

^y-26^y-26 ry-28 ry-Mry-M ry-^o 

// EV(x)dF{x) - / EV(x)dF(x) = 0. 
JoJo Jo 

(6.7) ) 

Secondlyy by (6.4) and (6.6) 

-y+26-y+26 ry+2rf ry+zory+zo ry^rto 

ƒƒ £V(a;)dF(j:) - / EV{x)dF(x) = 

Jy-26Jy-26 Jy-28 

== ~-r-J(y)EV(y) - 2e6A--2EV(y) - O(eö'). (6.8) 

Finally,, since F(x) = F(x) for x > y + 26. we have 
EV{x)dF(x)EV{x)dF(x) - \ EV(x)dF{x) = / {EV(x) - EV(x))dF(x 

y+26y+26 J y+26 J y+26 
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Sincee p(.r) = p(x) for J- > y + 2(5. by Lemma 6.7. this becomes 

rr  ptn] ~n?iwdF{x)=-2A^ 3 r ( i - p(^r' 2dF(x). (6.9) 
JyJy + 26 A 1 ~ P\-1)) Jy+26 

againn by Lemma 6.7. Equations (C.7). (6.8) and (6.9) yield the desired result. D 

Fromm Proposition (6.8) we conclude that, letting s | 0 and 6 [  0 in arbitrary order, 

limm sign(£"V - EV) = sign(A). (6.10) 

wheree A is given by 

iS(y)EV(!i)iS(y)EV(!i) r 1 1 d2EV(y) 
A == x-M -J, I^^W" F{J)-X-^V^-  ( fU1) 

Differentiatingg the derivative of EV(.v). which is given by (2.15). yields 

<f<f  EV(x) = X(l~F(y))f (i\y(l-F(y)) 8A2(1 - F(y))p2(y) 

dx*dx* ( l - p ( y ) ) 2 V l - p ( y ) + (l-p(y))2 

\yf(u)\yf(u) A2/(y)/>2 0/) 
( i - p ( i / ) ) 22 (i-M. (y)) : i 

Sincee 1 — p < 1 — p(x) < 1 — p{y) for .r e [;iy. oc). we have 

( 1 - / H . V ) ) 22 -Ju l-f>U))2 ' '~ (\ - ! > ) ' ' 

Usingg the expression (2.11) for EV(x) yields 

A = ( / 0 / ) nn - ( l - / r ( / / ) ) ( C 2+ r 3 ) ) - i—^ - (°-12) 

wheree c-, = 3A/52(;y)(l - p(vy))-1 + by. 1 < c3 < (1 - />(?y))2(l - p)~2 and 

_ 22 6Xy(l-F(y)) 3X2(\ - F(y))p2(y) 

i -p(?y)) d -M?y) )2 ' 

Prooff  of Proposition 6.6 By (6.12) it may be seen that the quantity A in equation 

(6.11)) is positive when f(y) > 1 - F{y). and negative when f(y) <C 1 - F(y). Using 

(6.10)) and applying Little's law completes the proof. D 

Itt would be interesting to find out whether Proposition 6.6 holds as well for dis-

tributionss with monotone densities, or log-convex densities. We conjecture that in 

thee latter case for two queues with convexly ordered service1 times, the more variable 

service-timee distribution always produces the smaller mean queue length. 



CHAPTER R 

Sojournn time asymptotics 

Inn this chapter the tail behaviour of the sojourn time V is studied, both 

forr heavy-tailed and light-tailed service times. For light-tailed distribu-

tionss we show that the sojourn time and the busy period length have the 

samee decay rate. The decay rate is defined in (7.1). For a class of heavy-

tailedd service-time distributions. Nunez Queija [41] showed that the tail 

off  the sojourn-time distribution and the service-time distribution are of 

thee same type, in the sense of Theorem 7.14. We prove this theorem for 

aa broader class of distributions. The first part of this chapter is based 

onn the joint paper [36] with Mandjes. 

7.11 Introduction 

Thee sojourn time of a customer, i.e. the time between his arrival and departure, is 

ann often used performance measure for queues. In this chapter we study the tail of 

thee sojourn-time distribution of the stationary M/G/l queue with the Foreground-

Backgroundd (FB) discipline. 

81 1 
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Lett V denote the sojourn t ime of a customer in the stat ionary M / G / l FB queue. 

Nunezz Queija [41] showed that for service-time distr ibutions with regularly varying 

tailss of index ÏJ <E (1. 2). the distribution of V satisfies 

P(VP(V > ) - P(D > (1 - p).r). x - oc. (7.1) 

wheree p < 1 is the load of the system and B is the generic service time. Using 

Nunezz Queija's method, in the second part of this chapter we prove (7.1) under 

weakerr assumptions. In case of regularly varying service times the tail behaviour of 

VV under other disciplines, like FIFO. LIFO. PS and SRPT. has been found to be the 

samee or worse, see Borst. Boxma. Nunez Queija and Zwart [10]. 

Addit ionall  support for the optiniality of FB under heavy tails is given by Righter 

andd Shanth ikumar [50. 51. 53]. They show that for certain classes of service times 

thee FB discipline minimises the queue length, measured in number of customers. 

Forr light-tailed service times, however, the FB discipline does not perform so well. 

Forr exponential service times {and also for a subclass of Gamma-distr ibuted service 

t imes)) FB still minimises the queue length, but for service times with a log-concave 

densityy the queue shows opposite behaviour and the queue length is maximal, see 

Righterr and Shanthikumar [50]. [51]. [53]. 

Thiss undesirable behaviour of the FB discipline is very pronounced for determin-

isticc service t imes. In this extreme case in the FB queue all customers stay til l the 

endd of the busy period, and the sojourn t ime under the FB discipline is maximal 

inn the class of all work-conserving disciplines. In the first part of this chapter, we 

considerr the (asymptotic) decay rate of the sojourn time, defined as follows. 

D e f i n i t i onn 7.1 ( D e c ay r a t e) The (asymptotic) decay rate of a random variable 

XX is - l i n i j . ^ ^ ,/-_1 logP(A' > x). 

Inn the M / D / l FB queue the sojourn t ime of a customer is stochastically larger than 

thee length of a busy period. Hence the decay rate of the sojourn time is smaller 

thann that of the busy-period length. In fact, as we shall see below, the decay rate 

off  the sojourn time is equal to that of the busy period length. 

I tt turns out that for the M / G / l FB queue this decay-rate property holds true 

forr all service-time distr ibut ions with an exponentially fast decreasing tail, in the 

followingg sense. Assume that the service times have a finite exponential moment, 

orr equivalent.lv. the Laplace transform is analytic in a neighbourhood of zero. The 

mainn theorem in the first part of this chapter is then the following. 

T h e o r emm 7.2 Let V be the sojourn time of a customer in the stationary M/G/l 

FBB queue, and let L be the length of a busy period. If the service-time distribution 

http://equivalent.lv
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hashas a finite exponential moment, then the following limits exist and 

limm - \oëP(V > x) = lim - l o g P (L > x). (7.2) 
x—>ocx—>oc X x—>oc X 

Itt is shown below that the decay rate of the sojourn time in an M/G/l queue with 

anyy work-conserving discipline is bounded by the decay rate of the residual life of a 

busyy period. For service times with an exponential moment the latter decay rate is 

equall  to that of a normal busy period. Hence (7.2) is the lowest possible decay rate 

forr a work-conserving discipline. Using the decay rate of V as a criterion to measure 

thee performance of a service discipline then leads to the following conclusion. For 

servicee times with an exponential moment, the FB discipline is the worst discipline 

inn the class of work-conserving disciplines w.r.t. the decay rate of the sojourn time. 

Thee chapter is organised as follows. In Section 7.2 we present the notation, some 

preliminaries,, and show that the decay rate of the sojourn time under FB is pessimal, 

ass described above. In Section 7.3 Theorem 7.2 for the decay rate is proved. Section 

7.44 discusses the result and the decay rate of the sojourn time in queues operating 

underr other service disciplines. In Section 7.5 a stronger version of Nunez Queija's 

resultt (7.1) is stated and discussed. Section 7.6 provides the necessary tools for 

provingg this stronger result, which is done in Section 7.7. Section 7.8 contains some 

technicalitiess that are used in Section 7.6. 

7.22 Preliminaries 

Throughoutt this first part of the chapter we assume that the generic service time B 

withh distribution function F in the M/G/l queue satisfies the following assumption. 

Assumptionn 7.3 The generic service time B has an exponential moment, i.e., 

EE exp(7_B) < cc for some 7 > 0. 

Lett in addition the stability condition p = XEB < 1 hold, where A is the rate of the 

Poissonn arrival process. The proofs in this chapter rely on some properties of the 

busy-periodd length L and related random variables, which we derive in this section. 

Underr assumption 7.3, Cox and Smith [17] have shown that the tail of L satisfies 

P(LP(L > x) ~ bx~3/2e~cx for certain constants b. c > 0. In particular, L has decay rate 

c.c. In fact, by expression (46) on page 154 of Cox and Smith [17] , c = X — £ — A<?(£), 

wheree g is the Laplace transform of the service-time distribution, and £ < 0 is 

suchh that g'(Q = —A-1. Hence £ is the root of the derivative of the function 

rn(x)rn(x) — X — x — Xg(x). Since m(x) attains its maximum in the point £, we may write 
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cc in terms of the Legendre transform of B as follows, 

cc = - lim - logP(L >x)=  supifl - \(Ee9B - 1)} . (7.3) 

Remarkk  Consider a Poisson stream, with intensity A. of i.i.d. jobs, where every job 

iss distributed according to the random variable B. Let A(x) denote the amount of 

workk generated in an arbitrary time window of length .r. It is an easy corollary of 

Cramer'ss theorem on large deviations that 

limm - log P{A{x) >x) = - sup{0 - log EedA{l)}. (7.4) 
y—occ X S 

Notingg that 

DCDC , / . 

EeEeBA(i)BA(i) =Y^e-x^-(Ee9B)k = exp (\{EeeD - 1)). 

wee observe from (7.3) and (7.4) and P(A(x) > x) have the same decay rate. This 

iss somewhat surprising, as the event {L > x} relates to the arrival pattern within 

ann interval of length x (and, in fact, also the jobs already present at time Ü). rather 

thann just A(x). 

Inn renewal theory the notion of residual life, also known as excess or forward-

recurrencee time, is standard. Let L be the residual life of a busy period, cf. Sec-

tionn 7.9. Then P(L > x) = {EL)~l j  ̂P(L > y)dy. see for instance Cox [16], or 

Sectionn 7.9. Using standard calculus we find 

limm - logP{L >x)=  lim - log f y-^e'^dy = -c. (7.5) 
X^D CC x x^o c x Jx 

Hencee L has the same decay rate as L. 

Anotherr ingredient used in the proofs below is the M/G/l queue with truncated 

genericc service time B A r, r > Ü. Call this the T-queue and let L(r) denote the 

lengthh of a busy period (a r-busy period) in this queue. Let L(r) be its residual life 

andd define L*(T) to be the length of a r-busy period that starts with a customer 

withh service time at least r, i.e. L*(T) = \L(r) \ B\ > r ] , where B\ is the first service 

timee in the busy period. These random variables satisfy the following relation. 

Lemmaa 7.4 For r > 0, the random variables L(T),L(T) and L*{T) have the same 

decaydecay rate c(r), where 

C(T)C(T) = - lim - log P(L{T) > x) > Ü. 
x^oox^oo x 
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Prooff  Let B\ denote the first service time in the busy period, hence B\ — B. Then 

forr r such that P{B > r) > 0, 

P{BiP{Bi > T)P(L*(T) > x) = P(L(T) > x | B1 > T)P{B1 > r) 

==  P{L(r) > x.Bl>r)<  P(L{T) > x) 

<<  P(L(T) > x | Bl > T) = P(L*{r)  > x), (7.6) 

wheree the second inequality follows from the observation that the value of B\ is 

maximall  in the r-queue, since all service times are bounded by r. Since (7.5) holds 

ass well for the queue with truncated (generic) service time B A T , the decay rates of 

L(r)L(r)  and L(r) are equal. Hence for every r such that P(B > r) > 0, we have by 

(7.5)) and (7.6) that 

00 < C(T) = - lim - log P{L(T) > x) = - lim - log P(L*{r)  > x) 
x—x—>oc>oc X x—>oo X 

== - lim - logP(Z(r) > x), (7.7) 
x—x—>oo>oo x 

whichh was to be shown. D 

Inn this chapter we need the following lemma about the decay rate of the sum of 

twoo independent random variables. 

Lemmaa 7.5 If two non-negative independent random variables X and Y satisfy 

liraa x~l \ogP{X > x) = —a, lim x~l logP(Y > x) = — b 
x—>ooo x—>oc 

forfor some a, b > 0, then 

limm x~l log P(X + Y > x) = — min{a. b}. 
x—x—>oo >oo 

Prooff  The lower bound is obvious. For the upper bound let n £ N be fixed. Clearly, 

Fixx s > 0. For x sufficiently large, for alH £ {0 . . . ., n — 1}, 

^ / „„  ix\^/,r (n — i — l)x\ { , ,ix ., , n — i — 1\ 
PP X > — J P fy > — ) <exp[ - ( a - e) (6 - e)x 

V n / VV  n J V n n / 

ss ( (  t u\ dn~l)x\ << exp ( — [mm\a.b\ — e) . 
VV  ' ' ' ' 7 1 / 
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Hence. . 

??? — 1 
l i m s u p - l o g P (XX + y >x) < - ( m i n { a . 6 } - £) . (7.8) 

XX—>oc—>oc % ri 

Sincee (7.8) holds for every n € N and e > 0. we may take the limits n —> oc and 

ee | 0 and the result follows. D 

Proposit ionn 7.6 When a customer enters a stationary work-conserving queue, the 

timetime D till  the system is empty again satisfies D = AL + L, where L is distributed 

likelike the residual life of a busy period, L is a 'normal' busy period length, P(A = 1) = 

pp — \ — P(A = 0) and A. L and L are independent. 

Prooff  The time til l the system is empty again is the same for all work-conserving 

servicee disciplines, and can be decomposed as follows. The customer finds the system 

emptyy with probability 1 — p. In that case D is just the length L of the busy period 

startedd by the customer. If our customer enters a busy system, then the server may 

firstfirst finish all the work in the system apart from the work of our tagged customer, see 

Figuree 3 below. The moment the remainder of the busy period, which has length L. 

iss finished, the server starts serving our customer, and all the customers that arrive 

duringg his service. This is a sub-busy period whose length is independent of L and 

distributedd like a normal busy period L. After this sub-busy period the system is 

emptyy again. 

workload d 

L L LL + L time e 

Figuree 3 A realisation of the workload process 

Hencee D = AL + L. where L is the residual life of a busy period. L is a 'normal' 

busyy period, P(A = 1) = p = 1 — P(A = 0) and A, L and L are independent. D 
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Forr the r-queue we have the following corollary. 

Corollar yy 7.7 In the stationary r-queue, the time D from the entrance of a cus-

tomertomer till  the system is empty again satisfies D = AL(T) + L(T). If the customer 

hashas service time T, then D = A(T)L(T) + L*(T), where P{A(T) = 1) = XE(B A r). 

Sincee the system is work-conserving, the sojourn time of a customer is not longer 

thann D, where D is the time til l the system is empty again. Hence V <st D for 

everyy service discipline. Since AL and L satisfy the conditions of Lemma 7.5, the 

followingg corollary holds. 

Corollar yy 7.8 For every work-conserving service discipline the sojourn time V of 

aa customer in the stationary queue satisfies 

-- lim sup - log P(V > x) > - lim - log P(AL + L > x) = c. 
xx—"-oo—"-oo  X x > oc X 

Corollar yy 7.9 For service times with an exponential moment, the FB discipline 

minimisesminimises the decay rate of the sojourn time in the class of work-conserving disci-

plines. plines. 

Inn Section 7.4 it is discussed that there are service disciplines with a strictly larger 

decayy rate, e.g. FIFO. 

Interestingly,, for a subclass of Gamma-distributed service times the FB discipline 

minimisess the queue length, but the sojourn time has the smallest decay rate. This 

showss that optimising one characteristic in a queue may have an ill effect on other 

characteristics. . 

Thee existence of a finite exponential moment in the corollary is crucial: for heavy-

tailedd service times the tail of V cannot be bounded by that of L. For example, in 

thee M/G/ l FIFO queue with service times satisfying P(B > x) — x~l/C(x), where 

C(x)C(x) is a slowly varying function at oc and v > 1, De Meyer and Teugels [20] showed 

that t 

P{LP{L > x) - (1 - pYv~lxrv'£{x). 

Itt may be seen that in this case the tail of L is one degree heavier than that of 

L.L. Now note that for the FIFO discipline we have V > AL. Hence the tail of V 

iss at least one degree heavier than that of L, see also Borst et al. [10] for further 

references.. In the light-tailed case this phenomenon is absent since the tails of L 

andd L have the same decay rate. 
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7.33 Results 

Thee results in this section rely on the following decomposition of V. Let V{T) be 

thee sojourn time in the stationary queue of a customer with service time r. The 

sojournn time V of an arbitrary customer in the stationary queue satisfies 

P(VP(V >x) = f P(V(T) > x)dF{r). (7.9) 

Heree F is the service-time distribution. 

Hencee we may write P(V > x) — EBP(V(B) > x). where B is a generic service 

timee independent of V(r), and En denotes the expectation w.r.t. B. Theorem 7.2 

iss proved using this representation of V. In the next lemma we show that V{T) and 

L(T)L(T) have the same decay rate. 

Proposit ionn 7.10 Let V(T) be the sojourn time of a customer with service time 

TT in the stationary queue. If the service-time distribution satisfies Assumption 7.3, 

thenthen for r > 0, 

limm - logP(V(r) > x) = -c(r), 
a:—>occ X 

where where 

C{T)C{T) = - lim - log P ( L ( T) > x-). (7.10) 

Prooff  By the nature of the FB discipline, the sojourn time V(r) of a customer with 

servicee time r who enters a stationary queue is the time til l the first epoch that no 

customerss younger than r are present. This is the time til l the end of the r-busy 

periodd that he either finds in the r-queue, or starts. By Corollary 7.7. V(r) then 

satisfies s 

 + L*(T), 

wheree L{r)  is the residual life of a r-busy period, L*(r ) is a T—busy period that starts 

withh a customer with service time r, P(A(T) = 1) = 1 - P{A(r) = 0) = \E(B A r) 

andd A(T), L(T) and L*(T) are independent. By Lemma 7.4 the random variables 

A(T)L(T)A(T)L(T) and L*{r)  satisfy the condition of Lemma 7.5. Hence 

limm -\ogP{V{r)>x)= lim - log P{A(T)L(T) + L * ( T ) > x) = -C(T). (7.11) 
x-+oox-+oo x a;^oc X 

Thiss finishes the proof. G 
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Havingg found the upper bound for the decay rate in Corollary 7.8, the following 

lemmaa provides the basis for finding the lower bound. The end-point xp of the 

service-timee distr ibution F is defined as xp ~ inf{ u > 0 : F[u) — 1} . 

L e m m aa 7.11 Let V be the sojourn time of a customer in the stationary M/G/l FB 

queue.queue. Suppose the service-time distribution satisfies Assumption 7.3. If TQ > 0 and 

P{BP{B > T0) > 0, then 

l i m i n f i l o g P ( V r > x )) > -P{B>To)~l f c ( r ) d F ( r ). (7.12) 
xx^°°^°° X J[T0,XF\ 

HereHere F is the distribution function of the generic service time B. 

P r o off  Let B0 and V denote the service t ime and the sojourn t ime of a customer in 

thee stat ionary queue. Let TQ > 0 be such that P{BQ > To) > 0. Then 

P(VP(V > x) > P{V >x,B0> T0) = PiV > x | Bo > T0)P(B0 > r0) . (7.13) 

Usingg the representation (7.9). we find 

\ogP(V\ogP(V >X\B0>T0) = \ogEBo[P(V > x) | Bo > T0] . (7.14) 

Sincee logx is a concave function, applying Jensen's inequality to the conditional 

expectationn in (7.14) yields 

\ogE\ogEBuBu[P{V[P{V > x)\B0 > T0]  > EBü[\ogP(V > x)\Bo > r0 ] . (7.15) 

Fromm (7.13). (7.14) and (7.15) it follows that 6 := l i m i n f ^ o c  > x) 

satisfies s 

00 > liminf - f l o gP { V { T) > x)dF{r)/{l  - F(TQ)). (7.16) 
^ ^ ° °° X J[T0,xF] 

Applyingg Fatou's lemma to (7.16) yields 

88 > P(B > To)'1 [ lim - \ogP(V{T) > x)dF{r), 

whichh was to be shown. D 

Thee following lemma is used to distill the lower bound for the decay rate of V 

fromm Lemma 7.11. 

L e m m aa 7.12 Let c( r) = - l inx^oo ~ log P(L(T) > x). Then C(T) is decreasing in 

T.T. Furthermore C(T) —  c(xp) as r —> xp-, where c(xf) = c. 
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P r o off  The function hT(0) — 0 - X(Ee9{BAT) - 1) is concave since any moment 

generat ingg function is convex. Furthermore lime ĉ hT{9) = l img^^; hT{9) = — yz. 

Byy definition of L ( r ) and (7.3). we may write e{r) = swp0{hT(8)}. Then e{r) 

iss decreasing in r . since hT{0) is decreasing in r. Since C(T) > / /r(0) = 0 for 

alll  r. and C(T) is decreasing. c(r) converges for r —> .rF. Now note that hT(0) 

iss continuous in r for all 6*  G [0.sup{// : £Y r 'ü < oc}). even if Z? has a discrete 

distr ibut ion.. Since the supremum of 0 — X(EeeB - 1) is attained in this interval, we 

havee l i m r ^ j - F c{r) = c{xF). D 

P r o p o s i t i onn 7.13 Let V be the sojourn time of a customer in the stationary M/G/l 

FBB queue. If the serviee-trrne distribution satisfies Assumption 7.3. then 

1 1 
l imin ff  - log P (V > x) > -e. (7.f 7) 

tt . r 

vv = - lim - l o g P (L >
r - » xx .7' 

P r o off  If P(D — xF) > 0. then choosing r0 = xF in (7.12) yields 

l imin ff  - \ogP(V > x) > -c{xF) = -c 
.r.r—>-3c—>-3c  X 

andd (7.17) holds. Let s > 0. If P(B = T F ) - 0. then by Lemma 7.12 there exists 

ann x£ < xF such that c(r) < c + E for all r > x£. Choosing r() = xe in (7.12) then 

yields s 

l imin ff  - logP(Vr > .r) > -P(B > j v ) _ 1 / ' C(T)(IF(T) 

>> ~P{B> xEyl / (c + c)rfF(r) = - r - £ \ 

Sincee c > 0 was arbitrary, the lower bound (7.17) follows. D 

P r o off  of T h e o r em 7.2 The upper bound is established in Corollary 7.8 and the 

lowerr bound in Proposit ion 7.13. D 

7.44 Discussion 

Thee decay rate of the sojourn t ime V" in the M / G / l FB queue is the same as for the 

preemptivee LIF O queue. Indeed, the sojourn t ime of a customer in the stat ionary 

M / G / ll  queue under the preemptive LIFO discipline is just the length of the sub-busy 
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periodd started by that customer. From Theorem 7.2 it follows that the decay rates 

off  the sojourn times for LIFO and FB are equal. 

Thee sojourn time of a customer in the stationary queue under FIFO satisfies 

VV = B + W, where W is the stationary workload. The decay rate of W is the 

positivee root 0O of h{6) = 9- X(Ee9B - 1). Since h{0) = 0, h'(Q) = 1 - \EB < 1 

andd h is concave, we have CFB :=  c — supe h(6) < 60. see also Figure 2 below. 

Furthermore,, 90 is strictly smaller than the decay rate cB of the generic service time 

B,B, which is given by cB = inf{ 0 : h(6) = -oo}  < oc. An analogue of Lemma 7.5 

yieldss that the decay rate CFIFO of the sojourn time in the FIFO system is strictly 

largerr than c. 

Mandjess en Zwart [37] consider the PS queue with light-tailed service requests. 

Theyy show that the decay rate of P(V > x) is c, under the additional requirement 

that,, for any positive constant k, 

1 1 
limm — logP(B > klogx) 

x—>cx>x—>cx> X 
0. . 

Forr deterministic requests, clearly this criterion is not met. Indeed, in [37] it is 

shownn that the decay rate in the M/D/ l queue with PS is larger than c. 

Figuree 4 The decay rates of the sojourn time under FB and FIFO. 

7.55 Tail equivalence for heavy tails 

Inn the second part of the chapter we consider the distribution of the sojourn time V 

forr light-tailed service times. For light-tailed service times, Theorem 2.15 by Nunez 

Queijaa [41] gives the behaviour of the tail probabilities P(V > x) in terms of the 

taill  of the service-time distribution. In the remainder of this chapter we prove that 

thee result of his Theorem 2.15 holds under weaker conditions. 
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Wee consider the following class of distr ibutions. The service-time distr ibution 

functionn is denoted by F. The tail 1 - F is said to be of intermediate regular 

variationvariation at infinit y if 

i i mmfl iminf ll  = 1. 
e[0e[0 : \ - F (x) 

Thee class of intermediate regular varying tails contains the class of regularly varying 

tai ls.. In the remainder of this chapter we prove the following theorem. 

T h e o r emm 7.14 Let V(x) be. the sojourn time of a customer with service time x in 

thethe stationary M/G/l FB queue. Suppose the tail 1 — F is of intermediate regular 

variaMonvariaMon at infinity. If there exist positive constants a and C with a > 1 and such 

thatthat ED" < oc and EBQ = oc. then 

,.. P{V> x/{l-p)) , 
Innn M Hn = 1. (7.18) 

j-^occ P{B > x) K ! 

Theoremm 7.14 may be interpreted as follows. When the service-time distribution 

iss heavy-tailed, the 'cheapest way" for a customer to have a long sojourn time, is 

apparent lyy to have a large service time. By the nature of the FB discipline, a 

customerr with a very large demand is mostly served when the queue is empty. The 

fractionn of t ime that this is the case converges to \—p when the service time converges 

too DC. Theorem 7.14 indicates that for obtaining a long sojourn time, the customer 

doess not get help from (an)other customer(s) with a large service time. 

Forr queues with the PS discipline results similar to (7.18) exist, see Guillemin et 

al.al. [23]. 

Theoremm 7.14 is a stronger version of Theorem 2.15 by Niihez Queija [41]. In his 

Theoremm 2.15 the condit ion that ED  ̂ — oc for some 1 < ( < 2 is somewhat un-

natura l.. It is caused by the fact that in l i terature (Yashkov [68]) only the first two 

momentss of the sojourn t ime are computed. 

Too prove Theorem 7.14 we have to do some work. Section 7.6 is devoted to the 

necessaryy tools. En passant the following theorem is proved. 

T h e o r emm 7.15 Consider the stationary queue with generic service time B Ax. Let 

L(x)L(x) denote the busy period length and W(x) the stationary workload. If there exists 

anan a > 1 such that EBa < oc, then for n G N, as x —* oc. 

EL(EL(XX)»)» = <°<'"-" > » >« 
0{\)0{\) n < a. 
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o(xo(xn+1n+1~~aa)) n>a-l 
EW{x)EW{x)nn = 

'O ( l )) n<a-l. 

Furthermore, Furthermore, 

xx™™ (o(xn+1-a) 3 a > l : E 5 ° < x, 
EV(x)EV(x)nn = + < 

(l-p{x))(l-p{x))nn yoix"-1) 3a>2:EBa<oc, 

wherewhere p(x) = XE(B A x). Finally, if there exists a 7 > 0 such that EB  ̂ < oc, ifren 

E{BE{B A x) r = o ( x r ^ ) for all r > 7. r € R. 

Thiss theorem is proved by combining Lemmas 7.16, 7.17 and 7.20 below, and the 

remarkk below Lemma 7.19. 

7.66 The tools 

InIn this section we develop the lemmas that are needed for proving Theorem 7.14. In 

provingg these lemmas we use some technical lemmas that are proved in the appendix 

off  this chapter. 

Lemmaa 7.16 If  a > 0 is such that EBa < oc, then 1 - F(x) = o{x~a) for x -> oc, 

and and 

E{BAx)E{BAx)rr=o{x=o{x rr--aa),), r>a. 

Prooff  Since EBa = fiï*dF{u) < oc, we have 

C C 

;rQ(ll  - F{x)) < / uadF{u) -> 0, a: -^ oc. (7.19) 

Hencee 1 - F(a:) = o(x_Q). To prove the second statement, fix an e > 0. Then there 

existss an x£ such that 1 - F(x) < ex~a for all x > xe. After rewriting 

E{BAx)E{BAx)rr==  f urdF{u) + xr(\-F{x)) 
Jo Jo 

==  xrF{x)-r f vT^F^du + x^l-Fix)) 
Jo Jo 

==  r f ur _ 1( l - F ( u ) ) d w, 
Jo Jo 

wee find that for r > a, 

limm x-r+aE(B/\x)r=  lim x~r+ar f ur-\l - F(u))du 
X^ooX^oo x ^ oo JQ 
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== lim rx-r+n / u'-} {1 - F(u))du < \im rs-r+Q * ~..r-i-o,i,. _ £ r 

J ' ^ ^^ J.r, x^oc Jo r - o 

Sincee c was arbitrary, the proof is finished.

Kleinrockk [32] provides the Laplace transforms 

E(-E(-sV{x)sV{x) = exp ( - x(s + A - X!h(.s)))Eexp ( - (,s + A - A.^.(.s))U'(.r)). (7.20) 

^ ff ~ s-A + \Ee-<^r (7-21) 

andd the following relation for the Laplace transform g — x(s) of £(.r). 

<JA»)<JA») = Ev~*L[x) = Evxp ( - (s + A - A.ry,(.s))(£ A . (7.22) 

Lemmaa 7.17 If there exists an a > 1 such that EBa < oc. Men for n > o - 1. 

E W ( J - )""  =o(;rn + 1- f V ) . ;r ->oc 

anrff  EW{x)" =0(1) for n < a - 1. 

Prooff  Using (7.21), and writing p(.r) — XE(D A x). we have 

Ee Ee 
.,u-(.r)) _ .s(\~\E(BAx)) _ 1 - p(x) 

ss - A + A^e-^Ö A j ) 1 + Xs-lE(e-^B  ̂ - 1' 

A--00 v ; 

Usingg Lemma 7.27 below and p(x) — O(l) for ,r —> oc. we find 

E I U ( X ) ""  = (- i )»-^-£<?-s H' l - r ) | n 

rf"rf"  / . . „ ^ (-6-)A '(gA.r)A '+1 

(**  + l) ! 

==  qn(E(Bf\xf E{BAx)" + i), 

== <-""('-^»£(—E^^T ) 

wheree gn(,y] <y„) is a polynomial in y\ y„  whose terms are of the form 

 n L i Vlk' w i t h c(j") = 0(1) as j - -> oc and E L i kak = n. 
Supposee EB(i < oc. Using Jensen's inequality, for r < a we have 

r / f tt / (rT>a\r/a E(BE(B A x)r < (E(B A .r)a) < (EDa)r/a. x e 
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Sincee a — 1 > 0. Lemma 7.16 and Lemma 7.26 below yield that for n > a - 1 

qqnn{E{B{E{B A x)2 E{BA x)n+l) = o(xn+1-a). x - oc 

andd for n < a — 1 

qqnn(E{B(E{B A x)2 E(B A x)n+1) = 0(1), x -> oc. 

Thiss finishes the proof. G 

Lemmaa 7.18 As x —> oc. 

Prooff  Using (7.22), we find 

g^(Q)g^(Q) = -E(B Ax)(l ~ \g^(0)). 

Hence e 

(1)) -XE(BAx) -p(x] 
11 - XE(B Ax) 1 - p(a;) 

Thee result follows from noting p(x) = XE(B A x) —  XEB — p < 1 for x —> ex;. Q 

Inn the next lemmas the notation (;r)+ = inax{0. x}  is used. 

Lemmaa 7.19 Write gn = t/.r . Assume that there exists an a > 1 swc:/i that EBa < 

oc.. TTien. a s y -> oc, we /mt'fi g7i = o(xn~") for n > a and gn = O(l) /or n < a. 

Prooff  By induction. Write g(s) : = gx(s) and suppose that the lemma holds for 

nn € N. Using (7.22) and Lemma 7.18. we have 

7 1 - 1 1 

ggn+n+i=\gi=\g nn+iE(BAx)+Y+iE(BAx)+YllE(BKx)E(BKx)n+1n+1--kkqqkk(g(g22 gk+l)+E(BAx)n+1(Xgi-l)
n+1. 

A - = l l 

(7.23) ) 

wheree qn(y\ Uk) a re polynomials with terms of the form ) Iljt= i .(/£''' with 

c(x)c(x) — 0(1) as x —> oc and Y^k=\ ^a^ = n-
Thenn by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 7.26, 

Qk(92Qk(92 ff*4i)=^ fc+(1-tt)) (7-24) 
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iff k > a - 1 and qk(92 Vk+i) = 0(1) if k < a - 1. Using Lemma 7.16 and the 

factt that Q > 1. we have from (7.23) and (7.24) (with abuse of notation) 

9n9n + i = r3^(^0(J-
("  + 1 - ^ ) + ) 0 ( . r ^ - +1 - - ) + ) + 0 ( J ^ + 1 - ^ + ) 

P^'P^' 11''  k = \ 

==  0{x{n+l~n)+). 

Inn fact if n + 1 > a. then by (7.24) the last O-symbol may be replaced by a o-symbol. 

Thee induction basis is established in Lemma 7.18 and the proof is complete. D 

Sincee r / /0(0) = {-l)"EL{x) n. we have EL{x)n =  o ( . r " - " ) for all ti > a and 

EL{x)"EL{x)" = 0 ( 1) for all n< a. 

L e m m aa 7.20 If EDa < oc for some o >  1. then for every n G N. as x -^ oc. 

x"x" [0{xn-1) if a>2 
EV(x)EV(x)nn =  — — + { X ' J ~ (7.25) 

U - P U ) ) ""  |o ( . r" + 1- «) if Ka<2. 

P r o off  Write again gn = yin)(0). By (7.20) we have 

EV(x)EV(x)nn = {-l)n^cxp{-x(s + X-XgA»)))Eexp{-(8 + X-XgM)m^)\a==0-

Differentiatingg this product in total n times and using that gx{0) ~ 1 yields 

EV(x)EV(x)nn = (-i)n Y,  n  )^E\v(xy r̂^-(x9l(s)-iy^\s_0 ** —'—' \i. j.n — i — ? / dsn ' 3 i.s-u 
i.j>0i.j>0 V J / 

== (l-A<u)nè(^'^)""*  + (-l)" E  gn+i-i-j). 

i+j<n i+j<n 

where,, by Lemmas 7.23 and 7.18, qn{y\ ym) is a polynomial whose terms are of 

thee form c(x) Yi^=i  vV'' w ^ n c(x) — 0 (1) a . s i - * x (sic) and ] F ^ = 1 ho-k = 71-

Usingg Lemmas 7.18. 7.17. 7.19 and 7.26 below yields (again with abuse of notation) 

n - l l 

EV(x)EV(x)nn = (1 - p(x))~n(xn + Yxk°(xin~k+l~a)+)) + 

++ E rJ0{x(l+1-«)+)0(xir '-3-t+1-aï+). (7.26) 

»'.j>o o 
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Using g 

jj  + (i + l-a)+ + {n-j-i  + l-a)+ < j + i + n-j-i-l  + (2-a)+ = n-l + (2-n)+ 

forr the second summation in (7.26) and a similar argument for the other summation, 

wee find 

EV(x)EV(x)nn = ^ — - + 0(xn-l+(2-n)+). x -» oo. (7.27) 

Inn fact, in case 1 < a < 2 the first and third O-symbol in (7.26) may be replaced by 

ann o-symbol and hence the O-symbol in (7.27) as well. This finishes the proof. D 

7.77 The tail of the sojourn-time distribution 

Havingg done all the hard work, we now first prove the last lemma, and then Theo-

remm 7.14. 

Lemmaa 7.21 If for some 1 < a < 2 and n £ N 

^ W "" = ( T ^ ) F + ^ "+ I - a) . *-~ 

thenthen for all m 6 N 

E\V(x)E\V(x) - EV{x)\2m = o{x2m+1-a), x -> oc. 

Prooff  Since 2m is even, by Lemma 7.20 we may write, as x —* oc. 

2mm / 0 _ x 
\2m-k \2m-k E\V(x)E\V(x) - EV(x)\2m = Y,{ ™)EV{x)k{~EV{x)) 

== E(T)(ö3^ +^ + I - ) ) ( -T^- (^) ) 
(2m-k-l)(2m-k-l) + (2-a) 

(11 - p(x))2m 

sincee ^ ^ = 0 (fc)( — 1)*  = 0 by Newton's binomial formula.

Prooff  of Theorem 7.14 The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.2.4 

file:///2m-k
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inn Nunez Queija [41]. with the following difference. By Lemma 7.20 and Lemma 

7.211 we have that for each m e N 

li mm ' V ,, ^ v n— = 0. 

Noww take m such that 2m > C,. put K = 2m and 0 < 6 < a - 1. Then Assumption 

5.1.22 in Nunez Queija [41] has been fulfille d and the result follows. D 

Supposee that P{B > x) ~ 7/(.r).r~'\ where the function r/ is slowly varying at 

occ and o > 0. De Meyer and Teugels [20] proved that 

P(BP(B > x) ~ Q{X)J:-" <*  P(L > x) = (1 - /9) - ° -1 / ; ( . r ) j - - " . 

Since11 x~at)(x) is intermediate regular varying at :x for any a > 0. we have by 

Theoremm 7.14. 

P(VP(V > x) - P(B > (1 - p)x) ~ 7/((l - p).r)((l - p)x)-Q 

~ri(x)((l-p)x)-~ri(x)((l-p)x)-nn~(l-~(l-PP)P{L>.r). )P{L>.r). 

Hencee the tails of V and L are asymptotically equal up to a multiplicative constant. 

Thiss conclusion is comparable to the si tuat ion in the light-tailed case, discussed in 

thee first, part of this chapter, where the decay rates of V and L were equal. 

Nunezz Queija [41] shows that Theorem 7.14 holds for the PS and the SRPT discipline 

ass well. It is an interesting open problem whether there are service disciplines such 

thatt in the M / G / l queue with heavy-tailed service times the tail of the sojourn t ime 

VV satisfies 

P(VP(V > x) ~ P(B > ax) (7.28) 

forr some1 constant 1 — p < a < 1. Note that the larger the value of a, the less likely 

i tt is that a sojourn time is (very) large. We conjecture that such disciplines do not 

exist.. If this would indeed be true, then the queue with the FB discipline possesses 

thee surprising quality that although large jobs are discriminated, large sojourn times 

aree as unlikely as possible. 

Finally,, consider the following example about a queue with priority classes. In a 

queuee with two priority classes, arriving customers belong to the highest priority 

classs with probabil i ty 0 < p < 1, independent of their service request. Customers in 

thiss class have absolute priority over the customers in the other class, i.e. customers 
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inn the lowest priority class are not served unless there are no high-priority customers 

inn the queue. If the service discipline in both classes is FB. then for the high priority 

customerss relation (7.28) holds with a = 1 -pp > 1 -p. However, the sojourn time of 

aa low priority customer is stochastically larger than the sojourn time of a customer 

inn the M / G / l FB queue with no priorities. Hence for an arbi trary customer in the 

queuee with two priority classes, relation (7.28) does not hold for a > 1 - p. 

7.88 Appendix I: functions and polynomials 

L e m m aa 7.22 Let g and h be positive, L 1 functions. If g and h are o(x~l) as x —> oc, 

then then 

II  g(x — s)h(s)ds = o(x 1 

Jo Jo 
XX —+ OC. 

P r o off  Let e > 0 and let xE be such that g(x),h(x) < ejx for all x > x£. Then for 

xx > 2x€, 

*x/2 *x/2 rr xx rx,z e r E 
ƒƒ g(x — s)h(s)ds < / h(s)ds + / g(x - s)-ds 

JOJO " Jo x — S Jx/2 s 

<<  — h(s)ds -\ / g{x - s)ds 
xx Jo X Jx/2 

==  - f \v(s) + H*))ds < - Higis) + h(s))ds < — 
xx Jo x Jo x 

forr some m € M. Since E > 0 was arbitrary, the statement is proved. D 

Withoutt proof we state that the same holds for summation instead of integration. 

Thee following lemma holds by induction. 

L e m m aa 7.23 Assume that the function h(s) is n times differentiate. Then the 

expressionexpression e"h^dneh^fdsn is a polynomial in h^^s) /i (n)(.s') with terms of 

thethe form k n " = 1 hU) {s)a*  with £ " = 1 ja3 = n and keN. 

L e m m aa 7.24 Let q{y\ yn) be a polynomial in y\ yn whose terms are of the 

formform c(x) n i ' =i vV m t h S l -=i ^ak = n an&  cix) ~ 0 (1) as x —> oc. 

IfIf  f or some '3 > 0 we have yk = o(xk"3) for k = 1 n as x —  oc. then 

q(yiq(yi yn) = o(xn-!i). 
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Prooff  The terms of the polynomial q(yx yn) satisfy, with abuse of notation, in 
thee limi t as x —* oc. 

nn n n 

CMCM n yik=cw n o(xk-3r=n o^* -^ ) 
k=lk=l  A—1 k=l 

sincee X^n*  > 1- D 

Lemmaa 7.25 Le£ n 6 N and ak e {0. 1. 2... .}  for k = 1 m /ƒ £ £= 1 A-aA- = n 
andand 3 > 0. Men 

77 : = ^ a f r ( A - - J )+ < n - 3. (7.29) 
A-- = l 

Prooff  If 3 = 0 then (7.29) follows immediately. For 3 > 0 we prove (7.29) by 

contradiction.. Suppose 7 > n - 3. Since 7 is of the form mi - m23 with 3 > 0 and 

mi,, m2 G {0.1 n} , we must have that 7 = n. But then mi = //. and m2 = 0. 

whichh implies the desired contradiction. D 

Lemmaa 7.26 Let q(yi yn) be a polynomial in y\ yn whose terms are of the 

formform c(x) FIA~I vi*> UJh(jre J2'k=i kak = n and c(x) = 0(1) as x —> oc. 
IfIf  for some 3 > 0 we have xk = o(xk~^) for k > 3 and xk = (9(1) for k < 3 as 
xx —> oc. then 

(o(x"-'(o(x"-'jj)) 3<n 
<l(yi<l(yi  Un) = { (7.30) 

[0(1)[0(1) B>7>. 

Prooff  Tlie terms of the polynomial q(y\ yn) satisfy (with this chapter's final 
abusee of notation). 

nn n 

c(x)c(x) Yl y'lk
k = O(l) 11 0(xik-»+)a> = 0(1) f ] 0(xaklk-V). (7.31) 

k=lk=l  fc=l l<fc<Tl,A:>/ i 

Forr 3 > n the product on the RHS of (7.31) is empty and (7.30) follows immediately. 

Noww assume 0 < n. Lemma 7.25 yields that the RHS of (7.31) is O(xn~0). In fact, 

thee RHS of (7.31) is o(xH~iJ) if there is a k > 3 such that ak > 0. If there is no such 

k,k, then the RHS of (7.31) is 0(1) and hence o{xn-0). D 

Lemmaa 7.27 Let bo — I. Then for any n E N 

^ ( Ê 6 * ' s * )) l\s=o = qn(bu...,bn), (7.32) 
ddr r 

k=Q k=Q 
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wherewhere qn{b\ bn) is a polynomial in bi bn whose terms are of the form 
cIlfc= ll  bk" With Efc=l kak =  n and c € Z-

Prooff  The LHS of (7.32) is equal to n\ times the coefficient of sn in the formal series 

expansion n 

(5>s* ) ~~ =( i -E(-6»)s t) = i+D-**>* t +(£<-**>** ) + -
fc=0fc=0 fc=l k=l k=l 

Thee coefficient of ,sn in this expression is then given by 

fe,iife,ii ,ifc >1 ai,. . . ,a„>0 
ii 11+...+... + iis=n aH \-na7,=n 

wheree the equality follows from putting ak := \{m : im = /c}| in each term of the 

sum.. This proves the lemma.

7.99 Append ix I I : Not ions in renewal theory 

Considerr the renewal process given by a sequence {Tk)keN of i.i.d. positive random 

variabless (called failure times) with distribution function F. density ƒ and finite 

expectationn ft. Set SG — 0 and 5„, = T\ +  + Tn, n € N. 

Definee N{t) = sup{n > 0 : Sn < t}, t > 0, and let 

R(t)=SR(t)=SN(t)+1N(t)+1-t. -t. 

Forr the following results we refer to Cox [16]. Let Gt be the distribution of R{t). As 

tt —v cx>, the distributions Gt converge to a limiting distribution G. The density g of 

GG satisfies 

g(x)g(x) = (l-F{x))//3. (7.33) 

AA random variable R with distribution (7 is called the residual life1 of the generic 

failuree time T\. The distribution of SN(t)+i  ~ SN(t) converges to a limiting distri-

bution,, GT say, as well. Let T be a random variable with distribution GT- Then T 

iss called a length biased (or size biased) version of T\. Its density is given by 

ffTT{x)=xf{x)l(i.{x)=xf{x)l(i.  (7.34) 

Thiss may intuitively be understood as follows. Larger failure times have a larger 

'probability'' of containing the point t. The density fr('J') should be proportional 

too both x and f(x). The value of the normalising constant /i is determined by 

integrationn of xf(x). 

'alsoo called forward recurrence time or excess 

aiai +  + an 

tti...tti...  . ,an 
vt-vt-
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CHAPTER R 

Thee output process 

Inn this chapter we consider the tail behaviour of the first departure time 

ZZ > 0 in the stationary M/G/l queue under the FB discipline. We prove 

thatt the tail of the distribution of Z decays exponentially. The results 

aree extended to hold for the departure process of an unstable queue as 

well. . 

8.11 Introduction 
Considerr a production process modelled by a queue. For a production process the 

outputt of the queue might be of more interest than the queue length or the sojourn 

timee of a job. It is natural to ask how large the gaps in the output process are, and 

howw likely it is that during a very long period of time no product leaves the queue. 

Too be more precise, one is interested in the tail of the interdeparture times, the time 

betweenn two successive departures from the stationary system, or a system that is 

emptyy at time 0. 

Inn this chapter we consider the tail of the interdeparture times in the stationary 

103 3 
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M / G / ll  FB queue with arrival rate 1 and load p = EB < 1. Setting A = 1 is a t ime 

scalingg that simplifies the formulas, but does not essentially change the results we 

obta inn in this chapter. The interdeparture times in the FB queue are not indepen-

dent.. Let Z be the first depar ture time after 0. In this chapter we give bounds for 

thee tail of Z in terms of the following definition. 

Def in i t i o nn 8.1 Let X be a random variable with distribution function F and mo-

mentment generating junction K{S) — Eexp(sX). Then we denote the upper endpoint of 

thethe domain of K, by QX{X), i.e. Coc( 0̂ = sup js : K(S) < oc} . 

Thee upper endpoint Coc( )̂ m a v be characterised as follows. If e < (^-^(X), then 

eventuallyy 1 — F(x) < e~CJ': if c > ^.(X). then there exists a sequence xn | oc so 

thatt 1 — F(xn) > cxp(—cxn), n = 1.2 The converse1 implications hold as well. 

Thee main result of this chapter is that 0 < a < ( ^ ( Z ) < b for certain a and b. 

Interestingly,, these bounds do not depend on the (right) tail of the service-time dis-

t r ibut ion.. The lower bound is the more interesting of the two. since it may be used 

too bound the tail of the interdeparture-t ime distribution from above. The upper 

boundd may give an idea of the quality of the lower bound. Note that a larger end-

pointt C^ implies that the tail I — F decreases faster. The bounds are tight for the 

queuee with determinist ic service times. Furthermore, we show that the main result 

iss still valid in the case p > 1, under some (mild) conditions. 

Inn the FIFO queue the tail of the interdeparture-t ime distr ibution is at least as 

heavyy as the tail of the service-time distr ibution, since customers are never pre-

empted,, see Section 8.5. Hence in case of heavy-tailed service times, the tail of the 

interdeparture-t imee distr ibut ion in the FIFO queue is not bounded by an exponen-

tial.. This shows again that the behaviour of the FB queue is completely different 

fromm that of the FIFO queue. 

Thee chapter is organised as follows. The M / D / l queue is revisited in Section 8.2. 

Sectionn 8.3 compares the M / G / l queue with suitably chosen M / D / l queues. This 

comparisonn is used to find the upper and lowrer bound for (X(Z). In Section 8.4 the 

mainn theorem is proved. In Section 8.5 we show that the result remains valid for 

unstablee queues. Since this chapter is closely related to Chapter 7, some results of 

t hatt chapter are used and referred to. 
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8.22 The M / D / l queue revisited 

Considerr the M/D(a)/1 FB queue with arrival rate 1 for some 0 < a < 1. Recall 

thatt the M/D(a)/1 queue is the M/D/ l queue with service times equal to a. Let 

MMaa be the total number of customers in a busy period. By Proposition 4.3, the 

distributionn of Ma is given by 

P(MP(Maa = k) = ^—ak-le-ak := pk(a), keN. 
k\ k\ 

Itt may be seen that EMa = 1/(1 — a). Indeed, let Ia be an idle period in the 

M/D(a)/11 queue. Then EIa = 1 since A = 1. Since the stability condition p = a < 1 

holds,, we have EMa/(EMa + EIa)=p = a. This yields EMa = 1/(1 - a). 

Beloww we use the following notation. Two positive functions g and h satisfy 

g(x)g(x) x h(x) for x —  oo if there exist constants c, d > 0 such that c < g{x)/h{x) < d 

forr x large enough. The following lemma will be useful later on in this chapter. 

Lemmaa 8.2 For 0 < b < 1, 

ppn(\—n(\— a+ log ah) 

TT P(Ma = k)bk x , 

Prooff  By Stirling's formula, 

l,kl,k — 1 „fc( l —a + log r;) 

Pk(a)Pk(a) - —r~ra 

nn —> cc. 

k\k\ ' ay/27rkVk 

ass k —> oc. Hence 
000 °° Jt( l-a+loga6) 

$ :: p(jwa=*)* *  = 5 : w ( a ) 6 *~ ^  . „ ^ c * . (8.i) 
k>nk>n fc=n+l fc=n+l aV^TT^VK 

Sincee c(a, 6) = 1 — a + logafr < 0 for all 0 < a, b < 1, we find for m e N, 

1-- < V - L < 1 V ec{a-b)k = - (8 2) 
mv/mm ~~ f  ̂ k\fk ~ mJm  ̂ 1 - e<a  ̂ mJm 

k=mk=m k=m 
Combiningg (8.1) and (8.2) completes the proof. D 

Since e 

<< e'\ 0 < 9 < 1 
pTlV. pTlV. 

andd ((n + 6)/n)3^2 —> 1 uniformly in 9 £ [0.1]. Lemma 8.2 yields the following 

asymptoticc behaviour for the tail probabilities P(Ma > x) as x — oo along the real 

axis. . 
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Coro l la r yy 8.3 As x —> oc 

r(ll  —a + loga) 
P{MP{Maa >x)~ -= . 

Xy/X Xy/X 

Forr proving the next lemnia we use the terminology of renewal processes, see also 

Sectionn 7.9. 

L e m m aa 8.4 Let 0 < a < 1 and let Ya be the length of a generic M/D(a)/1 busy 

period.period. Let Ya be the residual life of the (length biased) busy period that covers the 

epochepoch 0 in the stationary M/D(a)/l queue. Then 

li mm - \og P{Ytl > x) = lim - l o g P ( F„  > x) = l + loga _ ] . 

P r o off  By Corollary 8.3. as x —  oc, 

(1(1.r(\-a.r(\-a + \oj>a) 

P(A!oP(A!o > .r ) x ^ , (g.3, 

Sincee Ya = aMa, we have P{Yn > x) = P{Ma > x/a). The statement of the lemma 

forr Y„  then follows from (8.3). From renewal theory it is known, see (7.33) below, 

that t 

—— fx P(Y > v) 1 f*-
P(YP(Yaa > -r) = / [ " y)dy = —— / P(Ma > y/a)dy. 

JJj.j. E\a aLMa Jx 

Hencee again by Corollary 8.3. as x —>  oc. 

P(YP(Yaa > x) x J"  e
yi]-"+] °za)/"y-3/2dy x / d - « + iü K « ) / Q r : ) / 2 . 

Thee result now follows.

P r o p o s i t i onn 8.5 Let V denote the sojourn time of a customer in the stationary 

M/D(a)/1M/D(a)/1 queue and, let Yn and Y„ be as in Lemma 8.4- Then V <si Yn + Ya. 

wherewhere Ya and Ya are. independent. 

P r o off  Since in the M / D ( a ) /1 FB queue all customers leave the queue at the end 

off  the busy period, the sojourn time of a customer is the time til l the system is 

emptyy again. By Lemma 7.7 from Chapter 7. this t ime is stochastically smaller 

t hann Ya +Ya, where Ya and Ya are independent. D 
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8.33 Preliminaries: comparing M / G / l with M / D / l 

InIn this section we obtain an upper and low êr hound for P(Z > x) for x large enough 

byy comparing the M/G/l queue with suitably chosen M/D/ l queues. The idea for 

thee lower bound is the following. A large value of Z is caused by a long idle period or 

aa busy period in which no 'small' customers (who would leave quickly) arrive. In the 

latterr case a large cohort arises by regular arrivals of "not-so-small*  customers. The 

lowerr bound is proved in two steps. In the first step we deal with the non-stationary 

busyy period. 

Lemmaa 8.6 Let Z* be the first departure time in an M/G/l FB busy period (that 

startsstarts at time 0) and let 0 < a < 1 be such that F (a) < 1, where F is the distribution 

functionfunction of the service time. Then 

vv - i , P(7*  ̂ ^ l + l o g a ( l - F ( a )) hmsupxx log F(Z > x) > 1. 

Prooff  Let B\. £?2-  be the service times of the customers in the M/G/l queue. 

Considerr an M/D(a)/1 FB queue with the same arrival times as the original M /G/ l 

queue.. Let Ma be the total number of customers in the first busy period in the 

M/D(a)/11 queue. The arrival times completely determine Ma. The sequence of ser-

vicee times £?i. Ö2.. .. is independent of the arrival process, and therefore independent 

off  Ma. Hence 

DC C 

P{Z*P{Z*  > x) = J2 p( z*  > x<  M« = m) 
T T l — 1 1 

DC C 

>> ^2 p(z*  > ^:> Ma =m,Bi > a,..., Bm > a) 
TT11 = 1 

DC C 

== Y^ p(Z*  > x I A/« = m ' B1>a,..., Bm > a)h{a, m), (8.4) 

where e 

h{a,h{a, rn) = P{Ma = m, Bx > a,..., Bm > a) = P{Ma = m)(l - F(a))m. 

InIn the M/D(n)/1 FB queue all customers leave at the end of the busy period, i.e. at 

timee aMa. By a sample path argument, it may be seen that conditional on the 

eventt {Ma — m. B\ > a,.... Bm > a), the inequality Z* > am holds. Indeed, under 

thiss condition all service times in the M/G/l queue are larger than those in the 

M/D(a)/TT queue. Since the arrival times are equal and the discipline is FB. the first 
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depar tu ree t ime Z* is later than the first departure t ime am in the M / D ( a ) /1 queue. 

Hence e 

P{Z*P{Z*  > x | Ma = m. Bx>a Bm > a) > l { m a > x } . (8.5) 

Fromm (8.4) and (8.5) it follows that 

P{Z*P{Z*  >x)> Y^ P(M« = m) ( l " F{a))m. 
mm = \_x/a\ + 1 

Applyingg Lemma 8.2 yields the result. D 

Wee now return to the stat ionary FB queue. 

L e m m aa 8.7 ( U p p er  b o u n d) Let a e (0.1) and F (a) < 1. Then Coc( )̂ < c. 

where where 

cc =  l - a - 1 ( l + l o g a { l - F ( « ) )) + . 

P r o off  Let a G (0,1) and F (a) < 1. Let E be the event that the system is empty 

att t ime 0. Let Z* be the first departure from a busy period that star ts at t ime 0 

andd let U be an exp( l) distr ibuted random variable, independent of Z*. By the 

forgett fulness property of the arrival process, the first arrival to an empty queue 

happenss after an exponential ly distributed t ime. Hence conditional on the event E, 

thee decomposit ion Z = U + Z* holds, so that 

P{ZP{Z >x)> P({Z > x} DE)= P(E)P{Z >x\E) = {\- p)P{U + Z* > x). 

Combiningg Lemmas 8.6 and 7.5 yields that for x large enough. 

P{U+Z->x)P{U+Z->x)  > (1 - p ) e x p ( - m i n { l . l - ' +  ̂ ~ F <"» } ) . 

Wri t in g g 

}}  = l-(. 
completess the proof.

Nextt we find an upper bound for P{Z > x). The idea behind this upper bound 

iss the following. We restrict ourselves to small jobs, since small jobs usually leave 

thee queue quickly. The first departure time of such a small job in the stationary 

queuee is the sum of the exponential t ime it takes for such a job to arrive plus the 

(short)) t ime it spends in the queue. In fact, the first departure t ime of a small job 

mayy be smaller than this sum. but we neglect the possibility that a small job is 

alreadyy present. 

ll  + log«(l - F ( a ) )i / l + loga(l - F(a))\ + 
m m ''  ' ' i _ i i i 
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Lemmaa 8.8 (Lower  bound) Let 0 < a < 1 be such that F(a) < 1 and let Z be 

thethe first departure time from the stationary M/G/l FB queue. Then C,X{Z) > b, 

where where 

6 = 1 -- max{l - F(a). (1 + loga)/a}. 

Prooff  Let a E (0,1) and F (a) > 0. Such an a exists since EB = p < 1. Let Za be 

thee first departure time after 0 of a customer with service time a or smaller that has 

arrivedd after time 0. Then Z < Za. 

Noww consider a second stationary M/G/l FB queue. The random variables in 

thiss system will be denoted by Z, Za, etc. Let the service-time distribution function 

FF in this second queue be given by F(x) = F(x)t{x>a}, so B = BWa. Let Za be the 

firstt departure time after 0 of a customer with service time a that has arrived after 

timee 0. Since the service times in the second queue are stochastically larger than 

thee service times in the first queue, the workload caused by jobs not larger than a is 

smallerr in the original system than in the second queue. From a coupling argument 

itt follows that Za <st Za. 

Denotee by Ua the time until a customer with service time a arrives in the second 

queuee and Va its sojourn time. Then Ua is exponentially distributed with parameter 

FF (a) and Za < Ua + Va. By definition of the FB discipline, customers with service 

timee a only notice the service time of other customers up to level a. By definition 

off  Üa, the customer that arrives at time Ua finds stochastically less work in the 

a-queuee than a customer that enters a stationary M/D(a)/1 queue with the same 

arrivall  intensity A = 1. Hence 

UUaa + Va <st Üa + V, 

wheree V denotes the sojourn time of a customer in the stationary M/D(a)/1 queue 

andd Üa and V are independent. Lemmas 8.5 and 7.5 yield that for any b < 1 + ^ ë a 

andd x large enough, 

P(VP(V >x) <e~bx. (8.6) 

Sincee P(Üa > x) = exp(-F(a)x) and V and Ua are independent, Lemma 7.5 yields 

thatt for b < min{F(a), 1 - (1 + loga)/a}  and x large enough. 

P(ÜP(Üaa + Va>x)<e-bx (8.7) 

Notingg that Z < Za <st Üa \ Va and using (8.7) completes the proof. O 
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8.44 Results 

Usingg the lemmas above we now prove the main theorem of this chapter. 

Theoremm 8.9 Let Z be the first departure time after 0 from the stationary M/G/l 

FBB queue with service-time distribution F and arrival rate 1. Then the upper end-

pointpoint Coc( )̂ of the moment generating function of Z satisfies ci < C^(Z) < c2, 

where where 

ClCl = 1 - O ^ f
< ] { ^ / ( « ) V ( 1 - F ( a ) ) } > 0 . 

cc22 = l - sup { r K a H a - M o g U - F f a ) ) }^ ?}(a) =  1 + 1 ° g a 

0<a<ll  ^ > a 

Prooff  Since Lemmas 8.7 and 8.8 hold for every a e (0.1). we make take the supre-

mumm over all 0 < a < 1 for the lower bound and the infimurn overall 0 < a < 1 for 

thee upper bound. The following three details yield the statement of the theorem. 

Usingg the convention logO = -oc, the condition F(a>) < 1 in Lemma 8.7 can be 

dropped.. The inequality c2 > 0 is seen as follows. Since EB = p < 1, there exists 

a.. 0 < a < 1 such that F (a) > 0. The function h(x) = x - 1 - log a: is strictly 

decreasingg on (0,1) and h(l) = 0, so h(x) is positive for all x in (0,1). Hence c2 > 0. 

Finallyy note that the condition F (a) > 0 in the expression for c2 can be dropped as 

well:: the supremum is not attained for a value of a such that F(a) = 0. The proof 

iss completed by the remark on A above.

Thee shape of the function n(x) is similar to that of log (a:), but n(x) has its root 
inn the point erl. 

Forr deterministic service-time distributions the bounds are sharp. Indeed, sup-

posee that P(B = c) = 1 for some c £ (0,1). Since n(x) = (1 + log.r)/x is increasing 

forr x E (0,1), we find that c.x — 1 -T](C) = c2. For general distributions the quality 

off  the bounds is unknown. Numerical calculations show that for exponential, Pareto 

andd uniform distributions, the quotient c2/ci lies in the interval (1,3). 

Itt should be observed that the upper and lower bounds in Theorem 8.9 do not 

dependd on the right tail of the distribution function F: in fact the bounds only 

dependd on the values of the distribution function on (0,1). This leads us to the 

followingg insight in the departure process of the FB queue. A very large value of Z 

iss caused by large gaps in the arrival process or by the absence of small customers. 

Thee size of large customers seems to be irrelevant. 

Wee may apply the result of Theorem 8.9 to queues with arrival rate A ^ 1 as follows. 
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InIn a queue with arrival rate A. generic service time B and service-time distribution 

F(x).F(x). the clock ticks A times faster than in a system with arrival rate 1. generic 

servicee time XB and service-time distribution F*(x) = P(XB < x) = F(x/X). Hence 

thee departure times are A times smaller, and the upper endpoint Coc( )̂ of the first 

departuree time Z > 0 is A times larger than in a system with arrival rate 1. This 

observationn yields the following theorem. 

Theoremm 8.10 Let Z be the first departure time after 0 from the stationary M/G/l 

FBB queue with service-time distribution F and arrival rate X. Then the upper end-

pointpoint Cx(Z) of the moment generating function of Z satisfies Xci < Coc( )̂ < ^('2, 

where where 

dd = 1 - inf {r/(a)V( l -F{a/X))} > 0, 
0<a<< 1 

c 2 = l -- sup \T){a) + a- 1 log(l - F(a/X))\ , r)(a) = . 
0<a<ll  ^ J a 

Considerr the queue that starts empty at time 0. For the first departure time the 

samee result holds as for the stationary queue. 

Theoremm 8.11 Let Z° be the first departure time after 0 from the M/G/l FB queue, 

withwith service-time distribution F and arrival rate 1. Let the queue be empty at time 

0.0. Then the upper endpoint Coo(^°) of the moment generating function of Z satisfies 

<'\<'\  < Coc(^°) < c2, where C\ and c-i are as in (8.9). 

Too show Theorem 8.11, the upper bound is given by Lemma 8.6. The lower bound 

followss from copying the argument of Lemma 8.8. 

8.55 Unstable queues 

Inn this section we make an excursion to queues for which the stability condition 

pp < 1 does not hold. In Sections 3.5 and A.l the maximum queue length and the 

asymptoticc queue length in such (unstable) queues wTere described. Consider an 

M/G/ ll  queue, empty at time 0, with service-time distribution F. If p > 1. then the 

workloadd in the queue grows a.s. without bounds. Under many service disciplines all 

customerss will still leave the system eventually. In the unstable FB queue customers 

whosee service time lies above a critical value have a positive probability of never 

leavingg the queue. This probability increases to one if the service requirement or the 

arrivall  time of the customer increases to oc. 
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However,, if the service discipline is FB. certain customers wil l still leave the 

queue.. Indeed, by the FB priority rule, customers with service time a for which 

p{a)p{a) = XE(B A a) < 1 holds, 'see' only a system for which the stability condition 

p(a)p(a) < 1 holds. They leave the queue a.s. Hence a part of the queue may be 

consideredd as a stable queue that converges to a stat ionary state. 

Inn the proof of Lemma 8.7 we have not used the condition p < 1. In proving 

Lemmaa 8.8 we have used the condition p < 1 only to ascertain the existence of 

ann a < 1 such that F (a) > 0. Now consider an unstable1 queue with service-time 

distr ibut ionn F such that F (a) > 0 for some a e (0.1). The stable part of the queue 

convergess to a stat ionary state as the time t —> oc. In this steady state, we may 

applyy Lemmas 8.7 and 8.8 to the departures from the stable part of the queue. The 

firstfirst departure t ime from the stable part of the queue in steady state then has a tail 

t hatt decreases exponentially fast. 

Wee end this chapter with a short discussion of the departure process in two queues 

operat ingg under two other service disciplines. In the stat ionary M / G / l PS queue 

thee interdeparture t imes have an exponentially fast decreasing (right) tail as well. 

Inn fact, the departure process in an M / G / l PS queue with load p < 1 is a Poisson 

process,, see for instance Cohen [15] or Kelly [29]. For the unstable M / G / l PS queue 

thee shape of the tail of the interdeparture t ime distr ibution seems to be an open 

quest ion. . 

Inn the stat ionary M / G / l FIFO queue, the first departure t ime Z* > 0 shows 

differentt behaviour than the first departure t ime Z in the stat ionary FB queue. 

T h e o r emm 8.12 Let Z* be the first departure time after 0 in the stationary M/G/l 

FIFOO queue with generic service time. B. Then 0 < Q~^(Z*) < ^(B). 

P r o off  If the server is busy at t ime 0. then Z* is the residual lif e of the customer that 

iss served at t ime 0. By (7.33) below, the tail of the residual lif e of a customer is at 

leastt as heavy as the tail of a generic service t ime B. and for this case the statement 

off  the theorem follows. Suppose the queue is empty at t ime 0. Then Z* is the sum 

off  an exponential ly distr ibuted time and the service time of the first customer that 

arrivess after t ime 0. Clearly, the tail of this sum is at least as heavy as the tail of 

B.B. Th is proves the theorem. G 



CHAPTER R 

Thee stationary queue length 

Thiss chapter contains a number of different topics centred around the 

stationaryy queue length Q in the M/G/ l FB queue. First we show that 

underr a certain condition all moments of Q are finite. We consider the 

meann of Q in case of deterministic service times. Some heavy-traffic lim-

itss are established for the mean of Q. Finally, the cohort process in the 

stationaryy queue is described. 

9.11 Moments of the stationary queue length 

Thee main object of study in this chapter is the queue length in the stationary queue 

operatingg under the FB discipline. We start the chapter with a section devoted 

too the moments of the stationary queue length Q in the M/G/l FB queue. For 

thee M/G/l PS queue all moments of the stationary queue length Qps exist since 

P(QP(QPSPS = n) = (1 - p)pn,n > 0. In the M/G/l FIFO queue the following holds 

forr each n e N: EQ îf0 < oo only if EBn+1 < oc. This may be seen by using the 

Pollaczek-Khinchinn transform for the queue length, see e.g. Kleinrock [31]. We shall 

113 3 
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provee the following theorem for the moments of the stat ionary queue length in the 

FBB queue. 

T h e o r emm 9.1 Let Q be the stationary queue length in the M/G/l FB queue with 

genericgeneric service time B. If EDa < oc for some a > 1, then all moments of Q are 

finite. finite. 

Recalll  from Section 2.3 that the moment generating function o(z) of 'the stat ionary 

queuee length Q satisfies 

00{z){z) = EzQ = (l-p)e-iz). where ~.{z) = -z I dv^'Z\it. (9.1) 
JoJo Oz 

Heree v(t.z).t > 0. is the unique nonnegative root of the equation (2.8). From 

thee proof of relation (9.1) in Pechinkin [44], it follows that the function c satisfies 

r(t,r(t, z) = A(l — L'v (z)). where i>(~) is the probabil ity generating function of a random 

variablee Zt. which is such that P(Zf £ {() . 1. 2. . . . } ) = 1. Hence 

v(t.v(t. z) = X-\Y^ P(Zt = k)zk'. (9.2) 
A-=0 0 

Definee -,„  - l inuT 1 -){"Hz) for n € N. Then 6(l)(z) = -)^(z)ó{z) and ó( 1 )( l ) = 7i 

sincee P(Q < oc) = 1. Likewise p( 2 ) ( l ) = yi + ~f and in general ó^'Hl) is a 

polynomiall  in ^ j 7 l for every n 6 N. This leads us to the following lemma. 

L e m m aa 9.2 If ^j < oc for all 1 < j < m. then the m-th moment of Q is finite. 

P r o off  Fix an m £ N. Then ó(rT,^(l ) is a linear polynomial in EQ EQ'"' in which 

thee coefficient, of EQm is 1. Hence EQ'" is a linear polynomial in o{l)(l) oim)(l). 

Butt for every j E N we may see <?(J,{1) as a polynomial in 71 ?. . .. - ) , -. Hence EQ"1 

iss a polynomial in 7] ym and EQm is finite if -71 ->,„  are finite. D 

L e m m aa 9.3 Let n E N. Then -/„  < oc if 

ddkk f~ drlt. z 
aa A- = inn I, I, dzdzkk L d: 

dt\dt\ < oc. 1 < A- < n. (9.3) 

P r o off  From (9.2) it follows that the derivatives of v(t.z) w.r.t. z are negative and 

decreasingg in z. Hence from (9.1) it follows that % is a polynomial in «1 an. D 
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Too prove that (9.3) holds, we calculate the partial derivatives of v(t. z) w.r.t. z. 

Differentiatingg both sides of equation (2.8) gives 

UV\UV\ t. Z) O I , ƒ _ i . f ( » l r  i n / \ I /-. J-l/ . \ \ — 1't t ?\t \ (Q \ \ 

dzdz dz 
(( - A / e-v{t-z)*dF{x) - Xz{\ - F(t))e-v{t'z)t^ 

Sincee v{t.z) — X — Xipt(z), where ipt(z) is a probability generating function of a 

non-negativee integer valued random variable, the integrand in (9.4) is bounded for 

00 < z < 1. By a consequence of Lebesgue's Dominated convergence theorem, we 

mayy interchange differentiation and integration in (9.4) and obtain 

^ MM = h(t. z ) 0 ^ 1 - A(l " F ( t ) ) e - " - *" 
dzdz oz 

== -A( l - F{t))e-V{t-Z)t{\ - h{t, z))-\ (9.5) 

where e 

h(t,h(t, z) = X [  xe-v{t'z)xdF{x) + Az(l - F(t))te-V{t-Z)t. (9.6) 
Jo Jo 

Differentiationn of (9.6) yields that for n = 1.2,.... 

Ö n } ^  ̂ = J2 A( f xk+1e-v^*dF(x) + z{\ - F(t))tk+1e-^-z^Pk,n 

++  (1-F(t))tke-V^t)pk.l,n.i. (9.7) 

wheree i \ n is a homogeneous polynomial of degree A- in —^j  j = I. ..,n — k + 1, 

withh coefficients in Z. So Pjt.n(aa:i, , o^n-fc+i) = akPk.n ( '̂i ^'n-fc+i )

Lemmaa 9.4 77?, ft partial derivatives of v(t. z) satisfy for t >() and 0 < z < 1, 

Ö 2„„  -  * i *>»> ( i_A( , .2) )m+ i n dzkl  v-s> 

wherewhere c(L k\...., km) € Z and 

SSnn = {(l,ku....km) :l>l.l<ki<...<  ktn.l + ki + --- + fcm = hi-

prooff  By induction. For n = 1 (9.8) is equal to (9.5). Differentiating the RHS of 

(9.8)) w.r.t, z yields the RHS of (9.8) for n + 1. D 

Lemmaa 9.5 If EBn < oc for some a > 1, then for every n € N 

dzdzn n == 0 ( r " ) , r — DO. (9.9) 
2 =1 1 
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Prooff  By induction. Assume that (9.9) holds for n. Lemma 7.16 yields that 1 -

F(t)F(t) = 0{t~a) as t -+ oc. Since v{t.l) = 0, we have h(x, 1) = A£(B A i ) < / ) < 1 . 

Hencee the first quotient in every summand in (9.8) is 0(t~a). Proposition 7.16 yields 

thatt E(B A t)r = o(tr~a) for all r > a. Applying this and the induction hypothesis 

too (9.7) yields 

ddkkh(t.z) h(t.z) 

dzdzk k ==  Oit ] - Q Q 

forr all k < n. Hence every summand in (9.8) is 0(t '*)  and the proof is finished. D 

Prooff  of Theorem 9.1 Let n G N and define 

ddnnv(t.z) v(t.z) 
wwnn{t.z) {t.z) 

dz" dz" 

Byy (9.2). \w„(t.  z)\ is well-defined for every t and increasing in Ü < z < 1. By the 

assumptionn that EBa < oc for some a > 1, Lemma 9.5 implies that \wn(t,z)\ is 

boundedd by a function of order 0(t~a) for r —> oc. Since w„(t.  z) is well-defined for 

everyy t. it is integrable w.r.t. f. 

AA corollary to Lebesgue's Dominated convergence theorem then yields that in 

(9.3)) we may first interchange integration and differentiation, and then the integral 

andd the limit . By (9.2), the partial derivative dnv{t.z)/dzn is left continuous in 

zz = I. Using Lemma 9.5. we then obtain with the familiar abuse of notation. 

«„„  = lim 
d" d" 

d d '4 '4 
Jo Jo 

&u(t,z) &u(t,z) 
dz dz 

dt\dt\ = 
:.:. dn+1v(u 
Innn —-—— 

00 ^Ti dzn+l 
dt dt 0{r0{r aa)df )df << oc . 

Byy Lemma 9.3. it follows that 7Ti is finite for all n>\. Use Lemma 9.2 to complete 

thee proof.

Thee next proposition states that in the stationary queue, where ED < oc, EQ 

iss finite. It is an open question whether higher moments are finite as well if only the 

firstfirst moment of B is assumed to be finite. We use the notation p(x) = XE(B A x). 

Proposit ionn 9.6 In the stationary M/G/l FB queue, EQ < oc. 

Prooff  Let. B\ be an i.i.d. copy of B. By (2.9). and since p(x) < p < 1. 

^f(^^)- > > 
^^ \2EB{B f\Bx)

2  ̂ \BX , x9 

==  EB, „ „  , „  M +EBi- -7L_<c3c O E{B A Bi)2 <oo. 2{\-p(B2{\-p(Bll))))
2 2 \~p{B\~p{Bll\ \ 
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Thee distribution of B A B\ is given by 

P(BP(B ABl<x) = l - P(B ABi>x) = l - P(B > x)2 = 1 - (1 - F{x))2. 

Sincee x(l - F(x)) = o(l) by Lemma 7.16, we may bound x(l - F(x)) < 7 for some 

77 € R. Hence 

£ ( 55 A B j ) 2 = / " x2d{l - (1 - F(.r))2) = - ƒ x2rf( l - F(x))2 

Joo Jo 

== - x 2 ( l - F(a; ) )2r= 0 + 2 / " x(l - F{x))2dx 
Jo Jo 

<< 2 / 7(1 - F{.x))d:r = 2^EB. 
Jo Jo 

Thiss completes the proof.

9.22 The stationary M / D / l queue 

InIn this section we discuss some properties of the stationary M/D/ l FB queue. First 

wee show that deterministic service times maximise the expected queue length among 

alll  service-time distributions with the same mean. Then we compare the expected 

queuee lengths in the stationary M/D/ l queues operating under FB and FIFO. 
Wee begin this section by quoting the following lemma from Rai et al. [47]. 

Lemmaa 9.7 The sojourn time V(x) in the stationary M/G/l FB queue of a cus-

tomertomer with service time x satisfies 

EV{X)EV{X) < (2 - P)* 
11 } ~ 2(1 -pY' 

andand equality holds if and only if P(B = x) = 1. 

Prooff  Theorem 2 in Rai et al. [47]. D 

Corollar yy 9.8 Let Q be the stationary queue length in an M/G/l FB queue with 

service-timeservice-time distribution F and workload p. Then 

andand equality holds if and only if the service-time distribution is a degenerate distri-

bution,bution, i.e. P(B = c) — 1 for some c> 0. 
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Prooff  Let V be the sojourn time of a customer in an M/G/l queue with service-time 

distributionn F. Then bv Little"s law and Lemma 9.7. 

EQEQ = XEV = A /(| EV(, ) , /F( ,) < A ƒ §f^dF(r) = . (911 

Fromm Lemma 9.7 it follows that in (9.11) equality holds if and only if F is degener-

ate..

Thee inequality (9.10) is stated in Rai et al. [47] and the expression on the RHS 

off  (9.10) for the expected queue length in the M/D/ l FB queue is mentioned in 

Yashkovv [69]. The combination of these two seems to be new. 

Fromm Corollary 9.8 it follows that given ED and A. the M/D/ l queue maximises the 

meann queue length among all M/G/l FB queues. This is not entirely unexpected 

inn the light of an observation made before: the FB discipline behaves poorly for 

deterministicc service times, since all customers in a busy period have to wait til l the 

endd of the busy period to leave the queue. Furthermore, the degenerate distribution 

hass certainly a decreasing mean residual life. Hence Theorem 2.2 yields that for the 

M/D / ll  queue the FB discipline has the largest value of EQ among all disciplines in 

V.V. Yet. this extremity property is of a different nature than the extremity property 

shownn in Corollary 9.8. Theorem 2.2 compares queues with different disciplines, 

whereass Corollary 9.8 compares queues with different service times. 

Inn fact, for deterministic service times we have the following simple relation. Con-

siderr two stationary M/D/ l queues with the FB discipline and a non-preemptive 

disciplinee n e V. e.g. FIFO. Let Qn and QFB denote queue lengths. From the 

Pollaczek-Khinchinn mean value formula, see e.g. Kleinrock [31]. and Corollary 9.8. 

itt follows that 

p nn , A 2 ^ 2 , P2 2(1-p)p + p? 
EQEQnn = p + — = p + 2(1-p)2(1-p) 2(1 -p) 2(1 -p) 

== {l~ P){2(^% = (1 "  p)EQfB- ( 9-1 2) 

Relationn (9.12) indicates the illness of the effect of using the FB discipline in the 

M /D / ll  queue, instead of the FIFO discipline. 
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9.33 The stationary queue in heavy traffic 

Inn this section the heavy traffic behaviour of the stationary M/G/ l FB queue is ex-

amined.. Cohen [14] writes "Heavy traffic theory describes the behaviour of queueing 

systemssystems with traffic intensities close to one. The main purpose of the theory is to de-

riverive asymptotic expressions for p t 1 of those relations which describe the behaviour 

ofof queueing systems". In this section we focus on the heavy traffic behaviour of the 

expectedd queue length in the stationary M/G/ l FB queue. For several classes of 

service-timee distributions we find positive constants 7 such that EQ — 0( (1 — p)- 7) 

ass p t 1- It turns out that the values of 7 for bounded service times and unbounded 

servicee times are different. We start with a simple lemma. 

Lemmaa 9.9 Let Q be the stationary queue length in an M/G/l FB queue with an 

IMRLIMRL service-time distribution, defined in Definition 2.1. Then EQ = 0(1/(1 — p)) 

asas p] 1. 

Prooff  For the stationary queue length Qps in the M/G/ l PS queue with the same 

arrivall  rate, Theorem 6.3 gives P(QPS ~ k) = (l—p)pk. From Theorem 2.2 it follows 

that t 

(11 - p)EQ < (1 - p)EQPS = £ > - p)k(l - P)p
k 

k=0 k=0 
0 00 A k A ddPP _/i ^2 d P 

Hencee (1 - p)EQ = 0(1) as p t 1.

Considerr a stationary M/G/ l FB queue with service-time distribution F and ar-

rivall  rate A. Let xp be the end-point F, i.e. xp = sup{a: : F(x) < 1}. It turns out 

thatt Q shows different heavy traffic behaviour for xp = 00 and xp < 00. We first 

treatt the case xp — 00. The following lemma and representation are needed. 

Lemmaa 9.10 Assume EB < 00. Then 
O O 

p-p{x)p-p{x) = X {1-F(t))dt. 
JJ X 

Prooff  Integration by parts yields 
/"OO O 

pp - p(x) = XEB - XE(B A x) = X / (t- x)dF(t) 
JJ X 

OO /"OO 

==  -X {t - x)d{l - F(t)) = X (1-F(t))dt, 
JJ x J X 
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since,, by Lemma 7.16, (t — x)(l — F(t)) — 0 for all x € R as t — oc. D 

Inn proving the propositions in this chapter we make use of the following representa-

tionn for EQ, which is mentioned in Yashkov [69]. By Lemma 7.16, x(l — F(x)) = o(l) 

forr x — oc. Since E(B A x)2 < xE(B A x) < xEB, 

(11 - F{x))E{B Ax)2 < x(l -F(x))EB = o(l). x -  oc. (9.14) 

Usingg (9.14), we obtain from (2.9) by integration by parts 

xx fxfXE(BAx)2 x \ u „ , ^ 

ffxx /\{l-F{x))  2X2x{l-F(x))2 \3{l-F{x)) 2E{BAx)2\ 

(9.15) ) 

Sincee 1 — p < 1 — p(x) for every x, from (9.15) it follows that 

„„  ^ ^ n l 2 f x ï ( l - F ( i ) ) 2 , - fx (1 - F(x))2E(B A x)2 , /rt ^ 

Lemmaa 9.11 Le£ 2:̂  = 00. If EBa < 00 /or some a > 1 and 

O O 

x{l-F(x))x{l-F(x)) ~ c / ( 1 - F ( u ) ) d u. z ^ o o, (9.17) 

/orr some c > 0, i/̂ en isQ = 0(1/(1 - p)) as p | 1-

Prooff  Lemma 9.10, inequality (9.16) and (9.17) yield that for some constants 

ci,, c2, C3 6 M, 

/>OCC /-OC 

£ Q < C i + c2 // (l-F(x))dx+c3 x~2E(BAx)' 
JoJo Jo 

dx. dx. 

Sincee £ 5° < oc for some a > 1, Lemma 7.16 yields that £ (£ A x)2 = O(x(2-a)A0) 

forr x —> 00. Hence linippfl — p)EQ < oc, which finishes the proof. D 

Notee that for regularly varying tails of index 77 > 2, the relation (9.17) follows 

byy Karamata's theorem, see for instance Bingham et al. [8]. 

Lemmaa 9.12 Let xp — 00. If I- F(x) = o(exp(—cx^)) for some 0 > 0 as x — 00, 

thenthen (1 - p)EQ = 0(1/ (1 - p)) as p T 1. 
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Prooff  From Lemma 9.10, inequality (9.16) and the assumption it follows that for 

somee constants c\, C2, c  ̂ 6 K, 
CC /-OC 

(11 - p)EQ < ci 4- c2 / x{l - F(x))dx + c3 / (1 - F(x))2E{B A xfdx. 
JoJo Jo 

Sincee lim^^oo E(B A x)2 < oo, there is a constant C4 eR such that (1 — p)EQ < C4 

forr all p. This finishes the proof. D 

Ass we shall see next, EQ behaves differently in the case of a finite end-point xF. 

Lemmaa 9.13 Let xF < 00. Ifl-F(x) ~ a(xF — x)13 for some a, f3 > 0 as x —> xF, 

then then 

EQEQ = O((l-p)-1-1/{0+1))-

Prooff  First note that the assumption implies that 

nii-FWdt-jixF-xf+K nii-FWdt-jixF-xf+K 
JJ X 

wheree 7 = a/(/3 +1). By Lemma 9.10, we then have for m, n G N, 

(11 - F{x))m (1 - F(x))m a{xF - x)ml3 

(11 - p(x))n (1 - p + A f*F (1 - F{t))dt)n (1 - p + Xl{xF - x)^1)™ 

ass x —> xF- Using the substitution xF — x = y{\ — p)1^^+1\\^)~1^^+1\ we find 

thatt for some c, ci, C2, C3 G R, 

^ FF ( 1 - F ( x ) )m , fXF {xF-x)m(3 
ffXFXF {l-F(x))m _ fXF _ 

JJ00 (l-p(x))ndX-ClJ0 (T p-\-\~f(xp-\-\~f(xFF ~x)P+1)n 

.cx.cxFF/(l-p)/(l-p)ll^^0+1)0+1) ^ __ ^„10/(0+1) ym0 

dx dx 

22 Jo (i-P + (i-p)y^+1)nV[ P) 

ffcxcxFFi{\-p)i{\-p) ll^'^'3+V]3+V]  m0 
==  c„ ( l _ p)(m0+l-n0-n)/(0+l) / V . 

== C 2 ( 1 _ p ) ( ^ + l - n / 3 - n ) / ( / 3 + l ) ^3 + / y t ™ - " ) / 3 " " ^ ) . (9.18) 

Usingg representation (9.15) and applying (9.18) with (m,n) = (1,1), (2,2), (2,3), 

theree are constants C4, C5, c$, C7, eg G R such that 

£QQ - c l og ( ( 1 _ ^ f / ( < H 1 ) ) + e , ( i - P ) - ' / ( ^ ' ) ( i - (i - P ) W + ' ) / ( c a ! F )) 

+ c 7 ( 1_p )_( a + 2 ) / (,+ 1 ) ( l_c 8 (( i - P)- /^ 'Y^ + e^^  (919) 
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Fromm (9.19) it follows that EQ = 0((1 - p) - i - i / (0+i) ) as p | 1. This finishes the 

proof.. D 

Examplee 9.14 Under the conditions of Lemma 9.13, 

lim( ll  - p)EQ = oo. (9.20) 
pTi i 

InIn particular, (9.20) holds if the service times are uniformly distributed on (0,1). 

Wee conclude that the expected queue length in the stationary M/G/ l FB queue 

inn heavy traffic is smaller for infinite than for finite end-points of the service-time 

distribution.. This is an example of a situation in which the FB discipline is more 

efficientt for heavy-tailed service-time distributions, or light-tailed distributions with 

aa infinite end-point, than for light-tailed distributions (with a finite end-point). 

Inn the literature, a few heavy-traffic results exist for the FB queue. The survey paper 

Yashkovv [69] quotes the following heavy-traffic limits from articles that appeared in 

Russiann journals. For service-time distributions with tail 1 — F{x) ~ axb exp(-cx), 

forr some a > 0, b > 0, c > 0, the stationary queue length Q in the M/G/l FB queue 

satisfies s 

l im P{Q/EQQ <x) = l-e~x, x>0. 
PTI I 

Forr the M/D / l FB queue the Laplace transform of l im^ i Q/EQ is given. Further-

moree it is claimed that if the service times have a tail of the form axb, a > 0,b < —2, 

thenn the random variable Q/EQ has a non-exponential limiting distribution as p | 1. 

9.44 The cohort process 

Inn the FB queue customers cluster together in cohorts, groups of customers that 

havee the same age. In this section we study the process describing this clustering. 

Forr that, we first describe Q(0,x), the number of customers younger than x in the 

stationaryy M /G / l FB queue. Robert and Schassberger [54] proved the following 

theorem. . 

Theoremm 9.15 (Robert, Schassberger) The process Q(Q,x) has independent in-

crements. crements. 

Hencee Q(0, x) is a inhomogeneous Poisson process with batch arrivals, see Daley and 

Vere-Joness [19]. The mean increase v(x) — -£^EQ(0,x) of the process Q(0, x) is 

foundd as follows. 
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Theoremm 9.16 The mean increase u(x) of the process Q{0,x) is given by 

X(l-F{x))X(l-F{x)) 2A2x(l - F{x))2 X3E{BAx)2(l-F{x))2 

V{X)V{X)-- l-p(x) + (l-p(x))2 + ( 1 - P ( x ) )3 

Prooff  Let Vx be the sojourn time of a customer in the queue with generic service 

timee B AT. Then 

EVEVXX==  f EV(u)dF(u)+EV(x){l-F{x)): (9.21) 

Jo Jo 

wheree EV(u) is as in (2.11) and F is the distribution function of B. Little's law 

yieldss EQ{0,x) = \EVX. Differentiation of the RHS of (9.21) then yields that 

u(x)u(x) = A(l - F(x))dEV{x)/dx. The statement of the lemma follows from (2.15). D 

Thee process Q(Q,x) has independent increments, but it may have jumps of size 

largerr than 1. A jump occurs at x when the cohort of age x contains more than one 

customer.. In the following process, which is naturally linked to Q(Q,x), all jumps 

havee size 1. 

Byy definition, for every x there is at most one cohort with age x. Let K[a, b) be 

thee number of cohorts in the stationary M/G/l FB queue consisting of customers 

withh age in [a, b). The cohort process may be derived immediately from the queue 

lengthh process Q(0, x): each jump in the queue length process corresponds to a jump 

off  size 1 in the cohort process K. Combining this observation with Theorem 9.15, 

leadss us to the following corollary. 

Corollar yy 9.17 The cohort process K[0,x) is a (inhomogeneous) Poisson process. 

Sincee K[0, x) has independent increments, 

p(Kp(K<<  M m P(K[a,b) = 0,K[0,a) = 0) P{K[0,6) = 0) 1 - p(b) 
[[  [a' }~ } P(K[0,a) = 0) P(ff[0,a) = 0) 1 - p(a)' 

Heree p(x) = XE(B A x). For 0 < a < b the expected number of points p([a, b)) in 

thee interval [a, b) is given by 

j*([a ,, b)) = - log P(K[a, 6) = 0) = log(l - p(a)) - log(l - p(b)). (9.22) 

Thee intensity p(x) of the cohort process, given by p,(x) = dp,([0,x))/dx, satisfies 

, WW = £(-log( l-,W))^^f^ . (9.23) 

Thee expected size of a cohort with age x, given that the cohort is non-empty, is 

equall  to the quotient i/(x)/fi(x), where v{x) is the mean increase of Q(0, x) given 
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byy Theorem 9.16. From (9.23) and Theorem 9.16 it follows that 

Inn the remaining part of this section we derive the expression (9.24) in another way. 

givingg insight in the queueing process. Consider the following situation. A 'tagged' 

customerr with service time x or larger enters the stationary queue. Let H(x) be the 

numberr of customers that attain age x at the same time as the tagged customer. 

Hencee H(x) is the size of the first cohort that reaches age x after the arrival of our 

taggedd customer. In the same fashion as Lemma 2.13 we prove the next proposition 

aboutt the mean of H(x). 

Proposit ionn 9.18 If  the service-time distribution F has no atom in x, then 

2 A x ( l - F ( i ) )) VE{BAx)*(\-F(x)) 
{x{x>->-  + ( 1 - * * ) ) + ( 1 - P W ) 2 ' 

Prooff  Assume without loss of generality that the tagged customer has service time 

largerr than x. By analysing the difference EV{x + 5) — EV(x) as S j 0, we find the 

expressionn for EH(x). This difference is the average time it takes for a customer 

withh service time x + 5 to leave the queue, counting from the first moment his age 

iss x. The length of this period is the time the server spends serving three kinds of 

customers,, namely other customers in the cohort, new customers, and customers in 

ann older cohort. 

Thee moment the age of the tagged customer reaches x, there are no customers 

youngerr than x in the queue. However, before our tagged customer can leave the 

queuee at the age x + 5, all the customers in his cohort have to attain age x + 6 or 

leavee the queue before reaching that age. There are precisely H(x) customers in the 

cohortt with age x. If x is not an atom of F, then each of these H(x) customers 

needss 5 — o(6) units of service to reach age x + 5 or leave the queue. 

Secondly,, by the nature of the FB discipline, the server gives priority to customers 

youngerr than x. By the forgetfulness property of the expoenntial interarrival times, 

inn a period of length EV(x + Ö) — EV(x), on average X(EV(x + S) — EV(x)) new 

customerss arrive. To each of them an amount E(B/\(x + ö)) of service has to be given 

beforee our tagged customer can leave the queue. Thirdly, there is the possibility that 

thee cohort of our tagged customer collides with a cohort with age in (x,x + 5). The 

probabilityy of this event is O(5) as S — 0, by (9.23). Since the expected queue length 

iss finite, the expected size of this cohort is finite as well. Hence the delay of this 
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typee is 0(52). 

Summarising, , 

EV(xEV(x + 5)- EV{x) = 6(1 - o{l))EH{x)+ 

++  XE{B A(x + 6)){EV(x + S)- EV{x)) + 0{ö2), 

andd hence 

6EH(x)6EH(x) = (EV{x + 6)- EV{x)) (l - p{x + 6)) + o{ö). (9.25) 

Sincee (9.25) holds for all S, dividing by 6 and taking the limit yields 

EH(x)EH(x) = lim i ( l - p{x + 6))(EV{x + 6) - EV(x)) + o(l) 

dEV{xl dEV{xl 
==  {1-p{x))^x~^ 

sincee p(x) = XE(BAx) is continuous in x. The proof is completed by using (2.15). D 

Hencee if x is not an atom of F, then EH(x) has the same value as u(x)/fj,(x), the 

expectedd size of a cohort in the stationary queue, given that the cohort is non-empty. 

Thee following corollaries hold by using Proposition 9.18 and taking limits. 

Corollar yy 9.19 Fix x and suppose F has no atom in x. Then 

(11 - p{x))2EH(x) — X2E{B A x)2{l  - F{x)), p(x) T 1. 

Wee conclude that in heavy traffic, i.e. when the load p is close to one, cohort sizes of 

non-zeroo cohorts tend to have large expectations. In Chapters 4, 5 and 6 we dwelled 

onn the effect of increasing the variability of the service times. Here we devote a few 

wordss to the impact of more variability on EH(x). Define the critical value \*(x) 

by y 

\*{x)\*{x)  = sup{A : EH[x) < oo}. 

Thee function h(u) = u A x is concave. If the variability of F increases in the convex 

order,, see (4.1), then E(B A x) decreases for all x. Corollary (9.19) yields that 

EH(x)EH(x) — oo if and only if p(x) — XE(B Ax) > 1. Hence X*(x) increases if the 

variabilityy of F increases. This again shows that the FB queue may behave better 

whenn the variability of the service-time distribution increases. Furthermore, since 

\/E(B\/E(B A x) decreases in x, the size of older cohorts may have infinite expectation, 

whilee younger cohorts are still relatively small. 
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Corollar yy 9.20 By Lemma 2.17, l i m ^ ^ EH{x) = 1 and 

WmEH{x)WmEH{x) = 1 + 2Xx + 0{x2). 
x|0 0 

Notee that this corollary agrees with the remark after Corollary 2.14. 

9.55 A moment relation between cohort sizes and 

thee queue length 

Considerr an M /G / l queue with generic service time B A x for some x > 0 and let 

FF be the distribution function of B. At time 0- the system is empty and at time 0 

thee first customer arrives. Let Kx denote the total number of customers in the busy 

periodd that have service time x. Then Kx is independent of the service discipline. 

Forr the FB queue Kx has the following interpretation. At the end of the busy period, 

aa batch of customers leaves the system. Then Kx is the number of customers in this 

batchh that have age x. Note that Kx may be zero. In this section we show the 

followingg relation between the mean queue length EQ and the second moment of 

KKxx. . 

Proposit ionn 9.21 Let Q be the stationary queue length in the M/G/l FB queue, 
andand let Kx be as above. Then 

rOO rOO 

EQEQ = \ EKxdx. (9.26) 
Jo Jo 

Pechinkinn [44] uses the generating function K(X, z) of Kx in his proof of Theorem 2.12. 

Balkemaa and Verwijmeren [6] obtain K(X,Z) by the method of the collective marks. 

Sincee this derivation is rather elegant, we repeat it below. After that the equality 

(9.26)) is shown. 

Proposit ionn 9.22 (Pechinkin) The generating function K(X, Z) — EzKx satisfies 

K{X,Z)=K{X,Z)= [ e-Xy{l-fiix^))dF{y)+z{l-F{x))e^Xx(-1-K(-x^\ 0 < z < 1. 
Jo Jo 

Prooff  All customers with service time x send a complaint to the manager of the 

systemm (since their service was cut off at level x). Complaints get lost, independently, 

withh probability z. Then K(X, Z) is the probability that all complaints get lost. Let 

£?ii  A x be the service time of the first customer. Since Kx is independent of the 

servicee discipline, we may serve the customers according to the FIFO discipline. 
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Duringg the service of the first customer K new customers enter, where K is 

Poissonn distributed with parameter A(5i A x). All these customers start their own 

sub-busyy period, at the end of which with probability K(X, Z) no complaint reaches 

thee manager. Using the fact that E[tK \B\=y} = e_ A y ( 1 _ t) for y > 0, we find 

O O 

K(X,K(X, Z) = E[K{X, Z)K \Bl=x]  dF{x) + ZE[K{X, Z)K \ Bx > x]P{B1 > x) 
Jo Jo 

==  f e-
Xyil-K{x>z))dF(y) + ze-Xx(1-K{x'z)){l  - F{x)), (9.27) 

Jo Jo 

whichh finishes the proof.

Prooff  of Proposition 9.21 As stated in Theorem 2.12, the generating function of 

thee stationary queue length Q satisfies 

EzEzQQ = (1 - p) exp I - / z—v(t, z)dt), 

wheree f(t , z) is the given by (2.8), as before. We may calculate 

POOPOO rp, ft 

==  -jo ^<t,z)--v(t,z)\z=1dt. (9.28) 

Comparingg (2.8) and (9.27) reveals that A ( 1 - K ( X , 2)) = v(x, z). Hence the integrand 

inn (9.28) is equal to 

xxdM^z)dM^z) + Aö^£) | ^ = XEKx + XEKx{Kx _1)= XEK2 

Propositionn 9.26 follows from integrating w.r.t. x.
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CHAPTER R 10 0 

Servicee disciplines and continuity 

Thiss chapter contains a theoretical description and analyses of the service 

disciplinee in the single server queue. We show that in the deterministic 

queue,, it is impossible to tell beforehand which of two service disciplines, 

withh piecewise constant service rates, will produce the smaller queue 

length.. It is shown that a continuous-time queue may be approximated 

byy discrete-time queues. This result is applied to prove a limiting ar-

gument,, thus validating optimality properties so far only obtained for 

discrete-timee queues. 

10.11 Introductio n 

Thiss chapter contains theoretical descriptions and analyses of the service discipline 

inn the single server queue. First we describe the single server queue with determin-

isticc arrival and service times. Using this set-up we discuss the stochastic queueing 

process.. We devote extra attention to the service discipline, since the service disci-

pline,, or to be more precise, the knowledge that it is allowed to use, is often poorly 

129 9 
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described. . 

Secondly,, we consider the evolution of two deterministic queues with the same 

arrivall  and service times but with different service disciplines, in the form of a 

game.. By interpreting the outcome of this game in a queueing context, we prove the 

followingg theorem for work-conserving disciplines. A discipline is work-conserving if 

thee server is not idle as long as there is work in the queue. 

Theoremm 10.1 Let <p\ and <p2 be work-conserving service disciplines in two deter-

ministicministic queues with the same interarrival and service times. Denote the queue 

lengthslengths at time t by q\{t) and q2(t). If <f>\  and 02 are not equal, and their service 

ratesrates piecewise constant, then there exists an interarrival-time sequence (an) and a 

serviceservice time sequence (bn) such that 

Qi(t)<q2(t).Qi(t)<q2(t). t>0, (10.1) 

andand the inequality is not an equality f or at least one t > 0. 

Fromm Theorem 10.1 we conclude that from a scheduling point of view, the determin-

isticc queue is uninteresting. 

Thee last part of this chapter deals with the convergence of discrete-time systems 

too a continuous-time limiting system. We show that every continuous-time system 

cann be approximated arbitrarily well by a sequence of discrete-time systems. Using 

thiss result we prove a limiting argument that may be used to transfer results on 

discrete-timee queues to continuous-time queues. In particular, this limiting argument 

validatess Theorems 2.8 and 2.11 in Chapter 2 for continuous-time queues. 

10.22 The service discipline 

Inn this section we describe the service discipline and the available information in 

aa single server queue. Well-known service disciplines like FIFO, LIFO and PS are 

easilyy described and have all kinds of continuity properties. However, far-fetched 

disciplines,forr example the discipline with a priority rule 'if a customer enters in the 

intervall  [3, ir\  and there are at least three customers in the system who are older 

thann 2, then the oldest customer has priority', should not a priori be excluded. 

Wee give two characterisations of the service discipline. First the basic determin-

isticc queue is described and a first characterisation is given. Then we introduce the 

stochasticc queue as an extension of the deterministic queue. The section is concluded 

byy a second characterisation of the service discipline. 
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AA deterministic queue is determined by a sequence a = (a 1,02,...) of non-negative 

interarrivalinterarrival times satisfying J2iai  = °°> a sequence b = (61,62,...) of positive 

serviceservice times, and a service discipline 0, defined in Definition 10.4 below. Let 

ssnn = a\ 4-  + an be the arrival time of the nth customer and let a(t) — sup{A; : 

aii  +  - + ajt < t]  be the number of arrivals up to time t. To define the service 

discipline,, we need the following two definitions. 

Definitio nn 10.2 (Age process) A vector-valued process (h(t), h{t),  *s called 

anan age process with respect to (a, b), where a and b are vectors of positive real num-

bers,bers, if 

 lk(t) is non-decreasing in t and non-negative for all k, 

 YLk {lk(t) — h(s)) <t — s for all 0 < s < t (total rate is at most 1), 

 h{sk) — 0 for all k > 1 (customers can only be served after their arrival), 

 h(t) < bi for alii  > 1 (customers do not receive more service than their service 

time). time). 

Thee function lk{t) in Definition 10.2 is called the age function of customer k. We 

definee the departure time dk of the kth customer by dk = inf{ £ : lk(t) = bk} < 00. 

Thee queue length is given by q(t) = \{i  : li(t) < bi, 1 < i < a(t)}\. 

Forr the deterministic queue we assume that the discipline does not depend on 

thee future, i.e. it does not use knowledge of future arrival times and residual service 

times.. The motivation for this incomplete information of the server, or service 

discipline,, is that it is typical for real life queues. In the definition of the service 

disciplinee below, the notion of available information for the server plays a key role. 

Calll  the Sk and dk the special epochs. 

Definitio nn 10.3 (Availabl e information ) In the deterministic queue, the avail-

ablee information at time t consists of the special epochs that have occurred up to 

timetime t. The information includes the index of the arriving customer, plus the type 

ofof special epoch. 

Thee available information may be described by a set of the form 

{(iJ,r)\ie{s,d}JeN,re[0,t]}. {(iJ,r)\ie{s,d}JeN,re[0,t]}. 

Ann element (i,j,r)  of this set signifies that at time r, customer j arrived (i = s) to 

thee queue, or left the queue (i = d). The service discipline is defined as follows. 
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Definitio nn 10.4 (Service discipline) A service discipline is a map <j>  : (0, oc)N x 

(0.oc)NN — (0,oc)Nx[0-°°\ such that cf>(a.b) = {h(t)J2(t)....)t>0 is an age process 

withwith the following property: 

PROPERTYY  Let [s, t) be an interval that does not contain special epochs. Then for 

allsalls < u < t, the value of the vector (I i(u)J2(u),.. .) depends only on (li(s)J2(s),...) 

andand the available information at time s. 

Fromm Definition 10.4 it follows that the evolution of the queue between two special 

epochss only depends on the state of the system at the first of the two special epochs. 

Sincee the special epochs contain all information, a service discipline may be seen as 

aa map from (a, b) to (s,d) where s = (si.S2- ) and d = {d1.d2,...). 

Inn the stochastic queue the interarrival times Ai,A2,... and service times Bi, B2,... 

aree random variables. A probability measure is put on the space of pairs of sequences 

off  interarrival times and service times. The service discipline is defined in the same 

wayy as in Definition 10.4. In this thesis we denote by V the class of service disciplines 

thatt fit  the stochastic version of Definition 10.4. Hence disciplines in V do not use 

knowledgee of future service times, and SRPT ^ T>. 

Definee Sn = Ai H \-An (the arrival time of the nth customer), let Ln(t) denote 

thee age of customer n at time t and define Dn = 'mf{t : Ln(t) — Bn} (the departure 

timee of the nth customer). Finally let A = (A\..A2,...) and B — {BX,B2 ) Even 

thoughh the arrival and service times are stochastic, between two consecutive special 

epochss the queueing process is deterministic, conditional on the information at the 

firstfirst of the two special epochs. 

Nextt we give a second, more basic characterisation of the service discipline. First 
wee define the following type of functions. 

Definitio nn 10.5 A function ƒ : [O.cc) —> [0, oo) is called a life scenario if /(0) = 0, 

ƒƒ is non-decreasing and ƒ satisfies the Lipschitz condition \f(y) — f(x)\ < \y — x\. 

Lett n e N and Q C {1, 2 , . . ., n). Set Qc = {1, 2 n} \ Q. Define 

j ££ = {(Sl,...,sn;dk,ke Qc)\0 <sx <  <sk,Sj <dj,je Qc} C Rn x RQ\ 

Wee shall denote by LQ the set of all functions ƒ : [0, oo) —> [0, oo)e for which each 

componentt fl: i € Q, is a life scenario, and also ^2ieQfi- An element ƒ € LQ is 

work-conservingwork-conserving if Yli^o f*(t) — t on [0-(X')-

Definitio nn 10.6 A service discipline <fi  is a collection of life scenarios 

<f><f> nn,Q,Q : J® — LQ, n = l , 2 , . . ., Q c { l , . . . , n } . 
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TheThe service discipline is called work-conserving if <f> n,QÜ) is work-conserving for 

allall  n = 1,2,..., all non-empty sets Q C { l , . . . , n }  and every information vector 

Att each special epoch the service discipline provides a new life scenario that describes 

thee evolution of the ages of the customers up to next special epoch. The following 

lemmaa describes the first departure time in a queue with no arrivals, i.e. there is 

onlyy one life scenario. We shall say that a sequence X = {XUX2-,...) of random 

variabless Xn has a density if the vector (Xi,...,Xn) has a density with respect to 

thee Lebesgue measure on Rd for each n. 

Lemmaa 10.7 Let (Bi,...,Bn) have a density g on (0,oc)n. Let ƒ e L O . - . " } , 

SupposeSuppose J27=i M00) = °°' Set D*  = i n f { *  : ƒ*(*) = Bi} <ao fori = l,...,n and 

DD = Di A D2 A  A Dn. Then D has a density. 

Prooff  Assume fi{oo) = oo for some i E {1, 2 , . .. ,n } . This implies D{ < oo a.s. and 

DD < oo a.s. We may assume fi(oo) > 0 for each i, and also P(Bi < fi(oo)) > 0 

forr each i, since else Di = oo a.s. and the index i may be omitted. So condition on 

BiBi < fi{oo) for all i. Then 

P{DP{Dll <t1,...,Dn<tn) = P(B1 < A(*i) , - . ., Bn < fn(tn)) 

rh(ti)rh(ti)  rfn(tn) 
==  I g(xi,...,xn)dxi---dxn-

JoJo Jo 

Wee claim that D\,..., Dn has density 

h{sh{sUU.. . . , « „ ) = ( / ( r ^ l ) , -  , fnHsnMM  f'n(Sn), 

wheree / _ 1 is understood as the inverse of ƒ. Indeed, set xt = fi(si) and pi = fi{U). 

Then n 

 / i ( s i , . . . , 5n ) ^ s i - - - c / sn = / a{x\,---,xn)- -^-dsi...dsn 

r-j r-j 
JoJo  Jo 

g(x\,...g(x\,... ,xn)dx\ .. .dxn. 

Iff  (D\,..., Dn) has a density, then so does D = Dx A  A Dn. D 

Definee T = (7\,T2,...) to be the vector of ordered departure times. That is, 

TiTi = min{Dfc,fc e N} , T% is the second smallest departure time, and so on. We 

applyy Lemma 10.7 to the queue with arrivals, and show that the ordered departure 

timess have a density. 
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Theoremm 10.8 Consider a queue with service times B1.B2,..., deterministic ar-

rivalrival  times and a work-conserving discipline. If (i?i, £?2, , Bn) has a density for 

everyevery n eN, then so have the ordered departure times (Xi, X 2, . .. ,Xn). 

Prooff  Let S1.S2.  be the deterministic arrival times. We proceed by induction. 

Lett n e N and assume that (Xi , . . . ,Xn) has a density. We show that ( 7 \ , . . ., Xn+i ) 

hass a density. Condition on {X i = *i, . . ., Xn = tn} and let k = k{tn) be such that 

$k$k < tn < Sk+i- At time tn there are k - n customers in the queue. Rename these 

customerss 1,2,..., n — k and their service times Bi,..., Bn. Conditional on the 

agess of the customers at time tn being l\,..., /&_„ , the remaining service time B* 

off  customer i is B* = [B{  — U\Bi> U]. 

Firstt suppose there are no further arrivals after time tn. Since (B\,..., Bk-n) 

hass a density, so does (B*...., JB£_n). Applying Lemma 10.7 to the queue at time 

ttnn,, in which n — k customers, with service times B*, i = 1 , . . ., n — k, are present, 

yieldss that the first departure after time tn has a density. Call this departure time 

X n + i .. Now let Sfc+i be the first arrival time after tk- Then the departure time Tn+\ 

hass a (conditional) density on (£n,Sjt+i). Conditioning on {X n+i > Sfc+i}, we find 

byy induction that X n +1 has a density on (tn,si) for every / > k. Since the service 

disciplinee is work-conserving, Xn+i is a.s. finite. It follows that Xn+i has a density 

onn (tn, oc). Un-conditioning yields that (Xi , . . ., X n + i) has a density. The induction 

basiss follows from a similar argument. D 

Iff  the interarrival times Ai, A2,.. - are stochastic, then the following corollary follows 

fromm Theorem 10.8 by conditioning. 

Corollar yy 10.9 Assume that conditional on {Ai = ai,A2 = a2 , . . . } , the service 

timestimes (£?i, . . .. Bn) a.s. have a density for all n. If the discipline is work-conserving, 

thenthen the ordered departure times (T\,..., Xn) have a.s. a density for all n. 

10.33 The deterministic queue, a game 

Inn this section we compare the evolution of two deterministic queues with the same 

arrivall  and service times, but with different (work-conserving) service disciplines. 

Onee might wonder whether for any two work-conserving service disciplines (fi\ and 

02,, there exist sequences of interarrival and service times such that the queue length 

underr discipline 0i is never larger than the queue length under 02, and at a certain 

momentt even strictly smaller. Intuitively one would guess that the answer is yes, 
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sincee it appears that service times might be constructed that fit better to discipline 

0ii  than to <p2- However, it seems hard to formalise this idea. 

InIn this section we show that if the service disciplines have rates that are piecewise 

constant,, then sequences as described above exist. In the deterministic queue no 

(probabilistic)) information is available for the server. This implies that in case 

off  piecewise constant service rates, if one uses the queue length as a performance 

measure,, it is impossible to call one service discipline better than another discipline. 

Notee that well-known disciplines like FIFO, LIFO, PS and FB have piecewise constant 

rates. . 

Ourr results and arguments in this section are formulated in the form of a game. 

Thee section may be read without any knowledge of queueing theory. 

Considerr the following game. Two players, Green and Red, each have m pawns, 

indexedd 1,2...., ra, coloured green and red, moving along the half-line [0, oo). 

Thee position of the green pawns and red pawns at time t is given by the vectors 

g(t)g(t) = {g\{t) 9m{t)) and r(t) = (rj(f ) rrn{t)). During the game Red and 

Greenn may perform the following actions. 

Th ee rules At time 0 Red chooses for both colours time slots (trk, t
r
k+1) and (tgk, tgk+i), 

kk — 0 , 1 , . . ., such that tQ = Q~t9) and irkA
g
k — oo as k —> oo. Then Red chooses 

thee speeds at which the pawns will move. Per interval, the speed g  ̂ of pawn k is 

constantt for each k. non-negative, and satisfies ^2kgk{t) = X^fc^'(^) = 1 as l°ng as 

theree are pawns left. Furthermore, there must be an epoch t and an index k such 

thatt gk{t)  ̂ fk(t). 

Oncee Red has announced the intervals and the speeds, the pawns start moving. 

Greenn has now two options. Either he is passive, or he intervenes, at time r say, by 

removingg a number of pawns from the playing field at time r, under the following 

conditions: : 

 the removed pawns were moving, and 

 the removed pawns were ahead of the other pawn with the same index; in case 

theirr positions are equal, they are both removed 

Whenn Green removes a pawn with index k at time r, the lifetime b  ̂ of both 

pawnss with index k is set to the position where the pawn is removed, i.e. b  ̂= 

max{^(r ),, 7>(r)} . If the other pawn with index k reaches the position 6 ,̂ then it 

iss automatically removed. 

Thee moment r a pawn is removed, Red chooses new intervals and new speeds 

forr the pawns of the same colour  as the ones that were removed at time r from 
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thee epoch r onwards. It is essential that Red is only allowed to change the speeds 

off  these pawns. 

T h ee w inner  Let Q{t) denote the indices of the green pawns still on the board 

att t ime t and define Tl(t) likewise. Let G(t) = \Q(t)\ and R(t) = \K(t)\. Red w ins. 

andd the game stops as soon as G(f) > R(t). Green w in s if there are epochs TQ and 

T\T\ such that G(TQ) < R(TQ) and G[T\ ) = 0 = R(TI). Since in this case Red does not 

win.. implicitl y G(t) < R(t) for all / > 0. In the remainder of this section we prove 

thee following theorem. 

T h e o r emm 10.10 Consider the game described above. If at the start of the game 

g(Q)g(Q) = r (0). then there is a winning strategy for Green. 

T h ee idea behind the proof, i.e. the winning strategy for Green, is the following. 

Everyy t ime a green pawn moves ahead of a red pawn (of the same index). Green 

removess the green pawrn (or a number of green pawns simultaneously). In this way 

theree are always more red than green pawns on the field and Green wins, unless from 

aa certain t ime onwards Red does not let the remaining green pawns move ahead of 

aa red pawn. In that case Green has to remove a red pawn that is ahead. If Green 

choosess this red pawn in a suitable way. described in Lemma 10.12. then the green 

pawnn with the same index is removed before the last 'single' red pawn is removed. 

Usingg this strategy Green wins the game. 

Too prove Theorem 10.10. we distinguish the following two states of the game (at 

t imee t). 

 EQUAL(n) : g(t) = r{t)  and G{t) = n. 

 ADV(n) : gk{t) < rk(t) for all Jt G G{t), Q{t) C K{t) and G{t) = n. 

Iff  the game is in s ta te EQUAL(r? ) or ADV(n) , then implicitl y G{s) < R(s) for all 

00 < A' < t. since the game is not finished and Red has not won yet. Note that if the 

gamee is in position EQUAL(n) . it is automatically in position ADV(n). The proof of 

Theoremm 10.10 has the following structure. We first show that Green is able move 

fromm state EQUAL(n ) to EQUAL(n' ) or ADV(».') , for some n' < n. and from state 

ADV(n )) to EQUAL(n' ) or ADV(n') . To prove Theorem 10.10 it then suffices to show 

thatt Green may take an initial advantage, i.e. G(TQ) < R(TO) for some To-

L e m m aa 10.11 Let n € N. Then Green is able to reach EQUAL (n') or bD\J(n') 

fromfrom state EQUAL  (n) for some n' < n. 
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Prooff  Assume that at time 0 the game is in position EQUAL(n). If Red has sched-

uledd so that g(t) = r(t) for all t > 0. then Green may intervene at any epoch r > 0 

andd remove two moving pawns with the same index, and the game will be in position 

EQUAL(n- l ) . . 

Supposee there is a (smallest) time-slot endpoint r > 0 such that g[r) ^ r(r). 

Thenn there is a non-empty set of indices V, such that gk{r) > n-(r) if and only if 

itt e V. and gk(r) > 0 for all k E V. Green intervenes at time r and removes the 

greenn pawns with index in V7 so that G(T) = G(Q) - |V| < n. Hence the system is 

inn state ADV(n') at time r for some n' < n.

Lemmaa 10.12 For any n e N, Green is able to reach EQUAL(n) or ADVfn - 1) 

fromfrom state ADVfn). 

Prooff  Assume that at time r the game is in position ADV(n). First suppose that 

Redd has scheduled in such a way that G(t) — R(t) for some (minimal) t > r. Since 

noo pawns from Q(t) are removed before r, we have Q(t) = 7Z(t). Then the game 

iss either in position EQUAL(n), or there is a A; and a minimal time-slot endpoint r 

suchh that (?fc(r) > Tfc(r). In the latter case there is a non-empty set of indices V 

suchh that <7fc(r) > r^r) if and only if k E V and gk(r) > 0 for all k E V. If Green 

interveness at time r and removes all pawns with index in V, then the game is in 

positionn ADV(n — |V|) at time r and we are finished. In case G(t)  ̂ R(t) for all t 

andd gk{t) > fk(t) for some index k and time t, Green may do the same. 

Hencee in the remainder we may assume that Red has scheduled in such a way 

thatt gk{t) < rk{t) for all k E Q{T) and alH > r and for one index the inequality is a 

strictt one. Since Green cannot win in this way, he intervenes by removing a suitably 

chosenn red pawn. By Lemma 10.13 below there is an epoch T and an index K E Q(T) 

suchh that rK(r) > 0, rK(r) > gk{r) and gk{r*) < rk(T*) for all k E G{T), where 

T*T* = ïnf{t>T:gK(t)=r K(T)}<T+  £ (bk - rk(r)). (10.2) 
ken(t)\g{t) ken(t)\g{t) 

Iff  Green intervenes at time r and removes the red pawn k, then at time r*  the green 

pawnn A; is removed. By (10.2). the last single red pawn leaves not before time r* . 

Hencee at time r*  the game is in position ADV(n — 1). D 

Lemmaa 10.13 If gk{t) < r~k{t) for all t and all k E Q{0), then there are K E OIO), 

TT and T*, such that rK(r) > 0, gj{r*)  < r3{r*)  for all j E Q{0), and 

T*=M{t>T:gT*=M{t>T:g KK(t)(t) = rK(T)}<T+  Yl (h-rk(r)). (10.3) 
keK{t)\g(t) keK{t)\g(t) 
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P r o off  We start the proof with some definitions. Let M denote the set of red pawns 

thatt eventually move after t ime 0. let M + (t) be the subset of pawns that are moving 

att t ime t. and define M°(t) — M -M + {t). Let r - 1 denote the epoch that the last 

pawnn from M s tar ts moving and define ?](k. s) = inf{ 7 > .s : gk{t) = rk(s)}. Hence 

7](k.7](k. s) is the epoch that the green pawrn k reaches the position of the red pawn Â  

att t ime s. Define r*  = minfc{r/(A'. r - 1)}  and let K e {argminA ,eM{i)(k . r ) } } . If 

rrKK(r)(r)  > 0. then r and r*  are the epochs in the statement of the lemma. Indeed, 

sincee gk{r*) < rk(T*) for all k. (10.3) holds and we are finished. 

Assumee in the remainder that ó,-(r) = 0 for all k e {argni in^^{ / / ( / , - . r ) } } . so 

thatt Green cannot remove a pawn k at t ime r. Let. 0 — \nm{i){k. r) : k E M+(T)}. 

Iff  gk(0) < TA.(T) for all k E M°(r). then at t ime r Green removes (one of) the red 

pawn(s)) with index k e M + {r)  for which //(A'.r) = 0, and we are finished. 

Finallyy suppose that there is a k G Mi}{r)  with gk{0) > TA-(T). Let K be (one 

of)) the value(s) of k for which inf{ / > r : #A-(0 > 0 , ( r )}  is minimal. By the as-

sumpt ionn of the lemma. gk(t) < rk(t) for all t and k e G{0). Hence there must 

bee a T < T\ < 0 such that rK ( r i ) > 0. The construction of H implies that for 

r**  = inf{ f > T : gK{t) = rK(n)} we have gj(r*)  < r j ( r* ) for all j e $(()). This 

impliess (10.3). D 

P r o off  of T h e o r em 10.10 The rules of the game state that there exist a k and 

aa t such that gk{t) > fk{t)- Hence there is an smallest time-slot endpoint r and 

aa non-empty set of indices V. such that </A(T) > rk(r) if and only if k e V. and 

ggkk:{T):{T)  > 0 for all k £ V. Removing all pawns with index in V at t ime r then results 

inn G(T) < R(T). At t ime r the game is in position ADV( m — |V|). By applying 

Lemmass 10.11 and 10.12 at most 2(m - |V|) t imes. Green is able to reach EQUAL(O) 

andd win.

Usingg Theorem 10.10 we now prove Theorem 10.1. 

P r o off  of T h e o r em 10.1 If the service disciplines Oi and Ö2 are not the same, 

thenn there exist an interarrival-t ime sequence a. a service-time sequence b. an epoch 

TT and indices k and n such that / [ ( r ) > 11(T). ST< < r < sn + i. and the evolution 

off  bo th queues is the same up to sn. Here Vk denotes the age of customer k in the 

queuee with discipline 4>i and interarrival and service-time vectors a and b. 

NOWTT play the game described in this subsection with the customers present at t ime 

r .. Let their position at the start of the game be their age in the queue at the last 

speciall  epoch before t ime r and let the first rates that Red chooses be the same 

ass the service rates in the queue at t ime r. By Theorem 10.10, player Green can 
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winn the game. In the queueing context this means that there are service times 

b[,...,b[,..., b'n such that the queue lengths in the queue with only n customers, in-

terarrivall  times a\ an and service times b\. b'n, satisfy (10.1). and the in-

equalityy is not an equality. From this finite system we construct an interarrival-

timee sequence a' = (au ..., an, £ " = i  ̂ + 2- 2- 2 ) a nd a service-time sequence 

b'b' = (b[ b'n. 1.1,...) for which the statement of the theorem holds. G 

Wee conjecture that the theorem holds as well if no conditions are imposed upon 

thee service disciplines. Considering those service disciplines in the proof of Theo-

remm 10.1 made the proof too complicated. 

10.44 The limitin g argument 

Inn control theory some continuous-time results are often proved in discrete time. The 

continuous-timee case is then said to follow from a limiting argument. In this section 

wee construct this limiting argument for a single server queueing system. This limiting 

argumentt extends the results of Theorems 2.8 and 2.11 to hold for the continuous-

timee case. For proving the limiting argument we need two convergence results. First, 

forr every continuous-time queue with discipline IT we construct discrete-time queues 

indexedd by n, and operating under discipline nn. such that for almost all i > 0 the 

queuee length in the discrete-time queues at time t converge to the queue length in 

thee continuous-time queue, as n —> oc. Secondly, we show that the queue length in 

thee discrete-time FB queue converges to the queue length in the continuous-time FB 

queue. . 

AA  discrete-time queue is understood as follows. In discrete-time the time axis 

iss divided into time slots [tk-tk+i), k = 1,2,..., such that 0 = tQ < t\ < ... and 

limfc->occ tk = oc. During each time slot [tk,tk+i) the server serves (at most) one 

customer.. This customer has to be present in the queue at time tk. 

Thee section is organised as follows. In Subsection 10.4.1 we describe the problem 

off  finding disciplines 7rn such that the convergence described above holds. A method 

too solve this problem is then developed. In Subsection 10.4.2 we show that using 

thiss method every continuous-time queue can be approximated arbitrary well by 

discrete-timee queues. In Subsection 10.4.3 we prove the convergence of the queue 

lengthh in the discrete-time FB queue to that in the continuous-time FB queue. The 

sectionn is concluded by a proof of the limiting argument. 
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10.4.11 Approximating age functions 

Inn this subsection we describe the problem of finding discrete-time disciplines 7r„ 

thatt approximate a continuous-time discipline 7r in the sense that the queue length 

att t ime t in the discrete-time queue operating under nn converges to the continuous-

t imee queue length for almost all f. as n —* DC. 

Thee discrete-time queues are labelled by n. In each discrete-time queue t ime 

iss slotted. The t ime slots of the nth discrete-time queue are ([^.t j ! +1))fc. where 

00 — VQ < t" < . .. and h i n d oe t% = oc. Let Sn = supf r{fj! +1 - tk} be the mesh of 

thee part i t ion. We assume that <5r, — 0 for n - > x . The distinction between discrete 

andd continuous-time is that in the discrete-time queue the server is allowed to serve 

att  m o st one customer per t ime slot. The discrete-time queue may be also be seen 

ass a continuous-time queue in which the server is not free: he is allowed to serve 

onlyy one customer at a t ime, and is only allowed to change service only at fixed 

t imee points. In the next subsection we show that the queue lengths converge if the 

discrete-t imee age functions converge to the continuous-time age functions in a sense 

specifiedd below. We now formulate the problem in terms of the age functions. 

Wee consider first a determinist ic queue with a finite number (r) of arrivals. Later 

onn the results are extended to the stochastic case with countably many arrivals. Let 

00 = .s'i < s2 <  - < sr be the arrival t imes, and let ƒ*. be the age function of cus-

tomerr k. k = 1 . . . .. r. The functions ft are lif e scenarios, see Definition 10.5. Every 

functionn fk is constant from the moment it reaches a certain level bk onwards. Call 

thiss moment d^. 

Thee task is to find discrete-time age functions f£.k — l . . . . . r. that converge to 

ffkk for n —> oc. In every t ime slot at most one of the functions ƒ f ƒ" has slope 

1.. The other functions are constant. In the discrete-time queue the customers arrive 

att the same arrival t imes S j . , s2 . . .. as in the continuous-time queue. We assume 

thatt the discrete-time server may serve an arriving customer from the next t ime slot 

onwards. . 

Thee difficult y in finding the approximating age functions f J! is that the discrete-

t imee server's knowledge of the functions / i fr is incomplete in the following 

sense.. The evolution of the functions f \ , . . . , fr and the values of the bk are un-

known.. The value bk is revealed to the server in the n th discrete-time queue the 

momentt the age function f J? reaches the level bk- The function f£ is constant from 

thatt moment on, and the remaining part of the time slot the server is idle. If he 

knowss all the special epochs before time t in the continuous-time queue, he knows the 

evolut ionn of the functions / i , . . . , fr up to the next special epoch after t ime t, since 
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thee service discipline is deterministic between two special epochs, see Section 10.2. 

Inn the next subsection we show that for the discrete-time queue lengths converge 

too the continuous-time queue length if the approximating age functions converge to 

thee continuous-time functions in the following sense. 

Definitio nn 10.14 (Tim e lag) Let f and g be increasing functions on [0, oc) which 

vanishvanish in 0. The time lag of the function g w.r.t. the function ƒ at time t is 

AAff,,gg(t)(t) = sup{t - s : ƒ(s) > g(t), 0 < s < t}. (10.4) 

IfIf  f(t) < g(t), then by convention A/ i5(£) = sup0 = —oo. 

Forr notational purposes we write A" = A/^/r1. Our goal in this section is to con-

structt functions f J} under the conditions above such that for alH > 0 and each k 

thee time lags A£(£) converge to 0. We now describe a construction of the functions 

ƒ[*,. . . ,, ƒ" that achieves the goal. 

Thee functions ƒ " , . . ., f™ are determined by choosing for each time interval 

[*fc'*fc+i )) a n mdex i(k,n) E { l , . . . , r } , or no index at all. The function flk then 

hass slope 1 on the interval and the other functions are constant. The index if. is 

chosenn according to the following rule: at each time £jj the function f™ with the 

largestt  (positive) t im e lag with its target function fi is selected. 

Hencee an index may only be selected at time t if ƒ"(£) < fi(t). Since the time 

slotss are shorter than the partition mesh d~n, we have 

f?{t)<fj(t)+8n,f?{t)<fj(t)+8n,  *>0, j = l,...,r. (10.5) 

Furthermore,, every arrival and departure in the discrete-time queue cause at most 

SSnn idle time. Hence 

£ # ( * ) > £ * ( * ) - 2 r < 5 „ ,, * > 0 . (10.6) 
ii  i 

10.4.22 Convergence of the t ime lags 

Inn this subsection we prove that the queue lengths in the discrete-time queues con-

structionn above converge to the continuous-time queue length. The following lemma 

statess that the time legs are eventually smaller than every positive number. 

Lemmaa 10.15 For every e > 0 and t > 0 there exists an n(e,t) such that for all 

nn > n(e,t) 

f?{tf?{t + e)>fj{t), j = l , . . . , r. (10.7) 
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Prooff  Let e > 0 and t > 0. First suppose that /,™{s) > fi(t) + 6n for some 

ii  € {1 r}  and s E [t,t + e). Then there exists a u 6 [t.t + s) such that ƒ" was 

selectedd at time u. and ƒ"(«) > ƒ,(£)  Indeed, if the latest selection of f J1 before 

timee t + £ was before time £. then (10.5) and the fact that the slot sizes are smaller 

thann 6n yield a contradiction. Hence A™(u) < u - t. By the construction of the 

ƒ",, it follows that fjl{u) > f3(t) for all j . Since ƒ" is increasing, this yields the 

statementt of the lemma. 

Hencee assume for the remaining part of the proof that for all s G [t.t + E]. 

f?(s)<fi{t)f?(s)<fi{t)  + 6n. i = l , . . .; r . (10.8) 

Sett 0 = £ {  fi(t + £)- fi(t) > 0 and let n{e, t) be such that 

gl { g=0}}  +6l{9=0} 
oonn < ——-, n > n(e,t). 

Assumee n > n{e,t). First suppose that 0 = 0, and that there is a j such that 

(10.7)) does not hold. We shall derive a contradiction. Since ƒ"(£ + c) < /?-(t), for 

everyy time slot a function f J} is selected. Since there is at most 2rSn idle time, the 

inequalityy £ \ ^{t + e) > £ z / " W + £ - 2r<Sn holds. Combining this with (10.8) 

andd (10.6), respectively for the first and second inequality below, yields 

ƒ"(**  + £) = £ƒ?(*  + *)-£ƒ/*( *  + £) 

>> E J?W + (e " r5n) - £(ƒ,-(*) + <$„) 

>> E ƒ*(*) + £ ~ 3rS» 5Z(/*(*) + <*«) = ) + ^ - 4r<5„  > /.(0-

whichh is the desired contraction. 

Finallyy assume 9 > 0. By (10.6), and the definition of 6, 

EE ft $ + £) ^ E /*(*  + £) "  2r<y« = E /*(* ) + ° ~ 2rSn- (10-9) 
ii  i i 

Thenn by (10.9) and (10.8). 

>> E /*(*)+ * -2rö- - E ^ w + ^ 
== ƒ,(*)+ 0-3rcJn >ƒ,(*), j = l , . . . , r. 

Thiss finishes the proof. D D 
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Corollar yy 10.16 For every s > 0 and t > 0 there exists an n{c, t) such that for all 

nn > n(er.t) 

f?(sf?(s + £)> fj(-s). 0<s<t. j = l r. (10.10) 

Prooff  Fix an £ > 0. By Lemma 10.15, for each k e N there exists an n(e/2,ke/2) 

suchh that for n > n(e/2, k£J2) 

ƒ?((**  + 1)6/2) >fj(£/2). 

Sincee / n is non-decreasing in n, we have for n > max{n(e/2, ks/2) : 0 < k < 2t/t + l} 

thatt f?(ke/2 + E) > f3{k£/2) for each j and each A; < 2t/e + 1. This finishes the 

proof.. G 

Lemmaa 10.17 Let dk and dr£. be the departure times of the kth customer in the 

continuous-timecontinuous-time and the discrete-time queue. Then dT£ —» d  ̂ for n —» oc. 

Prooff  Let e > 0. By Corollary 10.16. d7  ̂ < dk + £ for n large enough. By definition 

off  dk: h{dk — E) < bk- From (10.5) it then follows than Uk
l(dk — E) < bk for n large 

enough.. Hence djj > dk —  which completes the proof. D 

Usingg the technical lemmas above we can prove the theorem. 

Theoremm 10.18 Let Q(t) be the queue length process in a G/G/l queue Q. Then 

therethere is a sequence of discrete-time queues indexed by n, with the same arrival and 

serviceservice times as Q, whose queue lengths Qn(t) satisfy a.s. for almost all t, 

QQnn{t)^Q{t),{t)^Q{t), n^oc. (10.11) 

Prooff  Fix a t > 0. There are only finitely many arrivals in the interval [0,t]. 

Wee prove that (10.11) holds u;-wise. Let fk be the age function of customer A: for 

kk = l , . . . , r, where r is the number of arrivals. Construct the functions (ƒ£) as 

inn Subsection 10.4.1. By Lemma 10.17 the departure times before time t in Qn 

convergee to the departure times in Q, as n —> oo. Since the arrival times are the 

same.. Qn(t) —  Q(t). if t is not a departure epoch in Q. But there are at most r 

departuress up to time t and hence (10.11) holds for almost all s < t. Since f > 0 

wass arbitrary, the result follows. D 

10.4.33 Proof of the limiting argument 

Inn this subsection we show that the queue length at time t in the discrete-time FB 

queuee converges to that in the continuous-time FB queue for almost all t. We then 

combinee this result with Theorem 10.18 to prove the limiting argument. 
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Inn discrete-time queues during any time slot only one customer is served. The 

discrete-t imee FB discipline serves the youngest customer that is present at the begin-

ningg of the t ime slot. The discrete-time FB discipline is not the same as the discipline 

thatt was constructed in the previous subsection to approximate the continuous-time 

FBB queue. This may be seen as follows. When a customer arrives, his age function 

inn the discrete-time queue might not have the largest t ime lag with his age function 

inn the continuous-time queue. Hence under the 'approximating' service discipline he 

iss not served, whereas in the discrete-time FB queue he is. 

Thee result of the following lemma is analogous to (10.5). 

L e m maa 10 .19 Let Lk(t) and Ll{t)  denote the age of customer k at time t in a 

continuouscontinuous and a discrete-time FB queue with the same arrival and service times. 

Then Then 

L*L* kk{t)<L{t)<L kk{t)+ó{t)+ó nn.. f > 0. fe = 1.2 (10.12) 

P r o off  The key observation is the following. Since the t ime slots are discrete, the 

discrete-t imee server cannot react immediately to the arrival of a new customer. As a 

consequence,, he is always behind in serving (one of) the youngest customer(s). We 

proceedd by induction. Suppose (10.12) holds up to the endpoint tm of the mth t ime 

slot.. If L*k{tm) < Lk{tm), then (10.12) holds up to t m + 1. If Lk{tm) < L*k{tm) < 

Lk{Un)Lk{Un) + ^n- then by the observation above. A' is not (exclusively) the youngest 

customerr in the discrete-time queue. By the FB priority rule, the discrete-time 

serverr then gives priority to another customer in the t ime slot [tn,..t?t)+\). Hence 

(10.12)) holds up to t ime tm+\ and the induction is completed. D 

T h e o r emm 10 .20 Let Lk and L*k denote the ages of customer k in the contmuous-

timetime queue, and in the nth discrete-time queue. Then a.s. for all t > 0, as n —> oc, 

L*L* kk(t)->(t)->  Lk(t). freN. (10.13) 

P r o off  Fix a t > 0. Let A(t) and D(t) denote the number of arrivals and departures 

inn the discrete-time queue up to time t. When a customer departs, the server is free 

dur ingg the remaining part of the time slot. Hence every departure in the discrete-

t imee queue causes at most <57i idle time. The first arrival in the busy period may 

causee (at most) 5n idle time, compared to the continuous-time system, as well. Apart 

fromm this the discrete-time FB queue is work-conserving. Hence 

.4(00 .4(0 
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Byy Lemma 10.19 we have L*k(t) < Lk(t) + 6n for every k. Hence 

-4(00 -4(0 

A(t)A(t) A(t) 

>^2Li(t)-6>^2Li(t)-6 nnD(t)-6D(t)-6nn-- Y, (L^) + Sn) 

== Lk(t) - Sn(D(t) + A(t)) > Lk(t) - 2önA(t). (10.15) 

Combiningg (10.15) with Lemma 10.19 yields L*k(t) - Lk(t) < 25nA{t). The result 

followss from noting that P(A(t) < oc) = 1 for all t, and 6n —• 0 as n —* oc. D 

Theoremm 10.21 Let QFB and QFB denote the queue lengths in the continuous-time 

queuequeue and the nth discrete-time queue. If the interarrival times or the service times 

havehave a density, then Q B̂(t) —> Q F B ( 0
 a-s- for almost all t, as n —> oo. 

Prooff  Fix afcGN such that Dk < oo a.s. We show that Dk —• Dk a.s. for n —> oc. 

Thee theorem then follows from the fact that the arrival times are the same in both 

queues.. Let e > 0. By Theorem 10.20, L^(t) —> Lfc(£) a.s. for all i a s n ^ oo. By 

definitionn of Dk, 

LLnn
kk{D{D kk-e)^L-e)^Lkk{D{D kk-s)<B-s)<Bkk. . 

Hencee limn_00 D£ > Dk — e a.s. 

Too prove the reversed inequality, let Dk + A be the first arrival in [Dk. oo). If 

thee service times have a density, then by Theorem 10.8 the departure times have a 

density.. From the assumption of the theorem it follows that either A or Dk has a 

density,, hence A > 0 a.s. Let Q = Q(Dk) denote the queue length at time Dk in 

thee discrete-time queue. If Q — 0, then Dk < Dk and we are finished. So assume 

QQ > 1, let 0 < e' < 1 and set ö = s'A/Q. From Theorem 10.20 it follows that there 

iss a random variable n(5) such that for all n > n(S) both 

Li(DLi(D kk)) -6< L?{Dk) < Li(Dk) + 6 (10.16) 

forr all i, and Sn < Ö. Since customer k departs at time Dk, the FB priority rule 

impliess that Lk(Dk) < mïi k̂{Li(D k)}. Since L7
k(t) < Lk(t) + 5n for all k and t. and 

noo arrivals occur in [Dk,Dk + 2QÖ), it takes at most 2QSn to make all customers 

inn the discrete-time queue older than Lk(Dk). By combining this with (10.16), we 

findd that L7l(Dk + 2Q5) > Lk(Dk) — Bk for all customers i that are present in the 

queue.. Hence Dk < Dk + 2QÓ — Dk + 2s''A for n large enough. Since s and s' were 
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arbitrary,, we have D% —> D  ̂ a.s. D 

Usingg Theorems 10.18 and 10.20. we now prove the limiting argument. 

T h e o r e mm 10 .22 ( T h e l i m i t i n g a r g u m e n t ) Let Q F B ( 0 - C M 0 and QFIFOU) be 

thethe queue lengths in three queues with the same arrival and service times, oper-

atingating under the FB discipline, a discipline ix E T). and FIFO. If the service-time 

distributiondistribution has a density and belongs to the class DLR. then 

{QFB(t).t>i)}{QFB(t).t>i)}  <st {QAt}.t>0} < „ { Q F I F O U M > 0}. (10.17) 

ForFor ILK service tunes (10.17) holds with the inequalities reversed. 

P r o o ff By Theorem 10.18 there exists a sequence of discrete-time queues indexed 

byy n. and with service disciplines it(n). such that QT^in){t)  —*• Qn{t) a.s. for almost 

alll t. The discrete-time version of Theorem 2.11 states that for every n there exist 

{Qh(*)-t{Qh(*)-t  > 0} = { Q F B ( 0 ^ > 0} and {Qliu)(t).t >_<)} = {Qn„ (n)(t).t > 0}- defined 

onn the same probability space, such tha t Qp B (0 < 0w„)(^) a- s- f° r aU f > 0. Since 

thee disciplines n and 7r(n) do not depend on the chosen probability space, and by 

constructionn of 7v(n). also on this new probability space Q " / u ) ( 0 —• C?7r(„)(0 a -s . for 

almostt all t. By Theorem 10.21. QfB(t) converges a.s. to Q F B ( 0 for almost all t. 

Hencee a.s. for almost all t. 

QFB(*)) = lim QÏB(t)<  Hm Q'l(n)(t) = QAt). 

Sincee C?FB(0 and Qir(t) are right continuous, Q F B ( 0 < QTT(0 must hold a.s. for all 

tt > 0. Since { Q F B ( 0 - ' > 0} = { Q F B ( 0 - ' > 0}. the stochastic inequality (10.17) 

followss from Definition 2.10. Finally, the statement for ILR service times follows 

fromm reversing all inequalities. D 
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A.ll The queue length in unstable queues 

Inn this section we discuss the asymptotic queue length in unstable systems for sev

erall service disciplines. Assume p > 1. For the M/G/ l FB queue Balkema and 

Verr wij meren [6] showed that 

^ ^ A ( 1 - F ( C * ) ) = : 7 F BB a.8., 

wheree the critical service time c* is the unique solution of 

AA [  {1-F{x))dx = l. (A.l) 

Thiss solution exists since XE{B Ac) is continuous in c and increases from 0 to p > 1. 

Inn the PS queue the server capacity allotted to a single customer converges to zero 

sincee asymptotically the number of customers in the queue grows linearly. However, 

thiss does not imply that the fraction of the customers that leave the queue is negligi

blee for t —> co. By a nice argument Jean-Marie and Robert [28] showed that Q(t)/t 

convergess a.s. to 7PS, the unique (strictly) positive solution of 6 = A(l — E~eB). 

Fromm this we find by partial integration that the asymptotic growth rate 7PS is 

alsoo the unique solution of the equation 

/•OC C 

AA / e-Qx{l-F{x))dx=  L (A.2) 

Itt would be interesting to find conditions on the service-time distribution F under 

whichh the growth rates for FB and PS can be ordered. Perhaps this can be done by 

combiningg (A.l) and (A.2). It would be interesting as well to compare 7FB and 7PS 

withh 7FIFO given below. For some service-time distributions we have the following 

numericall results. 
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Supposee the service times have a Pareto distribution, i.e. the tail of F is given 

byy 1 — F(x) — (ex + l)~a. x > 0. a > 1. c > 0. Numerical calculations show that for 

thesee service times -)FB ~ A(l — F(c*)) < 7ps, and hence FB has a smaller asymptotic 

growthh rate than PS. This shows again that the FB discipline is very efficient for 

heavy-tailedd distributions. For exponential distributions the queue lengths under FB 

andd PS are equal. For uniformly distributed service times, numerical calculations 

showedd that 7FB > OFIFO-

Finally,, we describe the growth rate of the queue length under the FIFO discipline. 

Forr every discipline the asymptotic rate is given by \imt^^(A(t) — D(t))/t. where 

A(t)A(t) and D(t) denote the number of arrivals and departures up to time t. Define 

N(t)N(t) = Hup{n : Bi H + Bu < t}. By the renewal theorem N(t)/t - • 1/{EB) 

a.s.. as / —> oc. In the unstable queue with probability one after a finite time a busy 

periodd starts that will never end. Hence for the FIFO discipline. 

mm ^ j_ 
tt ~  ̂ EB a'S' 

Sincee A(t)/t —> A a.s.. we conclude that the queue length Q(t) grows asymptotically 

linearlyy with rate 

,.. m ~ p(t) i 
->FIFo:= i nii  1 =X~ËB-

Notee that A - 1/EB > 0 if and only if p = XEB > 1. 

Iff EB = oc, then Q(t)/t —»• A a.s. and the number of customers that manage to 

leavee the queue is negligible. In the extreme case that P(B = oc) > 0. a.s. only 

aa finite number of customers ever leaves the system. The remaining customers are 

jammedd behind a customer with an infinite service time. The other disciplines 

describedd in this section do not suffer noticeably from the presence of customers 

withh an infinite service demand. 
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Notation n 

AAnn the nth interarrival time 

BBnn the service time of the nth customer to enter the queue, or busy period 

BB the generic service time. 

FF the distribution function of B 

LL the length of a busy period 

L(x)L(x) the length of a busy period in the x-queue 

MM the maximum queue length in a busy period 

M(t)M(t) the maximum queue length over the time interval (0, t) 

QQ the stationary queue length 

Q(t)Q(t) the queue length at time t 

S(x)S(x) the slowdown, defined as V{x)/x 

SSnn the arrival time of the nth customer; So = 0 and Sn — An + Sn-\, n > 1 

VV the sojourn time in the stationary queue 

V(x)V(x) the sojourn time of a customer with service time x in the stationary queue 

WW the stationary workload 

W(x)W(x) the stationary workload in the x-queue 

AA tiie rate of the Poisson arrival process 

pp the load or the traffic intensity of the system, given by p = XEB 

p(x)p(x) the load of the x-queue with generic service times B A x\ p(x) = \E(B A x) 

NN {1,2,. . .} 

VV the class of disciplines that do not use knowledge of residual service times 

aa A 6 max{«, 6} 

Thee age of a customer is the amount of service he has received. The cohort of age 

xx is the group of customers having the same age x. For every age. tiiere is at most 

onee cohort. 
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Index x 

r-busyy period, 88 

r-queue,, 86 

age,, 2, 155 

process,, 129 

arrivall process, 11, 155 

batchh arrivals, 22 

buffer,, 33, 45, 60 

bufferr overflow, 37 

busyy period, 28, 60, 85. 90 

clock,, 51, 108 

cohort,, 2, 3, 145, 155 

process,, 120 

collectivee marks, 124 

convexx order, 61, 73, 123 

criticall service time, 34, 146 

cycle,, 41 

decayy rate, 12, 83, 84, 88 

deterministic c 

queue.. 132 

servicee times. 4, 115 

discretee time, 20. 37, 137 

DLR,, decreasing likelihood ratio 

19 9 

DMRL,, 16, 74, 75 

exponentiall distribution, 75 

exponentiall moment, 7, 83 

extremee value theory, 39 

failuree rate, 17 

failuree times. 148 

FB,, passim 

rule,, 2 

FB*,, 29 

FBPS,, 16 

FIFO,, 2, 5, 7, 20, 74, 102, 115, 147 

game,, 133 

gammaa distribution, 19, 87 

Gumbell distribution, 39, 41 

heavyy traffic. 72, 116. 123 

heavy-tailed,, 5. 27. 28, 76, 87 

ILR,, increasing likelihood ratio, 19 

IMRL,, 16, 74. 75 

information,, 129 

insensitivity,, 5. 6 

intensity,, 120 

job,, 3 

LAST.. 5, 16 
lengthh biased, 148 

LIFO,, 90 
LIFO-p-repeat.. 60, 67-69 

LIFO-p-resume,, 60. 64-67 
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light-tailed.. 5. 76. 81. 87 

limitingg argument . 128. 137. 141 

Litt le 'ss law. 9. 17. 22. 23. 76. 80. 

115 5 

load.. 11. 155 

log-concave.. 19 

log-convex.. 18. 28 

losss rate. 61. 67 

M / D / l l 

busyy period. 47 

heavyy traffic. 120 

queue.. 102 

queuee length. 116 

moment .. I l l 

non-preemptive.. 8. 10, 18. 20. 60, 

62.. 64 

ou tpu tt process, 101 

overflow,, 35 

overloadedd queue. 34. 109. 146 

Pare too distribution. 19. 147 

Poisson n 

distribution,, 62, 124 

process,, 11, 36, 51, 110. 121. 
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Pollaczek-Khinchinn formula, 5, 22. 

74,, 116 

Pollaczek-Khinchinn transform, 111 

preempt .. 3 

priority,, 3, 29 

FBB rule, 142 

class,, 4 

PS S 

unstablee queue, 146 

discipline.. 5, 75 

queue,, 110, 111 

queuee length. 75 

sojournn time. 98 

quantumm size. 4 

queuee length. 21. 111. 132 

maximum.. 28. 29. 43. 45. 51. 

145 5 

stationary.. 9. 10 

regenerativee process. 33 

renewall process. 33, 104. 148 

residuall life, 8. 84. 148 

servicee discipline. 129. 130 

servicee time. 10. 155 

SICV.. 02 64 

slowdown.. 24 

sojournn time. 9. 11, 22, 81. 155 

speciall epochs. 129 

SRPT,, 8, 147 

sojournn time, 98 

stochasticc ordering, 18, 19. 44. 60, 

74 4 

stochasticallyy smaller, 18. 45. 98 

sub-busyy period, 30, 63. 66, 69. 86 

trafficc intensity. 11. 155 

unfairness.. 25 

unstablee queue. 6. 34. 109. 146 

variability.. 44. 59, 73 

Weibulll distribution, 19 

work-conserving.. 87, 128, 130 

youngestt customer, 2 



Summary y 

AA model for a queue with one server consists of three ingredients: the times between 

twoo arrivals to the queue, the amount of service that customers require, and the 

mannerr in which the customers are treated: the (service) discipline. The first two 

aree described by probability distributions, which are assumed to be fixed. By means 

off the third ingredient, the discipline, the behaviour of the queue may be influenced. 

Ann important question is which discipline functions well for certain service-time 

distributions. . 

Inn this thesis we consider one possible choice for the service discipline, namely the 

Foreground-BackgroundForeground-Background (FB) discipline. This discipline works very well for certain 

service-timee distributions. We describe properties of the queue that operates under 

thee FB discipline, compare the FB queue with queues operating under other disci

plines,, and analyse the effect of different service-time distributions on the behaviour 

off the FB queue. 

Thee thesis starts with a (introductory) description of the FB discipline, and an 

overvieww of the results on the FB queue in the literature. Then we study the maxi

mumm queue length in the FB queue, i.e. the maximum number of customers simulta

neouslyy present in the queue. This is an interesting variable in queues with a finite 

waitingg room, or buffer. If one uses the queue length as performance measure, the 

FBB discipline is optimal for a class of service-time distributions. This class contains 

manyy well-known distributions with so-called heavy tails, which seem to occur in 

internett traffic. For this class we show that the tail of the distribution of the maxi

mumm queue length decreases exponentially fast. This behaviour is opposite to that 

off queues with the classical FIFO discipline. 

Inn the ensuing part of the thesis we study the impact of the service-time distri

butionn on the behaviour of the FB queue. We describe the effect of more variability 
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inn the service times on certain characteristics of the queue. Surprisingly, more vari

abilityy can have positive effects, for example on the maximum queue length and the 

stationaryy queue length. Taking a small detour, we describe the maximum queue 

lengthh in queues with disciplines other than FB. For several disciplines we show that 

aa certain ordering of the service times in two queues causes an ordering of the max

imumm queue lengths in the two queues. In particular, a more variable service-time 

distributionn implies a shorter maximum queue length (in expectation). 

Next,, the thesis describes some properties of the stationary FB queue. First, we 

studyy the asymptotics of the sojourn-time distribution, the time between the arrival 

andd departure of a customer. For so-called light-tailed distributions, the tail of the 

sojourn-timee distribution is shown to be decreasing as slow as the tail of the busy-

periodd length. This means that the decay rate of the sojourn time is minimal in the 

classs of all work-conserving disciplines. 

Wee then study the departure process. This consists of the departure1 times of 

thee customers in the queue. We show that the tail of the distribution of the first 

departuree from the stationary queue decreases exponentially fast. This means that 

largee gaps in the departure process are unlikely. We further show that under mild 

conditionss all moments of the stationary queue length are finite: this behaviour is 

againn opposite to that of the FIFO queue. The behaviour of the expected queue 

lengthh is studied in the case that the load p of the queue converges to 1. Finally, we 

considerr the queue length in the queue with constant service times; for these service 

timess the FB discipline is the worst possible discipline. 

Thee thesis concludes with a more theoretical chapter. In this chapter the deter

ministicc queue is described in the form of a game. Further, we show that the queue 

lengthh in a queue in continuous time may be approximated arbitrarily well by the 

queuee lengths in a sequence of discrete-time queues. This approximation is used to 

provee a limiting argument that extends the optimality property (w.r.t. the queue 

length)) of the FB discipline from discrete to continuous time. 



Samenvatting g 

Eenn wachtrij model met één bediener kent drie ingrediënten: de tijden tussen twee 

opeenvolgendee aankomsten in de rij. de hoeveelheid werk die klanten meebrengen en 

dee manier waarop klanten worden bediend, de (bedienings)discipline. De eerste twee 

wordenn beschreven door kansverdelingen, die als gegeven worden beschouwd. Door 

middell van het derde ingrediënt, de discipline, kan men het gedrag van de wachtrij 

beïnvloeden.. Een belangrijke vraag is welke bedieningsdiscipline goed functioneert 

enn gebruikt moet worden bij bepaalde bedieningsverdelingen. 

Inn dit proefschrift beschouwen we één mogelijke keuze voor de discipline, namelijk 

dee Foreground-Background (FB) discipline. De FB-discipline is voor zekere bedie

ningsverdelingenn een zeer goede discipline. We beschrijven eigenschappen van de 

wachtrijj die opereert onder de FB-discipline, vergelijken de FB-wachtij met wacht

rijenn die opereren onder andere disciplines en analyseren de invloed van de bedien

ingsverdelingg op het gedrag van de FB-wachtrij. 

Hett proefschrift begint met een inleidende beschrijving van de FB-discipline en een 

overzichtt van de in de literatuur bekende resultaten voor de wachtrij met de FB-

discipline.. Hierna bestuderen we de maximale rij lengte in de F B-wachtrij, dat wil 

zeggenn het maximale aantal klanten dat tegelijkertijd aanwezig is in het systeem. 

Ditt is een interessante variabele in wachtrijen met een eindige wachtkamer of buffer. 

Alss men de rij lengte als prestatiemaat gebruikt, dan is de FB-discipline optimaal 

voorr een bepaalde klasse van bedieningsverdelingen. Deze klasse bevat met name 

veell bekende verdelingen met zware staarten, die bijvoorbeeld in internetverkeer lij

kenn op te treden. Voor deze klasse laten we zien dat de staart van de verdeling van 

dee maximale rij lengte exponentieel snel afneemt. Dit gedrag is tegengesteld aan dat 

vann wachtrijen met de klassieke FIFO-discipline. 

Inn het daarop volgende deel van het proefschrift bekijken we hoe het gedrag van 
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dee F B-wacht rij afhangt van de bedieningsverdeling. We beschrijven daartoe de in

vloedd van meer variabiliteit in de bedieningsverdeling op bepaalde (stochastische) 

variabelenn in de wachtrij. Verrassenderwijs blijkt meer variabiliteit soms gunstige 

effectenn te hebben, bijvoorbeeld op de maximale en de stationaire rij lengte. Als 

ui ts tapjee bestuderen we de verdeling van de maximale rij lengte in wachtrijen met 

anderee bedieningsdisciplines dan FB. Voor verschillende disciplines laten we zien dat 

eenn bepaalde ordening van de bedieningsduren in twee wachtrijen een ordening van 

dee maximale rij lengtes in de twee wachtrijen tot gevolg heeft. In het bijzonder levert, 

eenn meer variabele bedieningsduur een (in verwachting) kleinere maximale rijlengte 

op. . 

Vervolgenss beschrijft het proefschrift enkele eigenschappen van de stationaire FB-

wachtrij .. Allereerst bekijken we de asymptotiek van de verdeling van de verblijfs

duur ,, de tijd tussen de aankomst en het vertrek van een klant. Voor zogenaamde 

lichtstaartigee bedieningsverdelingen blijkt de staart van de verblijfsduurverdeling in 

dee FB-wachtrij net zo langzaam te dalen als de staart van een bezetperiode (busy 

period).period). Hiermee is deze vervalsndheid minimaal in de klasse van ijverige (work-

conserving)conserving) disciplines. 

Verderr bestuderen we het vertrekproces. Het vertrckproces bestaat uit de tijd

s t ippenn waarop klanten de wachtrij verlaten. We laten zien dat de s taar t van de 

verdelingg van het eerste vertrek uit een stationaire wachtrij exponentieel snel daalt . 

Ditt betekent da t grote gaten in het vertrekproces onwaarschijnlijk zijn. We laten 

verderr zien dat onder een milde voorwaarde alle momenten van de stationaire rij

lengtee eindig zijn: dit gedrag is wederom tegengesteld aan dat van de FIFO-discipline. 

Wee bekijken ook het gedrag van de verwachte; rijlengte wanneer de bezettingsgraad 

pp naar 1 gaat. Tenslotte beschouwen we de rijlengte in de wachtrij met constante 

bedieningsduren.. waarvoor FB de slechtst mogelijke discipline is. 

Hott proefschrift wordt besloten met een meer theoretisch hoofdstuk. Hierin wordt 

dee deterministische wachtrij beschreven in de vorm van een spel. Verder tonen we 

aann dat de rijlengte in een wachtrij in continue tijd willekeurig goed benaderd kan 

wordenn met de rij lengtes in wachtrijen in discrete tijd. Hiermee onderbouwen wc; 

hett l imietargument da t de optimaliteitseigenschap (met betrekking tot de rijlengte) 

vann de FB-discipline uitbreidt van discrete naar continue tijd. 
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Stellingen n 

behorendee bij het proefschrift 

T H EE FOREGROUND-BACKGROUND QUEUE 

van n 

Misjaa Nuijens 

I I 

Inn een wachtrij is het effect van meer variabiliteit in de bedieningsver
delingg op het gedrag van de maximale rijlengte (in een bezetperiode) 
radicaall anders dan het effect op het gedrag van de stationaire rijlengte. 
(Ziee hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 6 in dit proefschrift.) 

I I I 

Inn de stationaire M/G / l FB wachtrij is de verblijfstijd makkelijker te 
analyserenn dan de rijlengte of andere karakteristieken. 
(Ziee hoofdstukken 2 en 7 van dit proefschrift.) 

I I I I 

Inn het geval van lichtstaartige bedieningsverdelingen is de vervalsnelheid 
(decay(decay rate) van de staart van de verblijfstijdverdeling de kleinste in de 
klassee van alle ijverige (work-conserving) bedieningsdisciplines. 
(Ziee hoofdstuk 7 in dit proefschrift.) 

IV V 

Beschouww twee onafhankelijke wachtrijen met dezelfde bedieningsverde
lingg en exponentiële tussenaankomstverdeling. De ene wachtrij is statio
nair,, de andere is leeg op tijdstip 0. Zij T het eerste tijdstip na 0 waarop 
beidee wachtrijen leeg zijn. Dan geldt 

TT <st Li H h LG-I, 

waarbijj de L  ̂ onafhankelijke kopieën zijn van de residuele levensduur 
(residual(residual life) van een bezetperiode, G geometrisch verdeeld is met pa
rameterr p (d.w.z. P(G — k) = p f c_1(l — p) voor k e N) en p de belading 
iss van het systeem. 



V V 

Bijj het simuleren van de maximale rijlengte in de FB wachtrij is het 
verstandigg om de tussenaankomsttijden als tijdstappen te nemen. 

V I I 

Hett curriculum van elke wiskunde-opleiding zou minstens één vak over 
dee geschiedenis van de wiskunde moeten bevatten. 

V I I I 

Dee verdeling van de regeringsduur van Romeinse keizers in de derde, 
vierdee en vijfde eeuw na Christus kan gemodelleerd worden met een 
mengsell van een uniforme verdeling, geconcentreerd op het eerste jaar, 
enn een exponentiële verdeling. De geheugenloosheidseigenschap van de 
exponentiëlee verdeling suggereert dat als een keizer het eerste jaar had 
overleefd,, zijn daden niet meer van invloed waren op de lengte van zijn 
regeerperiode.. (Zie Keizers sterven niet in bed, Fik Meijer.) 

V I I I I 

Dee meeste mensen, en veel wiskundigen, spreken het woord 'parameter' 
uitt alsof het een lengtemaat is. 

IX X 

Inn boektitels die bestaan uit bijna louter hoofdletters vallen juist de 
woordenn op die niet met een hoofdletter beginnen. Aangezien hierdoor 
hett doel van de hoofdletters in titels is voorbijgestreefd, zouden ze met 
meerr zorg gebruikt moeten worden. 

X X 

Err bestaan geen goede cover(versie)s van nummers van de Beatles. 

XI I 

Opp internetpagina's vind je 'woorden' waarin sommige letters vaker voor
komenn dan in de gebruikelijke spelling, bijvoorbeeld 'auwwwwwww'. 
Laatt voor zo'n woord f(k) de relatieve frequentie zijn van het optre
denn van het woord met lettermultipliciteit k. Dan wordt f(k) gegeven 
doorr een machtswet, d.w.z. f(k) ~ ck~a, met c > 0. De exponent a ligt 
tussenn de 2,5 en 5. 
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